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INTRODUCTION .

“TWS l~le  b o o k  in~oduces ,Christians  W-a new ~
way of thinking’ about the world around them-a
positive, optimistic way of thinkir?g:

This lit~e book’is  about victorjr.  Not’just victory
over indwelling sin in each regenerate person’s
heart, but victory over the effects of sin in every area
of life. It can be done. Not perfectly,. of course.
Perfect victory over personal sin comes only on’ the

day of a. person’s deati-,  or on the day. of resurrect-
ion, whichever comes first. Perfect victory over the

‘‘ effects of sin throughout the universe comes ordy ,at
the day ofj,udgment.  But progressive victoxy  over sin
in the individual’s life can and s’h,ould  be mirrpred,  in
the progressive victory over tie effects of sin in the1,

‘ society. This is the message of Deuteronomy 8 ,and!.
28:1-14.
. Christians haven’t taken seri@sly  this’ vision -of
victory since the 1870’s.  They have become con-
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vinced that the best we can hope for is individud mzc-
t~cafion.  They have rejected the concept of soctil
sanctj’ication.  What is personal sanctification, any-
way? It is the progressive conformity of a person’s
life to the standards set forth by the Bible for ethics.
It means becoming conformed to the perfect human-
ity of Christ. (It never means becoming conformed
to His divinity; men do not evolve into God.) Sancti-

~ fication  is a process of being set apart &om  the world
of sh and ethical rebellion — again, not perfectly, in
time and on earth, but progressively. Regenerate
men become “meat eaters” rather than “milk drink-
e r s ”  ( I  Cor 3:2).

Then what is social sanctification? It pa~allels  per-
sonal szi@ificationi  As godly people begin to re-
shcture  their behavior in terms of what the Bible
requires, the world’ about them begins to change.
They serve “as leavening influences in the whole dtd-
ture. As more conve~’ are added to the rolls of the
churches, and as ~ese converts begin to confoim
the- lives to the Bible’s-standards for external behav-
ior, all of socie~ is progressively-sanctified — set
apart by, G&! for His glory, just ‘as He set apart
Israel in Old Testament times.

What I try to show in this book is that the vision of
victory that God gave to Abram when he was still
without a son, and “that He gave Moses before he
confronted Pharaoh, and that Christ announced
after His resurrection (Matt.  28:18) is still v+ld. It
should still motivate His people. to present them-”
selves as’ a living sacriiice (Rem. 12:1). “But for overa
~“ntury,  this vision faded in the hearts and ,minds  of

/
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regenerate people. A. ui.rim  o~ dg$eat,  in time qnd on
earth, replaced the older vision of vic~ory.  The
churches went into hid~g, culturally speaking.
They left the battlefield. The humanists won by
d e f a u l t .  -

Since 1980, ho,wever,  a change has begun to take
place. Ministries that ~reviously were uninvolved in
social and political affairs have begun to mobilize op-

~ position to abortion, secular humanism in the public
schools, and various Federal welfare programs that’
encourage sexual immorality. l%eir leaders have
begun to use the language of victory, in stark con-
trast to. the cultural pessimism af books like Hal
L i n d s e y ’ s  Late, .Great  P l a n e t  Ii&h.

Newer ministries, such as the Maranatha campus
evangelism organization (headquartered in Gaines-
ville, Florida), are forthrightly proclaiming the
‘crown rights of K’ing Jesus” over every area of life.
Students associated with Maranatha  axe bold in
challenging humanism on the campus. They see ,*at
-God calls His people to exercise dornj@m ,(Gen.
1:28);  in time and on earth, as His representatives
and ambassadors. The outlook of these  students is
far different ‘from that of students in the 1950%
through the 1970’s who were associated with other
campus ministries. In those earlier days,  almost all
,the efforts of these organizations were evangelical in
the narrow sense: saving men out of the world,,  but
not training redeemed men to ta+e responsibility over
the world.

AS I write &is introduction in the opening month
of 1984J I am struck by the anomaly of three separate
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Christian ministries’ attempting to establish Chris-
‘tian law schools. For decades, the leaders of these
ininistries,  along with virtually all oier conservative
Christian leaders, opposed the idea that Christians
have a moral responsibility to proclaim an exclu-
sively Christian world-and-life view for the govern-
ing of all human institutions. They consciously
&etied  that -%e’re  under grace, not law.”

But then the $eculak humanisti finally opened fire
on Christian organizations. Christian leaders dis-
covered that thejr’  millions of converts had taken
them serioti.$ly.  These converts- had not rethought

the le@l  foundations of American iieedom.  They
,did not’go  to law school-and become self-consciously
Christian lawyers. ‘So to&y these ministries are hav-
ing great difficulty in finding enough faculty mem-
lx%,’  to’ establish a single, new law school, ‘let done
three, ad not ~ one legal theorist  who comes forth
ready to explain the details of an explicitly Bible-
based law code. Yet R. J. Rushdoony’s  lnstitides  @

Biblical Lati  was ‘published in 1973, giving these
ministries enough time to have.  trained up an army
of young Christian lawyers. But the leaders of today’s
besieged ministries did not- believe Rushdoon~s
message in 1973, the same year that the U.S.
Supreme Court handed down the infamous Roe u.
W@% decision which legalized abortion on demand

in the United States. ‘
Christians are’now  playing catch-up, the game the

humankts  played in this nation from at least 1800.
The humanists finally caught up. Then they over-
took the Christians. They have gained sufficient con-

/-, .,
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trol over the media, the public schools, and the seats
~ of power, so that they think they can coerce Cliris-
tians into compliance to the religion of secular hu-
manism. A handful of Christians have: begun to
resist, but not many. The escalation of the Chris-
tians’ confrontation with government bureaucracies
has only just begun. (See my essay;  “The Escalating
Confrontation with Bureaucracy; in Tactz2s  of Chri+
tian Reskznce,  issue 3 of Christianity and Civilization,
708 Hamvasy  Ln., Tyler, -TX 75701: $14.95.)

This little book introduces Christians to a new
way of thinking about the world around ~em — a
positive, optimistic way of thinking. ” The book’s
chapters originally appeared in various newsletters
published by the Institute for Christian Economics
(P. O. Box 8000, Tyler, TX 75711): C7w&ian Recon-
struction,  Biblical Econornus  Todcy,  and Dominion Strat-
egies. Those  readers who become convinced by this
book should sign, up for a free six-month subscrip-
tion to all. I.C.E. publications. Use the, tear-out
order blank at the back of this book.



Part k THE WAR

1,

BACKWARD, ‘ ‘
CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS? ‘

“Christians believe today that they can safely
retreat into a zone of social impotence and . .,.
therefore social irresponsibility, just as they , .
have done for over a century.”

What would you do if a topless bar-adult theater
complex. opened across the street fkom your church
or Christ@n  school? If your community were hit with
a wave of pornographic materials, which institution
should take  the lead. in campaigning against it? ,A
hund~d years  ago, the answer would have been in-

{ stantaneous:  ~~ the local church. Yet when confronted
) with just this question by members of one southern

,California  conservative church, the p.sto~ replied
> that die church should do nothing officially. ‘We

can’t get involved in “social  action projects,” he-said.
‘Ye are the.salt of the earth: but if the salt have lost

his savor; wherewith shall it be salted?’ It is thence-

., ,“
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fo~ good for nothing, but to be cast out, and to be”
trodden under foot of “men?  (Matt.  5:13).  Christians
have “been losing their  cultural savor for well over
two centuries, and with increasing speed since the
end of ~ the Civil War. How could this have h?p-
pened? .,-

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Christians
invented the university, one of the greatest engines
of social advancement and cultural enrichment ever
conceived. Now they build backwater Bible colleges.
that send the students to the local secular colle~  or
university for the ‘neutral” academic subjects — like
Freudian psychology Keynesian economics, and evo-
lutionary anthropo~ogy.  Christian professors offer no
explicitly biblical alternatives to their students.

-CHALLENGING A WHOLE CULTURE The Refer- .
mation saw the advent of modern printing, and the

bulk of that printing was Christian, and by no
means limited to gushy devotional tracts. Luther
was.challenging the whole fabric of Western culture;
Calvin was rebuilding his city of Geneva (at die
desperate request of the local town leaders);.  John
Knox was winning Scotland to the gospel, using the
sword as well as the pen, This literature still sur-
vives, even in sec&r college classrooms; it changed’ ~
‘our world. The King James Bible established’ a
standard of excellence in ihe English language that i
has never been surpassed. Tiy to find a rnodetn  ex-
ample of Christian literature that has had this tid ~
oflimpaet! ., .,
In 1974, I sent the manuscript of Foundatims  of,.

,,,, ,.,.. , ,, ’,,,
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Christian  Schokmship  to a Christian publishing firm in
Britain. The book’s essays challenge the established

secular presuppositions of many academic disci-
plines: economics, sociology, psychology, education,

philosophy, political science, and.even  mathematics.
The writers all had advanced-degrees, and most held
the Ph.D. ,,

The letter of, rejection explained that the
publishing organization “has been’ generally very

way about involving itself in this field. There  is no
one of any real ‘competence to get involved in these
matters of economics, sociology, etc.’ [presumably,

. he means nobody associated with his publishing firm]
and it would be sticking our neck out with no one able
to answer  the charges that might be made: We seethe

first concern to address ourselves to the prevailing
piety in worship, prayer and preaching. . . .n ,,

,
THE PROPHETS LEGACY What has.become,of  the
le~cy of +e Hebrew prophets, who called  a rebel-
Iious  people–including priests and kings-to repen-
t@ce and reform? What has become of the whole
counsel of God? Why do Christians feel incompetent

%6 answer the charges that-might be made”? .
fiw many times have Bible teachers told their

listeners that ‘the Bible has the answers -for all of
life’s problems”? The statement is true, of course,

and what we know as Western Civilization was built
upon. this truth. Yet the moment Christians discover
answers in the, Bible to the many problems of life that
lie outside the narrow confines of the institutional
church, they feel impotent and unqualified to speak.

.,

-, ,,
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Christians feel themselves helpless in the face of
the complexity of life and the massed  intellectual
troops of modern secularism. A‘ friend of mine,
whose training was in natural science’ and who was
once “employed as an analyst of “war games” in a
scientific think:  tank, commented twenty years ago:
‘It’s ironic. .Chnstians look at science and see a roaring
lion, when ifs redly a mouse in the corner, shivering?

. Like ten of the twelve spies sent out by Moses to
report on the military capacities of the various
Canaanitic cultures (Num. 13), our reports are filled
with dismay. Yet Rahab was to tell the spies ‘of the
next generation that “as soon’ as we heard these
things, our hearts did melt, neither did there remain
any more courage in any man, because of you: for
the: LORD your God, he is God in heaven above, and
in earth beneath” (Josh. 2:11).

Lord in the earth  beneath: here is the battle cry of
“ faithful Christians in every generation. Not Lord in

the heaven above, but impotent on earth, but Lord’
of heaven and earth. The misinterpretation of
Ch@’s won+s  - tit His,kingdom  is not of this world
- should fiiidly  be given’ the burial it deserves: He
was asserting to Pilate that His source of authority-and

,, lordship was not an earthly source, but ‘a heavenly
source. His words are cleari ‘if my kingdom were of

this world, then’  would my servants fight;  that I
should not be delivered to die Jews: but now is my
kingdom not from’ ‘hencem (John 18:36).  Not jknn
hence:  He was ‘speaking of the source of His authority,
not the place of His legitimate reign. His kingdom is
“not of this world but it is h this world and over it.-

..”, p,,,-’



But how many retreatist  sermons have been
preached concerning the solely spiritual, exclusively
internal realm of Christ’s kingdom, as a supposedly
‘accurate expl~ation of this famous biblical text? I ~
shudder ‘to think of the npmber:  like the sands of the
s e a  s h o r e .

CHRISTIAN SCHOLARSHIP why  should Chris-
tians be afraid to challenge the secular culture of to-
day? Has there ever been a culture less sure of its
own beliefs, less confident of its own powers, more
confused concerning its own destiny? “The news-
papers, the entertainment media, and’ the univer-
sities can speak of little eke, but defeat and aliena-
tion. When a rare piece of positive drama appears, it
usually deals with some historical figure, like Patton
or Cromwell. The Christians have hardly heard of
Cromwell, the great Puritan leader aid revolu-
tionary general”. Secularists such as the au*or An-
tonia Fraser or the producers of aCromwell”-hiwe  to
remind modern Christians of their own heritage, so
forgetful have orthodox ‘believers become. We let the
secularists do even our spiritual work for us, so
debilitating have been the effects of emotional,
p i e t i s t i c  w i thdrawal .

Why should critiques of mode=  secularism be left
to neo-orthodox  scholars like the theologian Lang- ~
don Gilkey,  whose book, Maker of Heav.m  andi%th  (at
least in the first six chapters), was for years the best
&mk available on the implications of the doctrine of
God’s creation– something’ Gilkey  does not even
believe in its historic form? Why was it left to. him to

.
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remind, Christians that without the sure foundation’
of ~ the belief in the. crcyition,  moderri science- could
never have @sen?  He, not the local pastor, has an-
nounced:  “The optimism and buoyancy of Western
culture is mork  an effect-of the idea of the good crea-
tion. than its cause.”

Wi~ the fading belief hi the creation, we “have
seen’ the coming of rnajop intellectual crises in
science and the akts.  Who has hforrned”  modern
Christians @at wi@out  permanent standards of law.
a.@ trtih, no progress or development is possible,
and @at with the coming of relativism we have seen
the ded of the idea of optimistic progress? Why
qap’t  ‘it, .be some internationally known evangelist
ra~er than a secularist like Gunther Stent,  piofessor
of biologj  at We University of California,,  Berkeley?
His book, setting fo& this idea, The Coming of the
Go.klen  Age: A View of the End qf Progress (1969), was ‘
published for the Ameri~n Museum of, Namral
Histo~.  Why must t$e secularists do our work?

When we think of Christian scholarship, what do
we have k. mind? A seminary? ‘But seminaries limit
their “efforts to ins~ction  in the biblical languages, ~
evangelism, church history, or “practical’’’theology -
counseling,,  church budgets, ‘visitation, etc. Apart
from the WycMe. translation program, there is /
hardly a single explicitly Christian endeavor that has ~
impressed the secular world with its competence. We
m second rate, or third rate, and we know it. Why? ‘”/
I contend that it is directly related  to our, stubborn
unwillingness to consider the whole counsel of God.
A book, like R. J. Rushdoony’s  institutes ~ Biblical

,. ., .- .“ , . .  - .-. . ,.
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Law (1973) should have been written two centuries
ago; a culture should have flowered because of it. In-
stead, we let the secularists do our work for us. We
do not trust our own competence. .

Christians believe today, that, they can safely
retreat into a zone of social impotence and therefore
social irresponsibility, jtist  as they have-done for a
century, But with the acids of relativism and nkilism
eroding the foundations of secularism —the faith

which has.supported  the Western world since at least.
1900- the social buffers are disappearing. Drugs,
pornography, lawlessness, economic disruption,
witchcraft, random- murders, and all the rest of secu-
larism’s new children no longer’respect  the doors of
the churches the way they used to. Like Joab,  con-
temporary Christiafis  are discovering that the horns
of the altar no longer protect them from destruction
(I Kings 2:28-34). They can no longer be “rice
~hristians~  the beneficiaries of endless fiits of a
once-Christian culture.

CONCLUSION Christianity can permanently re-
construct the culture; nothing else can. Secularism “is
at the end of @e road spiritually; nothing is left to
hold society toge+er  except brute force. God calls
‘His people to leave the onions of Egypt behind them.
There are no more safety zones in the war between
the faiths. The battle rages. We can no longer whine,
like Moses: “O my Lord, I am not eloquent, neither
heretofore, nor since, thou hast spoken unto thy ser-
vant: but I am” slow of speech, and of a slow tongue.
And the LORD. said unto him, Who bath made man’s “,

\
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mouth? or who maketh the dumb, or deaf, or the
seeing; or the blind? have not I- the L6RD?.: . “And “

the anger ofthe’LoiD  was kmdled:against  Moses . . .“’
(Ex. 4:10,11, 14a). . - ~ ; ,
Moses finally had to do what he was told. He took
up the challenge God had set before him. He would
have saved himself a lot of agony had he responded
initially. If it was “true for Moses, before the revela-,
tion of Jesus Christ, to whom all-power has been
given (Matt.  28:18),  it should be far more true of His
New Testament people. The enemy ,is at the gates,

[This was pu@ished  in 1974 in the now-defim~t
magazine, Applied Christz&zi&  Since the late 1~90’s, a

resurgence “of interest in applied Christianity has
begun to be evident. The magazine,- however, ceased

publication in 1975.]
.,

.,,. .,
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IMPENDING JUDGMENT

,. .’.

.“How long do We expect God to withhol~  His,, wrath, if by crushing the humanists whop-
mote mass abortion. . . He might spare the

lives of iiterally  millions of innoc@s?” ,, ..-
,.

In recent years, a sense of foreboding has begun to
overtake the West. The. optimism of the “can-do”
pragmatic,libemls  .of the Kennedy years died in the

jungles of Vietnam. What has replaced the older- Op:
j, timism  .is a kind of secularized version of ‘eat,  drink,

and be merry; for tomorrow we die.:  Can-do liberal-.
ism ,couldn’t,  and its :spiritual  “heirs have just about
gone through their inheritance. (Liber#km  t&es  all”II kihds of capital, not just financi@ c~pital,  and the

I result. is national decapitalization.)
\ There are sever~  ways men, have” accommodated

@emselves  to this sense of impending doom. One
\ way- is to deny the darkness. Men point to Statistical

indicators of national economic ~owth, or some

,. ,’
.,
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other measure of prosperity, and they conclude that
things are doing pretty well, so there is no cause for
alarm. Ben Wattenberg’s  recent books are examples
of this., Then there is’ the “imminent return” syn-
drome among religious groups, especially American
Protestants. Jesus is supposedly coming soon, and,.
all these dark signs are like holes in a sinking ship.
We Christians have the lifeboats, however. Jesus will
deliver us out of our mise&  Another approach is the
‘end of civilization” syndrome. These people are the
true pe@&ts.  They S* the end of the industrialized ,
West, the coming of repressive barbarism (Chinese,
Russian, or. home-grown), and the collapse of the
modern economy. Finally, we have the “clean sweep”
advocases:  the ‘crisis will destroy my group’s ene-
mies, and my group will be found on top when the,
dust, however radioactive it may be in the interim,
f i n a l l y  s e t t l e s:

Any of these syndromes”is  conceivably correet  in
its conclusions’. What we should expeet,  however, is
that there will be more ‘than one scenario (unless
Jesus’ redly  does-come to ‘bail out the Christians).
There is,a’ big wcn-ld  out there, and many historical
currents are operating. There are many possibilities ,
open  to the human race, wrne bad and some good.
At some point- or betterj  series of points  — affairs
come to ahead. The direction’ of events becomes ap-
parent. Alert observers ti1910-14  predicted the corn-.
ing of a European war, and finally +eir fears were
confirmed. The devastation that struck Europe ti
1914-18 was inconceivable even to pessin&s in 1913.
The face of the world was permanently altered.

,

\,
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Whole cultures disintegrated, and the rise of Bolshe;
vism an”d Nazism brought decades of additional deva-
stiition.  We still live under the shadow of that great
war. Y~ not everything was lost. Not all signs of prog-
ress ceased: Men forged ahead, especially in the area
of technology. But, on the other hand, there is the
hydrogen bomb, technology’s highly efficient threat to
the world of technolo~.  And what if technology gets
the cost of-producing such a weapon down to the level
where an Idi Amin ‘can buy or steal one?

The prophets of doom and. the prophets of contin-
uing ‘progress can both look  plausible for a while.
There will come a time in the life of any given nation
or ctdtm-e,  however, when the implications of its his-
torical development become sufficiently obvious, .SO
that the majority of men can see them. When’civili-  ‘
zations  fall, men wail the loss, but they recognize it. ‘
Even, when the, fall of a civilization takes centuries,
x it” did in Rome, the later citizens can look “back.
and recognize the world they have lost. We cannot
put OH t$e day of cultural reckoning forever. For a,
man heavily invested on margin in the U. S; stock
,mh.rket  in October of 1929, the day of accouriting,,
could not be delayed any longer. What resulted from
that collapse (i.e., the depression which beganbe~
fore October 1929, but had not been obvious), was
understood as a disaster by those living in the,1930’s.
The pessimists of the late 1920’s  were proven correcq
the optimists were proven bankrupt. ,

PROPHETIC PR~CHING ~he prophets of the Old
Testament believed that there is a iixed relationship

,.,
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between the moral character of a nation and the ex- ‘‘
ternal blessings or cursings  visited by God on that
nation. They believed in the reliability of biblical

law. They knew that if people continue to cheat their
neighbors, commit adultery, break up” ~e family,
and de~ all lawfully constituted authorities, thk’ land-
wili be brought under judgment. They had no’
doubts in this regard. They recapitulated the teach-
ings of Deuteronomy 28:15-68, warning their listen-

ers that God’s laws cannot be violated with impunity “’ “
f o r e v e r . .  .
Twentieth-century preaching has neglected the ~

outline of Deuteronomy 28. We find few pastors who ~
are” willing to stick their necks out and warn con-
gregations t.lqt modern society faces the same sort of ‘

judginent that faced ancient Israel. They are unwill-
ing to follow the logic of the covenant, namely, that /
similar’ sins rplt  in sz”milar  jdgrhmfs.  While today’s

religiou~  leaders are sometimes willing to sjeakt  of
the ‘impending judgment of God on the -lawless ,
members of society-a societyfrom  which all Chris-
tians vtiil have been removed by.a supernatural act.
of God-they are seldom ready to preach as the, ~
prophets did. They do not warn their listeners, as- L
Jeremiah did, thatthey,  too, area part of contempor:  .;
ary society, and” that they, too, are not immunized I
against God’s wrath. If men have relied h the con-
tinuing profitability -of today’s economy, and- the con- . (
tinuing  functioning of today%  bureaucratic, struc- /
tures, then they have put their capital at risk. -They (
have rested on, and continue b tiest  on, weak reeds. ~

Where is the warning being sounded? Where are :
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the congregations, let alone denominations, that are
being alerted to the’risks associated with cultural and
economic collapse? Europe has suffered .tnvo  great
wars, several inflations, plus the pressures of Com-
munist revolution, all since 1914. We’ have seen
whole  empires decimated in this century, whole
pi40ples  en&.dfed  and destroyed– not just in the so-
called Third World (Ca”mbodia,  for example), but in
the civilized West. Yet the pastors in the United
States, ”Canada, and other previously unscathed na-
tions seem to believe that their socieiies  possess some
‘sort of theological “King’s X,” just because God has
spared them in the past. The barbarians are at the
gates, threatening the- West with destruction, yet the
overwhelming majority of paitoi-s  have not begun to
alert their congregations of the need for prayer, na-
tional repentance, Christian reconstruction, and
preparation for national disaster. They apparently
do not believe that the law-order which prevailed in
the Old Testament still has any effect. They do not
recognize the threat, for example, of the magnitude
of abortions worldwide i between 45 million and 55
million annually. In the United States, the figure is
conservatively estimated” at a million and a half a
year. How long” do we expect God  to withhold His
wrath, if by crushing the humanists who promote
mass abortion (inihiding certain faculty members in
supposedly orthodo’x seminaries), He might sparq
the lives of literally millions of innocents? Will Gti,
hesitate to bring us low, just because we have grown
accustomed to indoor-plumbing and central-air con-
ditioning,  in the face of mass murder?

“/-”
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‘me ~$hreat  of judgment is spelled’ out, clearly: in
,,,

Deuteronomy 28: The reality ofjudgmeqt  has been”
with-us ,since 1914. The Soviet Union-the most con-
siqtent humanist regime in history-has escalated its
.pr$ssures”  on the- West?  and since 1982’ has been ,in’ a
p+ition to :launch a suco%ful first strike against
Americak undefended missiles. YeI any pastor who
would dare to mention the wisdom of buying dehy-
drated  food, gold coins, and a home in a small  town
would  be branded as ,an extremi@.  What is an ‘ex-
tremist? A prophet. And-you know what.respectable  “
priests and rulers did to’ the prophets. .

,.,,”-
C6NCLUSI,0N,  If you tie .a pastor, and you don’t ~
think ,your congregation wants to hear, this kind of
message, think  about forming a new congregation..

Ii ,won’t be difficult. Just start preaching like a ~
prophet of G~, and the losers w’ill leave,  or toss yoy (
out. Your income as a pastor is going to wipe you out ,
anyway; better seek alternative income now, while
you hav~ the opportunity.
If yow are a laymani and your pastor refises  to

preach like a proplie~,  find a new church,” orklo  what ,
you can to get a new pastoc Being surrounded by
Christian lemmings (grasshoppers, in Aesop’s-fable) ~
when the crisis hits will be unpleasant. You will need’ ~

-- friends, who are better  prepared “than lemmings’ in ‘
t h a t  d a r k  d a y .

{
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ESCHATOLOGIES OF SHIPWRECK

“Th6 State needs pastors Who preach a theol-.
“ ogy of defeat. It keeps the laymen quiet, in

an era: in which Christian laymen are the moit .
significant potential threat t.o the unwarranted
expansion of state power.”

The great chapter in the” New Testament which’
deals with the division of labor within the church is I
Corinthians 12. The basic teaching is found in verse
12: .“For as the body is one, and bath many mem-
bers, and ,all the inembers  of that one body;  being
many, are one body: so also is Christ.” The church, -
the body of Christ, is to perform.as  a disciplined, in- .,
tegrated  body performs. It is not to fight against it-
self, trip itself, or be marked by jealousy, one ‘mem-
ber against another.

The twentieth century has brought with it a
deplorable application of these words. Instead of ‘
viewing the body of Christ as a symbolic body with
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Ch@tas  the head, modern Christians have adopted ,
the ‘RomqrCatholic  practice of regarding the priest- ,
hood as the head, heart, and hands, with laymen
serving, as the back, feet, and Ieg$.  In other words,
the priests serve as the unquestioned ‘specialists in
religion,”. while laymen, including elders, serve’ as
the “secular” hewers of wood r and drawers of water.
The laymen are specialists in the things of ‘the
world,” while their priests take’ care of ~e spiritual
re+q.,  We call this outlook %acerdotalisrn.”
This unfortunate development began ve~ early-in

the ‘history of.Protestantisrn, tho,ugh  its full implica-  ~~
tions, have ,taken several centuries tq work out in
practice. Protestant sacerdotalism,  Jike Protestant
scholasticism, has been with us for a- long time.
Laymen have automatictilly  assumed that the divi-  ‘
sion of labor spoken of in the New Testament is a )
division of labor between secular and spiritual pur- i

‘suits. But this ‘is not what the New Testament .‘
teaches. The New Testament’s vision of Christ’s
comprehensive kingdom involves the, whole world.
Jesus announced:.  “All power is given unto ‘me in
heaven and in earih”  (Matt.  28:18).  Modern Chris- :
tians  really cannot seem to accept Christ’s words. ~
They reinterpret them, to say: “MI power is given JO .‘ ;
me in heaven, but. I have abdicated as far as” the ~
earth is concerned.” The priests, as representatives \
of Christ’s spiritual power, which is supposedly the
only real power that Christ systematically ‘exercises, ~
are understood to be the central figures in the king- \
dom. Laymen, who supposedly specialize in earthly ~
affairs, are bearefi  of an inferior authority (not ‘
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merely  subordinate authority, but by nature. in-
ferior),

One of the reasons why Christians have adopted
the peculiar view of authority outlined above has to
do with the concept of victory. From Augustine’ to
Kuyper, or from Luther to Barth, expositors ~ave
too often limited the promise of victory to the institu:
tional  church, or even more radically, to the human

heart alo’ne. Where a man’s heart is, there will be his
kingdom. If his hope of victory is. limited to. his

‘heart, then his concern will be drastically narrowed;
He will worry about his heart, his personal standing

before God,: his own sanctification, and his relation-
ship to the institutional church. He will be far less
concerned about exercising disciplined authority in
the so-called secular realm. It is difficult psychology-,

,, tally to wage war on a battlefield whkh by definition, belongs to the enemy. h army which lacks confi-,
{ dence  is defeated before it takes the field, -This iswhy

God commanded Gideon to announce to the Israel-
ites: ‘Whosoever is fearful and afkald,  let him return

and depart early from Mount Gilead”  (Judges 7:3).

A .THEOLOGY OF SHIPWRECK What we have
,{ seen, especially since the ‘Fi&t  World: War,., is a

) retreat from victory by Christians. Precisely at ,~e
time when humanism’s hopes of a perfectible earth ‘
we~e shattered on” the ‘battlefields of Europe, &e

} Christ@s also gave up hope. The, Christians had
\’. seen’ the technological victories of secularism, and
i they had mentally equated these victories with

Christ’s kingdom promises. When the secular ship.
,, ,,
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went down in a sea of needlessly shed bl~dj the  ;

Christians grabbed. the only’ life preservers. they
thought were available: pessimistic. ,eschatologies~
They. took comfort from the fqct that the ship had
sun-k, not :because  they were safely sa~ing on a rival
shi~; but because-all optimistic endeavors are sup’-
po~edly doomed. They had bu~t no ship of their own
to compete wi~  the Titunzi  of secularism, so they
comforted themselves by clinging to theologies of
universal sunken ships. ‘- -.

~tye are those who parade a theology of ship de-
signing’.- They say that we ought to conquer the earth
b~ means of Christian institutions. They claim that
tiey have designs ready and waiting-cosn-ionomic  ~ ~,
designi,.  certified for export by the Dutch” bo@ .of
trade—-but ‘that they know, in advance, that ~ere is
no.~arket for such designs?  no. capital to begin con- ,
stti,ctio,n,  and no hope of seeing ihem completed.
Tlie~ feel, that they have been faithfid to the Bible by !
merkly  proclaiming the hypothetical possibility of
the external kingdom of God on earth. ,They have
not bothered to get down to the blueprint stage, siny ““ ~,
ply because they have not believed that tieir social  ,,
and- economic designs could ever b? implemented~  - ;
Alhhips, ultimately, are. doomed, say these theologi-  ~
ans of shipwreck.
Is it surprising, then, that ihe ‘dominies”  in cleri- (

cal robes are considered to be immune  to criticism
by laymen, within ecclesiastical” organizations that
are basbd on a theology of shipwreck? After all, if all ‘!
secular ships must go’ down eventually, and all ~
Christian soci~ institutions are equally doomed,

. . . .
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then the only hope is the lifejacket  of internal victory,
S’iritual  uiciq is all that counts, since this ,alone will
float in a sea of social chaos. And, we must always re-
member, it is only ordained pastors who pass out the

lifejackets.  They have the keysjto  the kingdom, mean-
ing the sacraments, preaching; and institutional disci-
pline within @e churches. This is the only kingdom

there is, if not theoretically, then at least practically.
The kingdom is finally equated with the institutional
church and its,operations, despite the fact that Protes-
tant theologians officially reject this medieval visio’n  of
the kingdom. Where. +ere is no victory possible,

there we find no theology of dominion,
,,

ESCHATOLOGY”  ‘AND TYRANNY If men have no
hope of hting able to reform the exteimal  world– the
world outside  the i&titutional  churches —the-n theyI
are faced with two sources of tyranny. The first is ec-
clesiastic@  The second is political.

Ecclesiastical tyranny sterni’ from the monopoly
position which pastors are “understood, to. enjoy
within @e confines of the institutional churches. If

the internal kihgdom is the only hiding pIace for
‘weary, beaten laymen — inevitably defeated in a
world devoid of Christ’s power-then laymen must,

( accept this resting place on the terms assigned to
) them by the ‘ordained leadership. A monopoly can

extract monopoly returns, after all. The ‘only corn-

1’

petition faced,by  the clerics, given an eschatoloW  of
external defeat, is ‘that offered’ by other clerics in

,!, other chprches.  Tlie world offers no comforts, no
hope of successes enjoyed by faithfbl  Christians, no
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promise of dominion in terms of biblical revelation. “-

The only ho~ of victory is the victory of the life-
jacket.  Of course, other churches cay offer life-
jackets. This reduces the power of the defenders of
Protestant sacerdotalism,  but it does not eliminate
it. Laymen, in relation to their ecclesiastical superi-
ors, can only play off one against another; they can-
not exercise comparable authority in’ any significant
sphere of life officially belonging to them, because ,
their spheres of legitimate authoiity  ani battlefields ‘
of guaranteed defeat. At best, laymen can be
generals of rag-tag armies of incompetents.

An eschatology  of shipwreck also leaves men vir-
tually helpless agai@ the ‘unwarranted demands of ~ “ :
an expanding civil government. Humanism maybe
bankrupt, but Christtins - who own moral and cul-
turaI capital becat@e  of their relationship with Ch@t ~
-are unwilling to make a “run on the. banksn of hu- ~
manism. Therefore; the State expands its naked
power, s“ince few voices a~ raked  in piina)kdprotest.
The Christians remain silent, or at least conkied  in
their opposition, precisely because they have been
taught that impotence politically and culturally is
their assigned task  on earth. There are ‘two realms, -;
spii-itual  and secular, and the secutir  re+m ~ one of ~

/chads and defeat. Why spend  time in principled pro- ,,
‘test, if the’only  possible n%ult is defeat? How much
cafiital  — energy, time, money, commitment-will - ‘.
men investin  a venture which has atiached  to it the /
&eoIogical  equivzilent  of a’Bad Houiwkeephg  seal of )
approval?’ ,.
.,’

< ,. . .
., ,,, ,:
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CONCLUSION So what we find in the twentieth
century is a twofold expansion of power, first by the
defenders of Protestant sacerdotalism,  and second\

‘ by the secular State. The State needs pastors who
preaeh  a ~eology of defeat. It keeps’ the laymen,
quiet,  in an era in which Christian laymen are the
most significant potential threat to the unwarranted
expansion of State power.

:. L’
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FUNDAMENTALISM:

OLD AND NEW

m=’. = old,,fundamentaliste  are becoming new fun-’
dameptalists,  andthe. . . new fundament@sts
are preaching a vision of victofy.” ‘ ‘‘

‘Historians always get themselves in trouble when ~
they announce, “On this date, a new movement was
born.” Their colleagues ask them, if nothing else,
“How long was the pregnancy, and who was the ~
father?” The so-called “watersheds” of history always
turn’ out to be leaky.

With this in mind, let me plunge ahead anyway. I
contend that there ii one event by which you can

/date the institutional separation of the old fun- ~
damentalism  and the new: It took place in August of
1980 in the city of Dallas, Texas. It was the National
Affairs Briefing Conference. At that’ meeting, the I

“New Christian Right” and the “New Political Rightn 1
political .technic’ti~ came together publicly and-an-
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nounced a new era in political cooperation. The con-
ference went on for two days and featured dozens of
speakers. The list included Pat Robertson, Jerry

.Falwell,  James Robison (during the, more political-
oiiented  phase of his ministry), and Tim LaHaye,,
representatives of-the ‘New Christian Right.* The
“New Political Right” sp%kers  included Howard
Phfi~ips  and Paul Weyrich.  They even had me give a
speech,. after I had clawed my way in. (Howard
P h i l l i p s  w a s  a b l e  .to g e t  m e  inc}uded.)
They iqvited  all three Presidential candidates–,

Ronald Reagan, Jimmy Carter,. and ‘ third-par~
chn~date  John Anderson -but only Ronald Reagan
accepted. This was significant. President Carter had
featured his “born-again” faith prominently in the
1976 election,. and millions of fiuidamentalists  took
him at his word. “Ti-ust  me:  he said, and they did.
By 1980, it was clear to everyone that Carter had not
appointed any Christian to a position of influence
anywhere in KE cabinet. While President Reagan
later imitated Caper by also ignoring the Christians
and by relying on Trilateral Commission members
and Council .on Foreign Relations members to staff
his cabinet (CFR Team-B, Susan Huck once called
it), this ,wds  not generally expected in August of
1980. (I had expected it and said so @ pr@.  before
the election, but I am extremist.), By 1980, the old
fundamentalists felt betrayed by C&-ier - for some
reason, more wan they now feel betrayed by Reagan
- ahd they voted, overwhelmingly for Reagan,
whose theology was far less visible than Carter’s had
been. .
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-me  message .of the conference was straightfor-
ward: it is the Christian’s responsibility to vote, ~o
vote in terms of biblical principle, and to get other
Christians to vote. There can be no legal system that
is not at bottom a system of morality, the speakers
repeated again and again. Furthermore, every sys-
tem of morality is at bottom a religion. It says “no” to
some actions, while allowing others,. It has a concept
of right and wrong. Therefore, everyone concluded,
it is proper for Christians to)  get active in politics. It
is our legal right and our moral, meaning religious,
d u t y .

You would think that this was conventional :
en’ough, but it is not conventional at all in the Chris-
tian world of the twentieth century. So ‘thoroughly
secularized has Christian thinking become, that the
majority of ‘Christians ih the United States still ap- ‘~
pear to believe that there is neutrality in the uni- !
verse, a kind of cultural and social ‘no “man’s ~ndn
between God’ and Sa~n,  and ‘that ‘the various law
structures of this neutral world of discourse are all
acceptable to God. ~ except one, of course: Old
Testamen~  law..  That ‘is unthinkable, says the mod-
ern Christian. God will accept any’ legal framework :

except Old Testament law. Apparently He got sick of ‘
it 2000 years ago. /

S? when the crowd heard what the preachers and ‘
electronic media leaders ‘were saying, they ~ must
have booed, or groaned,” or walked out, right? After 1
all, here were these men, abandoning the political ,!
and iritellectual  premises of three generations of ‘- ‘
Protestant pietism, right before the eyes of the

,.

,.~
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faithful. So what did they do? They clapped. They
shouted “Amen!”  They stood up and cheered.

These men are maiter  orators. They can move a
crowd of faithful laymen. They’ can even move a
crowd of preachers .- Was it simply, technique that
drew the responses ‘of the faithfid? Didn’t the
listeners under&and  what was being said? The
magnitude of the response, after two days of
speeches, indicates that the listeners liked what they
were hearing. The cr6wds  kept getting larger. The
<heering  kept getting louder. The attendees kept
loading +eir packets with activist materials. What
was going on?

VICTORY They were, for ‘tie first time in their :
lives; smelling political blood. For people who have
smelled nothing except political droppings 4 their
lives, it was an exhilarating scent. Maybe some of
them thought they smelIed  something sweet back in
1976,, but now they were smelling blood, not @e vic-
to~ of a safe “born againn’ candidate like Jimmy
Carter once convinced Christians that he was. They
were smelling a “throw the SO@s out” victory, and
they Iwed it. Only Reagan showed. up. Carter  and

Anderson decided @e fimdamentalkts  wouldn’t be
too receptive to them;  ,How correct they were.

But it was not- simply politics that motivated the
listeners. It ‘was everything.’ Here were the nation’s
fundamentalist “religious ‘leaders, with the con-
spicuous  exception of the fading Billy Graham, tell-
ing the crowd that he election of 1980 was only the

beginning; ‘ that the principles of the Bible can. I
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become’ the law of the lancl~ that @eseeular htian-
ists who have dominated American politic~  life for a
hundred years can be tossed:+ptit  and ~eplaced with -

G’bcl+fepring  men. Every area of life is opento  Chris-
tian Victory:  education, family; economics, politics,
law enforcement, and so for,th.  Speaker after speaker
,anounced,  this goal to the audience. The audience
went wihi i f,,

,Here was a s@ing sight to see: thousands of
Christians, includhig  pastors, who-had believed all ,
their lives in the imminent return of Christ, the rise
of Sat@s forces, and, the inevitable failure of the
church to convert the world, now standing up to ~
cheer other pastors, who a$o had believed this doc-
trhe”  of earthly defeat all their lives, but who were .
proclaiming vi~to~,  in “time and on earth., Never
have I personally witne&d  such enthusiastic schizo-
phrenia  in my life., Thousands of people were cheer- ‘
ing for ~ they were. worih -’cheering away Ihe
eschatologic~  doctrines of a lifetiwe,  cheering away
the;  theolo~cal  pessimism’ of a-lifetime. ~,

‘Did,they-undemtand  what they were doing? How
cap anyone be sure? But this much ,yas clear: the

tqrm “fipture”  was not prominent at the National
AffairsBriefing,Conference  of 1980. kost nobody J,
was t@ing about the im.rninent  retqrn  of Christ. /
The one glaring exception  was Ba~ey  ‘Smith, Presi-  ~
dent of the Southern Baptist Convention, who later
told reporters that he really was. not favorab)e to the I
political .&rust  of the meeting, and that he came to !
speak only because some’of  his friends in the evan- ~
gelical movement  asked hm. (It was Smith, by the .

., <, ,,
. .
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way, who made the oft-quoted statement that “God
doesn?t  hear the prayer of a Jew:n Ironically, the
Moral Majority got tarred with that statement by th~
secu~ar press, yet the man who made it had publicly
disassociated himself from the M@ Majority. He
has since disavowed the statement, but he certainly
said it with enthusiasm at the time.  I.was  seated on
the, poditim  behind him when he said it. It is ‘not the
kind of statement that a wise ,man  makes without a
lot of theological qualification and explanation:)

-In checking with someone’ who had attended a
.sim~  conference in” California ,a few” weeks “pre-
viously, I was told that the same neglect of the rap
ture doctrine had been noticeable. All of a sudden,
‘the word had. dropped. cwt of the vocabula~ of
politically oriented fundamentalist leaders. ~erhaps
they still use it in ~eir pulpits back home, but on the
activist circuit, you seldom hear the term. More peo-
ple are talking about the sovereignty of God than
about the rapture. This is extremely significant.

,.
MOTIVATION How can you motivate people to get
out and work for a political cause if you also tell
them that they cannot be successful in their efforts? ‘
How can you expect to win if you don’t expect to/

) ~~
win? How can you, get men elected if you tell the
voters that +eir votes, cannot possibly reverse soci-
ety’s downward drift into Satan’s kingdom? What ~ >

I
successful political movement was ever based on ex-.

{ .‘ pectations  of inevitable external defeat?
The New Christian Right is feeling its pol~ical’
strength.- These people smell the blood of the pbliti-
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c# opposition. ~o is goirig  to stand up and ~ell ~
these  people  the following? “Ladies and Gentlemen,
all this talk about overcoming &e political, moral,
economic, and social evils of our nation is sheer non-,
sense. The Bible tell:  us that evei@ing will” get
stead~y  worse, until Christ comes to rapture His

church out of this miserable world. Nothing we cti
do will turn this world around. All your enthusiasm
is wasted. All your efforts are in “vain.. All the money
and time, you devote to this earthly cause ‘will go
down the drain. You can’t use biblical principles-a
code term for biblical Old Testament law— to recon-’
struct  .wiciety.  Biblical law is not for the church age.
Victory is not for the church age. However, get out
there and work like crazy.  It’s your moral duty?  Not
a very inspiring speech, is it?. Not the stuff of political
victories, you say. HOYV correct you are!

Ever try to get yobr listeners to send you money to ~
battle the forces of s,o&l  evil by using some variation
of this sermon? The Moral Majority fundamental-
ists smelled the opposition’s blood after 1978, and the
savory @lor  has ovetihelmed  their official theology.
So they have stopped thll&g  ‘about the rapture. ,,

But this schizophrenia- cannot go on foretier.  In ,,
off-years; in between elections, the enthusiasm may \

wane. Or the ‘Christian” politic~  leaders may ap- .
point the same tired faces to the positions of high au- (
thority. (I use the word “may” facetiously; @e Pied
Pipers of politics  appoint nobody  except secular hu- 1
manists.  Always.’ It will take ‘a real social and- 1
political-upheaval to reverse this law of political life.
That upheaval is coming.) In any case,. the folks in

) ,.
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the pews will be tempted to stop sending money to
anyone” who.. raises false hopes before them. So the
“new” fundamentalkt  preachers are in a jam. If they
preach victory, the old-line,pessimists  will stop send-
ing in checks. And if they start preaching the old-line

‘ dispensational, premillennial, earthly , defeatism,
their recently motivated audiences may abandon
them in order to follow more consistent, more opti-
mistic, more success-oriented pastors.

What’s a. fellow’ to do? Answer: give different
speeches to different groups. For a while, this tactic
may work. But for’ how long?

THEOLOGICAL SCHIZOPHRENIA Eventually, the
logic of a man’s theology begins to affect his actions
and his long-term commitments. We will see some
important shifts in +eology in the 1980’s.  We will
find out whether fundamentalists are committed- ‘to
premillennial dispensationalism – pretribulation,
midtribulation,  or posttribulation — or whether they
are committed to the idea of Christian reconstruc-  ““
tion.  They will begin to divide into separate camps.
Some will cling to the traditional Scofieldism.  They
will enter the political arenas only when they are
able to suppress or. ignore the implititions  of ,Aeir
faith. Men are unlikely to remain in the’front  lines of
the political battle whenthey  themselves believe that
the long-term earthly -effects” of their ‘sacrifice- will,

come to-nothing except visible failure. Others will
scrap  their dispensational eschatolo~.  completely
and turn to a perspective which oqers ‘ihem hope, in
time and on earth. They will .be driven by the impli-

,., ,

,.
,.

. . .
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cations ,of “*eir  religious commitment to the s.@ggles
of our day’ to abandon the”% traditional premillen-
nialism.  Pessimistic pietism and optimistic r,~on-  “ .
structionism  don’t mix.

This is ‘not to say that consistent premillennialist ,
cannot ever become committed to along-term pciliti- s ~
.cal fight. It is to say that vest premillennialists have

,.

not done so in the past, and are unlikely to do so m
the future. If ‘they do, leadership will come from

,,

‘ other sources, theologically speakiig.
Three basic ideas are cWcial for the success of any

religious, social, intellectual, and political move-
. rnent. First, the doctrine ofpdstinution.  Second, the ‘ :” ~
doctrine of Lzw.  Third, the doctriqe  of inevitable  oic- ,
troy.  The fusion of these three ideas has led to the vic-
tories of Mamism  since 1848. The Coqmiunists
believe that ‘historical forces are on their side, that
Mamism-Leninism  provides them with access to the ~
laws of historical change, and that their movement
must succeed. Islam has a similar faith. In the early

; ‘modern Christian West, Calvinists and Puritans had
such faith. Social- or’ religious ‘philosophies which .

lack any one of these elements are seldom able to,
compete with a system which possesses all three. To ;,
a gn+at extent, the culttiral  successes of modern secu- ‘:
lar science have been based on a fision of these three
elements: scientfic  (material) determinism, the scien- 1

tistk knowledge of natural’ laws, and the inevitable
~ progress of scientific tectilque.  As faith in all .tbree 1
has .~ed,  the religious lure ofsciende  has also faded, ~
especially since about 1965”,. when the counter-culture
began to challenge all three assumptions. , ,

.,, ,,
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Without a doctrine of the cornpr&ensive  sover-
eignty of God,,  without a doctrine of a unique biblical ~;
law s@ctpre  which can reconstruct the institution; of
society, and, without a doctrine of eschatological  vic-
tory, in time and on earth, the old fundamentalkts
were unable to exercise effective political leadership.

The prospecp  for effective political action kve. ~
begun to shake  the operational faith of modern.
fundamentalists –,not  their official faith, but their  ~
operational world-and-life view. This shift of faith
will steadily pr~ssure  them to rethink, their @adl-
tional ~ theological beliefs.. The leaders of the moral “

‘, majority. movement will come under @creasing
pressufe,  both internal and. external, to come to

@pi wi~h the conflicts between their official theolo@
and their operational theology. ..

It is doubtful that many of the leaders will an-
nounce an overnight conversion to the loqg:dreaded
optimistic faith. It is doubtful that they will spell  out

the nature of the recently rethought world~and-life
view. But younger men will begin to become more

. consistent with their own theological presuppose- ‘
tions,  and those who adopt the three crucial perspec-
tives - p~destination,  biblical law, and eschatologi~’‘,.,,
@ optimism-will begin to dominate the moral ma- ,.}
jority  movement. It will take time, and older, less

!. consistent leaders will probably have to die OR first, -
but the change in. perspective is predictable, The.

\
taste of victory will be too hard to forget.

CONCLUSION” After  more than half a century  .of
political ‘hibernation, fundamentalists began to get

.
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actively involved in natiomd  politics in the election”
of 1980. Many of the leaders” of the older, pietistic,
“don’t get involved in worldly affairs” veksion  of
American fundamentalism made a major switc~ in
their ministries between 1976 and 1980. Jerry Falwell
is the most prominent example, but he was not
alone. There were several reasons for this: opposi-
tion to abortion’i  opposition to humanism in public
education, opposition to moral decay, opposition to
Carter’s submissive foreign policy, opposition to the
visible deterioration of our national ‘defense system.
But. most important was. a new outlook concerning
the possibility of external victory– victory prior to
the visible, personal return of Jesus Christ to earth.
What has been most remarkable (and utterly ig;
nored by the secular and Christian press) is this shjii , ‘
in @actical  eschatologp.  Slowly, and not all that surely; ,.
old fi-mdamentalists  are becoming new fundamen-
talists,  and the ““litmus  test”  of this shift in perspec:
“tive  is the issue of eschatology.  The new fundamen-
talists are preaching a uision of uutov.

-,
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“It is time for Ch~itians to stop givlqg Satan ,
credit for more than he is worth. Christians

must stop worrying about Satan’s power, and
,“ starl working to undermine his kingdom.”

,. .’
Thzre h no substitute for victory. m

Gen. Douglas ,MacArthur
Most people want t~ kpow  how to invest their

money. What would you think about the follow~g
investment? I have found a brand new company that
needs” firiancing. It is operated by inexperien,md

~ managers +v.Qo  have never been ‘iri manzigement

i
positions before. It has a very small budget. It has no
government grants of any kind,  in fact, the gover-
nment  has already convicted the president of the corn-

\ pany for making fraudulent claims. There are no
college graduates employed by the company. All the‘(
rnqjor  institutions of higher learning teach a totally
different z management program and refise  to

,,,
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recognize this firm’s techniques as valid.
So f?r, it doesn’t sound too promising. But let “me
add a few more observations. The firm’s’product line
has been deliberately designed to be out of fashion
with.  the buying public’; tastes. It has no advertising
‘budget. The recently recruited sales force is expected
to, do dbor-to-door  marketing, and they have, had no
experience in this field.  fie only experience in ‘direct
marketing,that  the Managers had was regional, over
the last three years, and the firm suffered tremend-
ous sales iesis~nce  in this market. Nevertheless,

the firm is determined to go international. “
- Would  you invest  in this company? More to the

point, would you put everything you own into the ~,
company?

But 1 forgot to tell you something.-The firni’s pres-
ident is no longer being held by the government. He
is:’now in conference with the chiefexecutive  officer,
who happens to be his father, and who is the
developer of the most brilliant sales” &d recruiting
package the world has ever  seen. Not only. that, the
developer of the program has made sales projection’
figures that are comprehensive, and which in the
past have always proven accurate. He says *at the ~~
company will eventually dominate the world ,‘/
market.

Now would you invest in the company? Maybe, # {,
you believed in the developer and his son.

A little less than 2,000 years ago, a handful of
IJews in Palestine were given just this, opportunity. ~

They took advantage of it. Of the ~riginal welve , )
“senior managers,” one defected’ to the *rival ti,n’
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‘ but died shortly thereafter. He was replaced., Within
two months,, thousands of recruits from all over the
world were brought into” the sales force.’ They
returned home with reports on what they had been
told. The firm started growing faster-than its rivals

had believed possible.
The organization is still “in business” today. It’s

called the church of Jesus Christ.

tiIsTomcAL  COnditiOnS IN THE FIRST CENTURY
When we think about the earthly odds against the
early church, ” we can only marvel at ~ what they ac-
complished. The Jews were against them.’ The
Roman authorities were against them. The various
rival Eastern cults, which were spread~g  like wild-’
fire throughout the Empire, were against them. The
church attracted its converts from the less prestigious
, groups in society. They had poor educations gener-
ally. Most of the early leaders were probably illiter-
ate. How could they have hoped to succeed?

They, had God on their side, of course. But God
does not ‘place His people into historical vacuums.
He had created a unique set of conditions for them to
work with. First, the Roman Empire had established
an excellent communications and transportation sys-
tern. The Roman highways were marvels of engin-
eering. me Roman army kept &em generally free
of bandits, and the navy kept the Mediterranean free

, of pirates. Trade flourished.
With trade flourishing, ,people  had to cow-

municate. Two languages were universal: Greek and
Latin. Both were advanced languages with literature;
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they were both written languages, and ,m histori-
cally high percentage of literate people — fhr higher
than four centuries before or later— were available to
write and receive messages:
Second, people’s faith in Greek and Roman reli-
gions was ftiing.  There were dozens of Eastern cults
coming into Rome. Magic, astrology, and fortune
telling were on the rise, and the Roman government
could not stamp them out. Religious agarchy  was
becoming a way of life.>

Third, people had lost confidence in representa~ive
civil government. Alexander the Great destroyed the
Greek democracies before he died in 322 B.c: His
successors were declared gods. Augustus Caesar
accepted deification- by the provinces a few decades
before Christ was born. His successors made his ~,
divinity official. What elected representative of the
~oman people could claim to possess the ppwer of d
god? ‘

Augustus downgraded the Roman Senate. Blood-”
~ . .

shed soon filed politics. The emperor Cali#a came -
to the throne @ 37 A.D. when his closest companion ‘
smothered the emperor Tiberius and then saluted ,
his friend as emperor. Caligula, a madrnah,  declared
himself “a god. Four years leter, two officers of the - ~
guard murdered him. The Senate’ tried to regain ~
power one last time, but failed. The army iristalled
Claudius, a fool. Fourteen years later, his fourth wife. ,
poisoned him. Her son, Nero, the last of the heirs of {
Augustus, came to power in 54 A.D. @is.teacher,  the ‘
philosopher Seneca, had taught him that he was to
become the savior oflhe  world. He bechme  a mur- ~
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derous  tyrant.. He even had his mother and his wife
murdered. Who could trust in politics?

Fourth, the economy began to disintegrate. The
emperors announced their divinity and the coming

- salvation of the world on the Roman coins. Steadily,
~ they also debased the coinage. They removed the

&lver and substituted cheaper copper. Prices sky- -,
rocketed. Inflation, began to erode people’s faith in
the economy.

Fifth, government welfare programs began to
drain the Roman treasury. Free bread and circuses
made high taxation mandatory. “People stayed on the

‘ dole for,so long that the right to receive government
handouts became a hereditary right.

S&-1,  sexual debauchery became common. The
high ideals’ of the Roman fhmily  became little more
than a, memory. The upper classes no longer served as

models for the” rest of the citizen~. Pornography
‘spread throughout the culture. Some of the walls of

Pompei today” are covered wi+ pornographic paint:
ings, as they were when the volcano erupted in 79 A.D.
Some- of Pompei’s statuary is so foul that modem,
“liberated n tourists are not even allowed to view it.

Seventh, the population of the upper classes stag-

1
nated. They practiced abortion and- infanticide.
They left their infants in the streets to die.(.

In short, the whole culture” was disintegrating.
When people lose faith in their institutions, they are

! ripe for a takeover by those  who have a living faith.~.
,

THE CHURCH’S OPPORTUNITY The early church
took-advantage of this unique opportunity. They set
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up c,ht$mh courts to handle dkputes,,  as Paul had
commanded(I  Go&rthians  6), Their people r~eived
ju5ti~., -

They built strong’ families. They ‘went out and,,
picked~up  babies  who I@ been left to die.  .~e au-
,ticn-iti~$ were outraged.’ This was made ylegal..  So
the .Christians  violated the law. They kept’ t.ziking  ,,
home~posed  i n f a n t s .
~ They took cae  of th& own ‘people. They used, &e
tithe to;,support  the poor and sick among, them. They
+d not go ~ermanently  on the dole.

They worked “had. They became the most pro-
ducdve  citizens  h tie Empire. Yet’they were perse-
cuted. They refused to honor the ‘genius” (diviqity)
of the emperor. Th’is was considered @ason by the ‘,
Roman, authorities, Nero used tar-covered Chris-
tians as torches at his parties. ,,
For over two centuries the church was persecuted.

The persecution was intermittent. One generation
would suffer, many would renounce the faith, others
would compromise. The church would be ‘thinned
o’ut..”  Then’, strengthened by resistance to persecu-
tion, the church would experience growth during
periods of relative toleration.

Finally, the emperor Diocletian  came to the i

throne, in 2841 Inflation was rampant. He put on
Iprice and wage controls. Shortages immediately ap-

pewed.  He imposed the death penalty for violators.
The economy began to collapse. He persecuted die ~
church. In 305, he gave up and abdicated– the first !
emperor ever to do so.,

In 312, Constantine came to the throne. He
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declared Christianity ’as the lawfil religion. The first
Christian ‘emperor of Rome had &rived.  The perse-
cutions ended. Christians were brought. into the civil

‘ government. Constantine recognized the obvious:
,, there was no other social force ~ Rome stable -

enough, honest enough, and productive enough to
match the Christian church. The Empire could no
longer do without these people. After almost 300
years, Chr@ had conquered Caesar. The power ofRome
had crumbled before the kingdom of ,God. God,

through the faithfulness of His people, had van-
qu ished  His  enemies . :..,,

CH~lSTIAN SELF-GOVERNMENT The church hid
suffered., It had been reviled, ridiculed, beaten
down. But over the years, Christians learned how to

deal ‘with adversity. They had learned to deal with
rea.hy.:  There was no Roman State to rely. on for ~
justice or protection.’ They had to rely on God, on
themselves, and their church courts. Z%iy tiecame  a se-
cond government within the Empire. When the time was
ripe, they were ready to exercise leadership.

But what about today? Are Christians ready to ex-
ercise  leadership in the high places of our world?

j Where are the Christians? Almost invisible. ,

J Why? Why are people who believe in the God of
Abraham, Moses, David, ,Elijah, and Christ almost

,s hvisible  in today’s culture? We live in a culture built,
i by Christi,ans3  from the days of Constantine to the

days of America’s Founding Fathers, almost ‘@ of
whom were members in good standing’ in Bible-
believing churches. But we have very little say in to-
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day$ world.  ~ -
Where can we point to and say, Where’s where

we’re dominant”? In the universities? Hardly; they
ark all controlled by peopIe  who believe that the God
of the Bible is irrelevant in the classroom, except to
be ridiculed.

In civil government? Where are the Bible-based
laws? Where are men able to get elected by carn-
pa”igning as Bible-believing, Bible-following students
of righteousness? .

What about entertainment? Debauchery at worst,
stupidity at best. The Christians have virtually no
influence in this area.
‘The media? Not on the rnajoi networks. Not in

the imporiant  newspapers. No magazine with na-
tional impact acknowledges Christ as king.

In the courts? Where abortion has been legalized?
Where a ‘man who shoots the President can be ac-
quitted by reason of insanity? What is really crazy is’
the law.

We have to face it: there  is hard~ a singie area where
Chrhizns have o!irtinguished  themselves as the best in the

jield.  In Bible translating, yes. In running foreign or-
phanages, yes. But not in +e corridors of power or .
influence. (

,, i
“THE BIBLE HAS THE ANSWERS!” That’s what we
-tell people. We go to them with the Word of God, ~
and we tell them that they can find the solutions to t
the problems that are destroying them. But do we
believe it? Do we real~ believe it?

‘What if he is a Senator who faces defeat ifhe votes “
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for (or against) a particular bill. - Does the Bible tell
him which way to vote? ‘What if he is a businessman
who is considering” borrowing money for a project.
Does’ the Bible give hti instruction?

What if he is a, judge who is’ about to sentence’ a
criminal? Does the Bible give him guidelines?

Humanists are convinced that the Bible should
not be used as a’ blueprint for society. As a matter of
fact, the vast majority of seminary professors, even
in Bible-believing seminaries, agree with the hu-
manists on this point. But if they are correct, then
what can we use to bide us in our’ search for tight and
wrong? Our” own imaginations? What we -learn in
university classrooms taught by humanists? What
we read on the edhoriaI  page of the New York  Times?

If not in the Bible, then where?
This is the question Christians have been avoiding

for a century.

A “KING’S X“ FROM GOD? Chrishans  take the
message of salvation to lost men. Why? To tell them
about the penalties of sin, and God’s grace iri pro-
vidihg an escape horn judgment, through faith in
Jesus Christ. Without a knowledge’ of sin, Paul,. wrote to the church at Ro’me, there can be noknowl-

\
} edge of the new life in Christ (Romari.s  7:9-12).’

Then whd do we tell men who are sinning in h~h pbces?

:
The prophets of Israel told kings right to their faces
what they had doane,  and what God  was going to do

~ to them if they fhiled, to repent., They were very
specific in their charges against the rulers of the day.

But if men cai sin”in high places, they must be sin-
.

,,
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nhig agqinst  sorwthitig.-  They r&ist  be sinning against
Go@s law. They mustbe defiing God by disobeying
His standards.

In short, ~ there are no God-given stana%ds  of
rightwsness  in every area of lz~e, then there can be no call to
repentance in evqv area oflt~e.  But if we say this, then we
are saying that sinful men can continue to do
anything they want in theke  areas of life. We are say- :
ing that God gives to men a huge “King’s X“ in life.

There is no zone of neutrali&  no ‘King? X“>om  Godi
stunduds  of r~hteo;ness,  anywhere in the univeme.  This is
what we have to preach to men if they& to be saved
from their sins.

GOD’S COMPREHENSIVE JUDGMENT Sini%i  man
wants to believe that he can escape the judgment of
God. He wants to believe that he is free to do what-
ever he pleases, from morning to night. He does-not
want to hear the voice of God.

Modern Christian preaching tends to. give sinful ,
man what he wants. It tells h@ that he is “a littleq  off
the mark. He is “not quite” righ~eous  before God.
There are ‘certain areas” of his life that are not berng
lived in terms of God’s requirements. But on the
whole, sinful man is really not all that sinful. So he is j
told.

The prophets of Israel pulled no punches. They (

went to &q+ and commoners, priests and rich men,
and told them that they were corrupt, from top to ~
bottom. They told” them what they had done to ‘
violate God’s law in every area of life: economics,
agriculture, civil government, military strategy,
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foreign poliiy,  religious wo~ship~  and family rela-
tions. ,.

~ The prophets also reminded them) of the warnings
‘ in Deuteronomy 28. There would. be judgments
froy God:. in economics, agriculture, civil govern-

ment, military strategy, foreign policy, religious wor-
ship, and family relations. There is no escape. Sin-
ners must repent.

In other words, the okl T~tamt  prophets closed the
escape, hatches. They would, not let the sinners off
God’s hook in any area of life. They told them that
God~@dgment  is comprehensive beca~e  menk sins are com-
prehens ive .  ~

But we must never forget what kind of judgment
, the prophets preached: judgment unto restoration. God

~d them preach judgment unto destruction to the
pagan nations around Israel (except for Jon@, when
he preached in Nineveh).  What we, too, must
preach,  is  judgment unto restoration.

GOD’S COMPREHENSIVE SALVATION Eve~ time
the prophets warned the people about God’s wrath,
they told them why it was coming. They told the
people to repent, meaning ‘to turn- around.” They

1
told them to turn around from spec$fc sink that were

$
: goirig to result in sPec#ic  judgments .  ~. .

~, But they also told them somethiig else: God will

I
bn”ng  comprehensive restoration aJ%r His comprehensive
judgment., Isaiah said: “I will restore thy judges as at
the first, and thy courisellors  as at the beginning;
aftenyard  thou shalt be called, The city of
righteousness, the faithful city. Zion shall be
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redeemed with judgment, and her converts with
righteousness” (Isaiah 1:26-27).

He’ proclaimed to them, the coming of “the accep-
table year of the Lor~ (Isaiah 61:2), in which the
people of God “shall build Me old wastes,they  shall
raise up the former.desolations, and they shall repair
the’waste  cities, the desolations of many generations?
(Isaiah 61:4).

- You have sinned, me prophets told them, and you
shzdi  be judged. But God shall ,restore  you, even as you
rebelled against .Him,  qnd even as He judged you:
comprehensz’ve~.  From head to toe, you shall be,
healed. From top to bottom, your entire culture shall
be restored.

Restored to what condition? As it was in the be-~
giiming. What:  beginning? As “it was when God
delivered His law to Moses at Sinai, after the great
dehverance  of Israel  out of Egypt. In short, Israel
was to be restored ih tams of Godk comprehensive law,
whiqh they had rebelled,,  against comprehensively.

Do modern Christia&  redly believe this? -Not
many seem to. They do not confront the whole soci-
ety with the call of repentance. They, do not seem to
recognize that our whole civilization, is, in rebellion
against God,’ fmm top to bottom. They preach as ., ‘\
though they think that the definition ~of  sinning can
be limited to a few things, such as- adultery, or

1

alcoholism, or hero@ addiction, or nudity in the
movies, or. bad language on prime-time. television, ./
or prohibiting prayers in the public schools.

Whm  a whole  civilishion is in rebellwn, the whole cul-
ture k involved, every aspect of that culture. But you would
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not guess this from listening to today’s se~ons, even
in supposedly conservative churches.

THE DOMINION. ASSIGNMENT God said, to Adam
and Eve: “Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish
the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over
the fish of +e, sea, and over the fowl of the air, and
over every hvmg thing that moveth  upon the earth”
(Gen.  1:28).

God said to Noah and his sons: “Be fmitful,  and
multiply, and replenish the earth” (Gen. 9:1).

God said ‘to Abraham: ‘And I will make my cove-
‘ nant between me and thee, and will multiply thee

exceedingly” (Gen. 17:2).
God said to Moses tind the people of Israel: “The

“LORD shall make thee plenteous in goods, in the fruit
of thy body, and in the fruit of thy cattle, and in the
fruit of thy ground, in the land which the LORD

sware unto thy fathers. to give &ee.  The LORD shall
o’pen unto thee his good treasure, the heaven to give
the rain unto thy land in his season, and to bless all
the wor~ of thine hand: and thou shalt lend unto
many nations, and thou shalt not borrow. And the
LORD shall make thee the head, and not the tail; and

thou shah be above only, and thou shalt not be
) beneath; if that thou hearken unto the command-

ments of the LORD thy God, which I command thee!
i this day, to observe and to do them” (Deut:  28:11-13).
\ God said +rough “the resurrected Christ: “AU

power is given unto me in heaven-and in earth. Go
ye therefore, and teach all nations;  baptizing them in

~ the n&ne of the ‘Father, and of the Son, and of the

.-
,.

.
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Holy..  Ghost: Tea+ng @em to o@erve  all, ~ings ,,.
whats’qever  I have . commanded you?,  , (Matt.
28:18-20). ~ ,-

Godkaid  ~ough the. Apostle Pauk %encometh’
the end, when he shall have delivered up the king-’. ‘~
dom to,. God, even the Father; when he shall have”
put -down:  all ‘rule and + authority and power:  For
he muqt ~ign, till he bath put all enemies under his -
feet?  (1 Cor. 15:24-25).
God~aid.  . . but modern Christ&.s  #n@2r not, to listen.
The~.do  not want to hew about their cornprehensiae  ri-
sponszbili~  to maste;  the word of G@, and. to apply
His standardi  in every area of life,, bringing the
whole world under the reign of Jesus Christ. They
prefer to minimize their responsibility, c@ling men
out o~the wodd,  rather than calling them ‘to tik over the
world under the authorz”~  ojjkws C%rist.. . . .

SATAN’S COL~PSING SOCI13V We think that we
are too weak, too unorganized, to achieve victory in
social,. political, and economic affairs. But look
around us. What does the enemy have?

He has inflation one yearand  recession the next.
In some years he has ,both at once. He has a culture
filled with people who have lost faith in everythi~g:  ~
God, law; the political system, the sanctity of mar- ~
riiige,  and even physical stu%ival.

Men without faith have difficulty in building
ianything’ permanent. People today have begun to ,,!

lose faith in the future. Two generations ago, “
Americans were optimistic about the. future. Today,

~, they are gluinly,  reconciled” to seeing the loss, of

,.

,.
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America power, American honor, and the Ameri-
can dollar. Men zuithout  hope  are, ripe  for defeat  by mien .
who have hope.

People are abo~ing  their children, perhaps the ul-
timate rejection of the” future. Their public, tax-
supported schools are producing illiterate g{,aduates
by the millions every year. Welfare costs are ex-
ploding. The budgets of every nation are runnihg
‘huge deficits. No one knows where the money (with

purchasing power) will come from to pay off Social
Security obligations.

Our national defense system  has fallen behind our,
enemy’s. Our ‘law enforcement organizations are vti-
tually  admitting defeat in the fight against crime.

In, short, the society of Satan once again resembles
the Roman Empire. It always must. We must not
forget what happened to the ‘Roman Empire. Rome’, ,
jll to  Jesus Christ . ,,,,

A BIBLICAL WORLD-AND-LIFE VIEW The Bible
speaks to every area of life. God holds men responsi~
ble for sinning in every area of life. God’s  law pro-
vides standards of righteousness in every area of life.
The goal, then, is to learn what God requires of us,.
as individuals and as a society, and then humbly to
begiq to apply what we have learned.

We know that men cannot sin from morn+g to
night and escape God’s judgment. They must be
called back to righteousness. In every area of life,
they must first repent, and then return to their jobs
as redeemed men, to rebuild in terms of Godt standards.
They must repair the damage their sinfulness caused.
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Z%,@  m@ make restitution. .,

In every area of life, we must reconstruct: in
education, in medicine, in agriculture, in econom-
ics, in our occupations, in politics, in law enforce-.
ment,  in family relationships, in church life, in the
arts and sciences . . . i n  eie@ing.

‘God has told us what we must accomplish, as in-
dividuals and as a nation, in order to fulfill our do-
minion assignment. There is no escape from this
assignment, from Adam’s day to the present. There
can be personal success or failure in carrying it out,.
but no escape. God holds us responsible, as in-
dividuals tid as a society. We have our marching
orders from a God who has promised victory to His
people, in time and on es+.  Victory can be cidieued
on~ in terms af Godi righteousness, God%  sacr#ice at
Calva~,  and Godi stand+ of r~htioun~sfor  every realm
of lzj$e.

Satan cannot win. Why not? Because he has
denied God’s” sovereignty and disobeyed God’s law.’
But Moses  was told explicitly, God’s blessings come
only from obedience. Satan.  will  not win because he has
abandoned Go#s tool of dominwn,  biblical law.

It is time for Christians to stop giving Satan credit
for more than he is worth. Christians must stop wor- ~
“i-@Ig about Satan’s power, and start working to \
undermine his kingdom.. Contrary to a best-selling
paperback book of the 1970’s,  Satan is not alive and ‘
well on planet earth –alive, yes, but not well. His {
troops are no better  than their commander’s,
strategy, and that strategy is flawed. They have been
winning only because of the rival army’s field-grade
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officers’ failure to take their Commander’s strategy
seriously. When God-fearing officers finally begin to
follow orders–the law of God-meaning that they
begin to “do it by the Book; Satan’s troops will be
driven from the field.

.-.
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6
1984, NOT 1948

“There is little likelihood that our perspective
‘ will be taken seriously until this culture works

out its damnation without any fear or
trembling?

What’s wrong with our churches today? A lot. But
if anything is wrong with the evangelical, officially
conservative churches, it is this: the members think
that the’ way to restore Christian culture is to return
to 1948. At the very latest to 1956. That would be as
close to “heaven on earth” as any church member
could ‘dare to hope for.

Because of the partial isolation of most of our \
churches from the grim reality of culture in the

1980’s,  they are reacting against the evils of 1968. I
They want to see a return of patriotism. They want
dlr.ty  language off the prime-time T.V. shows. They
want television starlets to put on some underwear.
They dream of the day that Ozzie and Harriet will

,,
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be the parent figures of America. (Trivia rquestion:
What did Ozzie do for a living?) The CBN commer-
cial stations rerun “Father Knows Best” in the after-

“ noon, or similar sitcom fare. Christian parents see
these bland, thoughtless series as a kind of Novocain -

for their children’s, rhinds, or even their own minds.  .
It takes them out of the 1980’s.

In the Bible Belt the culture is still  suffering from a ‘
mixture of three decades of rebellicm.  The 195@

style rebellion is almost cute: hot cars, cruising down
main stieet,  cigarettes behind  the gym~.  These are
the sorts of things that Fonzie does, and everyone
loves Fonzie. The kid who was the black sheep’ in

1957, the kid your piqents  wouldn’t have wanted you
to goof off with, is a folk hero of t$e. 1970’s and
1980’s  – a throwback to ‘the good old dayk~ when sin
was essentially harmless. The trouble is, it was that,
“harmless z sin that served as a,cultural  wedge for the
late ‘1960’S. The same is true of the music. Buddy
Houy was’cute;  the early  Beatles were a bit strange

looking, but cute. Nothing since 1965 has been cute.
Also present in the Bible Belt is the rebellion of the

, 1960’s,  such as pot smoking, illicit sex,- loose km-
guage (I mean loose – incoherent – not just foul).
Premarital sex, while ~ frowned upon in Christian
circles, is no longer a cause for mental breakdowns ‘
among parents. It is not exactly accepted, but it is
not universally condemned, either. Incredibly, mem-
hers of churches are not universally opposed to abor-
tion.  Thus, we come to the sins of the 1970’s, such as
having your daughter, “who made.  ‘a mistike,”.  kill
her unborn child’. In this case, the parents are as
,..
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deeply involved k the sin as the chddren.  ~
In’the regions that see their rebellion on T.V.; all

nicely sanitized by the censors and the sponsors,
Christian people can go about their business as if it
were still  1962, as if our military defenses were still
supreme, ‘as if the Federal deficits were still in the $8
bfl’ion range, as if the public schools weren’t in the
process of academic collapse, as if their pensions ,
were “as sound as a dollar,” and the dollar  were aas
good as gold.” They ,,ink  they can insulate them- -
selves horn  the economic crises of New York City
a;nd  the moral crises of southern California. Their
culture’s w’hlls still seem to’ be standing. If they can
just get the local 7-11 stork’s manager to sell the soft-”
core pornography from a stack behind the counter,.
everything will be just fine.

The wal@ are in a state of disrepair. The universal
culture of rock ‘music, with its sado-masochistic
lyrics, its call to homosexual experimentation, and
all the rest of the filth, is available to any child able
to reach up to the counter with $7.98, plus tax.

The public schools are the established churches of
the religion of secular humanism, yet millions of
Baptists in the South think of these schools as “our
schools,” and nothing short of a 2-and:10 football
season can get them up in arms. If someone were to I
w~te a book on the South’s approach to education, it
might be called, Pigskins, Sheepskins, and Lambs to tie
Slaughter.

SHORTING OUT The culturid’ insulation of the
Christiar-world  has worn through all along the line.

.
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When this happens toan electrical wire, it leads to
power failures and fires. The same thirig  @ true of
cultures.

The evangelical world can no longer persist in the
illusion that the American Republic is still opera-
tional as it was in the days of our Founding Fathers.
It has gone the way of all flesh. The fkithfid  are at
ease in Zion. God has sent them fatness, fid put
leanness”,into  their souls (Ps. 106:15).

The pastors of America are stuck. If they wish to
model the-w  ministries along the lines of the Old
Testament prophets, all the fat, comfortable sleepers
will stir, rub theii ears, and grow arigry. Why are
you preaching all this doom and gloom stuff? We get
enough of that on T.V. We get that at the office all
day long. We don’t come to church to get more of the
same. We come for relief.”- Thg treat  the church  as fit
were a gnnt ghss of Alka Seltzer. Relief  is just “a swallow
a w a y .

Want to shrii .a ministry to the point of invisibility?
Just start preaching specific sewons  on specific sins
that’ are dear to the hearts of the faithful. Just start
teaching a view of Christian responsibility “that goes
beyond heart, hearth, and sanctuary. Recently, a
relatively “concerned” evangelical church in Texas
had the opportunity of bringing members out to hear
some information on abortion and the possibility of
setting up an abortion hot-line, to try to keep women
from killing their children. Almost no members of
this good-sized church showed up. “This sort of topic
isn’t spirituiilly  uplifting,” one member informed the -

,.
pastor.

,. .
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What is a pastor to do? Preach the truth and clear  the- ~
pews of slumberem.  But,mortgages  being what- they are
- churches are in debt, contrary ,to  Remans, 13:8-
and pm”toral  employment opportunities being what
they .arb,  it is naive to expect WM. soii of preach~g.
In a &pical church, the big-money donors. have ‘.
usually “made their fortiums  in ter@s of today’s” eco-
nomic and political’ system. They do not “want to
rock the boat.. They also want their pastor -to refrain
fi-om rocking too hard. . .

But what i$ Deuteronomy is true? What if it ap-
plies?:~at  if this nation is under a covenant, and
the,tews  of breakii~  this covenant  are those spelled
outi  in Deuteronomy 28:15-68?  What then? Judgment.

N O W, is the time f@ faithfid  Chrktians  tO s~rt ,

preaching for repentance, or judgment which leads
to repentance. It appears that we are unl’ikely  to
wake up the slumbering .faithfi-d  in the pews apart
from judgment. So we should preach for judgment;
Not judgment unto destruction, but@d@mt unto restm-
don, the kind of judgment- prea@ed  by the. prophets.

The culture is about (o short out. God will not be
mocked. We must ‘be. ready with lamps filled tvith
oil, or to make the analogy more modern, generators ~
filled with diesel, with 1(3,000 gallons buried stiely
nearby. ‘;

)

“DIESELn One of the most important. strategies of
the Institute for Christian Qconomics  is to make
available books and newletters dealkg with the spe-
ci$c si.ris  of today’s culture against God and His law.
Not many people ~ take these warnings seriously.
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They did “not take the prophets’ warnings seriously,
either. But. when.judgment came, and Zion ceased to
be at ‘ease, people then started examining’ their
hearts and God’s law to see,,what  had happened to

them. The’. I.C.E. is laying down a’ foundation of
‘critical materials, as well as construction mutenids,  so
that after the signs of a crisis are obvious fo the pub-
lic at large, there will be a few ~ousand  Christians
who say to themselves first; and then to those around
them, “I knew this was coming. I was warned. I was
told of social, economic, and political” alternatives.
The law of God teaches that these sorts  of crises are
inevitable. If we want to reconstruct society, we need
biblical alternatives to secular humanism. This time,
we have to take Gods  word seriously.”

We need diesel fuel for our. generators. The
publications of the I.C.E. serve as back-up supplies
of diesel fuel. There is little likelihood that our per-
spective will be thken  seriously until this culture
works out “its damnation without any fear or trembl-
ing. What these publications are designed to do is to
sit on shelves .in 3-holed notebooks, gathering dust.
Most recipients probably ignore these materials to-
day. We are inves&g long-term when we Send them
out. Wewa@  people  to wakeup on thefar  side’of so+ dis-
a-st~,  reach up, to the dusty shelj  and start rereading our mu-
terials.  They will build then on foundations laid
down today.

In a, major crisis, eve~”  crackpot in, the world  will
be parading @ the streets (or the mails), telling
anyone who will listen that “I told you this was corn-
ing! You had better listen to me> I w,ill  be among the
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crackpots, too, for I ~so warned you. But more ire-.
portant,  I warned you because I took seriously the

,, word of God, whereas the secular crackpots have ig-
nored the explicit teachings of the Bible as thor-
oughly as the humanists in Washington have ignored
‘them.  That’s what long-term social critics have to
do: criticize. But to be effective in the long run, the
critics must be cn”ticizing  in tams of afiamework.  They
must be criticizing @ terms of a reliable standard.
That is what most other critics are not doing today.

So stock up on diesel. You may think you have no
need of such information’. But keep it around for a
few yeaki.  It may surprise you in the future.

THE RUDE AWAKENING The rude awaken~g is
“coming. Ii always does. Men cannot go to sleep at ,
the wheel indefinitely. “There will bean accident. ‘Or
more accurately, there will be a nasty result. You’
cannot expect a civilization to sleep ‘at the wheel for-
ever, with the engirie  finning at top “speed, and not “
crash. Such crashes tire ‘hardly accidents.

When the awakening comes; the~ will be a frantic
search for solutions — immediate,,  bread-and-butter
solutions — and then” scapegoats; and finally answers
to existing pr~blems.  Woe to the man or movement
that is discerned to be a scapegoat.? What happened ,
to the busihess Commuhity  in the 1930’s’  can happen
to any group that is riding high in the days immedi-
ately preceding the crisis. What happened in Britain
to the government of Neville Chamberlain in Sep-
tember  of 1939 is only too typical. ‘

Christians are not riding high today.  It is not our
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tinie yet. Others are riding high all over the world .-
They will ride no higher than the economy. They
will ride no higher than their ability’ to “deliver the
goods.” Socialism, regulation, and inflation do not
deliver the goods. They deliver’only  the “bads.’’’The
public will catch on only-after a crisis, but the public
will catch on.

This’is why we need a remnant.. We need a school
of the prophets. We need men and women who
know, in advance, that a crisis is coming. They also,
need to know why the crisis is coming, so that once it
hits, they will be able with confidence to explain in
retrospect why it came, and why certain concrete
steps must be taken to see to it that such a crisis does
not come again.

It is insufficient to stand on a streetcorner with a
big sign that reads, ‘The End is Near.” This familiar
figure of the tirtoomsts  is all around us: in ,,every
church that preaches the imminent return of Christ,
in eve~”  humanist study group that teaches that
nuclear war will end all life on ear+,  and in every
government planning bureau’ that operates in terms
of an economic” philosophy which says that deflation
will destroy civilization as we have known it. The
end of the humanists’ world may well be near. I
believe it is. However, this is not the iarne thing as
saying that the end of the world is near, unless we
say that humanism is the highest and final stage of
human history, or the worst and final stage of human
history. Neither position is true. What we should say
is that humaniwn is Satant  most #ecta”ve  imitation OJ
Chtittin  culture–a perverse mirror, image – but that
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~ ,it >on.&iqs  the seeds of its oqnz destru.ction~  As it becomes
“more~consisient  with its own presuppositions, it will
d&&~e&ate.  ., : ,.-, .“
~ +ust be ready to pickup ihe pieces’ after @e

dis”m  e@ation.”We  must’be  ready to show others how
‘. \to’ do~t.,’That  is what the eaily  church did for the COL

lap~ig’ Roman ~pire~ We must be ready to do it.,
again.,

.,
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CAPTURING THE ROBES

.,.

“The very same people who the fundamentalists
regard as followers of Satan have set up the

accreditation system, and the fundamentalist
leaders have rushed to submit themselves to
them in order to get their certificates of
academic acceptability” ,,

~ Robes area symbol of authoiity in the West. The
man who wears a robe as part of hk profession has
been invested with a de@-ee of formal authority that
other men do not possess. In the. West, four groups
wear robes: judges, university professors, ordained
ministers, and church choirs. High school graduates,
and, college graduates wear,  their robes once, and
rent them. University professors are entitled to wear
robes at special formal university affairs, and some
‘(though probably very few) buy them. Only judges
and ministers in the pulpit normally wear robes.
Choirs also wear them, as agents of the church.
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At ihe turn, of the -century,. politicfl,  and ‘con:
spirator@’elites  began a long-term program ‘to acap-

, turk ‘+e robes” of Amencim’  culture. They ‘recog-
“ n~-~~ irnpork.ante of judges, professors, and @p-.,
~tersf  ~’1~ remember he&ing 3 speech.- by a former

‘”” ‘ Coimhunist,  Karl Prussion,  ~ 1964, in which he told
of the @signment  &e received from ‘Ye Party. He
be&rne ‘a -theology” ‘studefit”  at- ,Union ‘Theologic~”
Semiqary in New York. The .Party  knew what it was

“doing. The conservatives have not ~own  what they
were doing.” - .’” :

., ,,

LEFT-WING THEOLOGIANS .“ 2%3 Wor.ki  is a new,,
scholarly- journal, published by the Ameri~ Enter-
prise Institute. Its perspective -is that of the ‘neo-
conservative movement, that is, men who are no
long+ convinced concerning the wisdom-of Federal
intervention into he &onomy,  hostile-to “pacifism,
and conservakve  on social issues  like abortion. The

‘ Su@er,  1982, isiue  presented the results, of a re-
markable opinion poll conducted. by the Roper or-
ganization.  It surveyed the:  polmcal  and economic,
opinions of 1,112 seminary profess~ti.  Over half of
the 2“YO00  professors originally  contzdted  responded
by giving answers to over 200 questions.” The results
are worse than we might have imagined.,

The professors, as a group, are self-consciously
left;of  center. As, Ladd and Ferree  summarized the
data, “Those who teach in schools of religion and
theology resemble fairly closely a larger community

‘ of academic hzun.unzk.s  of which they” are a part” (p. 84).
On questions of -iage and abortion,- they -are

. .-
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qonseivative,  but not on politics and economics.
Michael Novak writes: “Would you have guessed
that, of all professors at all the Bible colleges, divinity
schools, and seminaries in all fifty states, only 17 per-
cent would call themselves ‘Republicans (Q. 4<)?
Meanwhile, 62 percent call themselves ei~er  Demo-
crats (3070 ) or ‘-independent, closer to Democrats
(32%). Only 7 percent are pure independents. These
fig-hres  help explain, how 56 percent voted ~ for
McGovern over Nixon (34%), 66,percent  for Carter
over Ford (2870 ), and 52 percent for Carter over
Reagan (30%) and Anderson (11%)”  (p. 102).

“Eighty pe~ent  think the competition between the
U.S. and U.S.S.R. is fimdamentally  a struggle in
‘power politics, only 20 percent fundamentally a
moral ‘struggle (p. 103) . . . ‘Seventy percent think

~,. U.S. multinational corporations hurt poor countries
in the ‘Third World:  30 percent think they help (Q.
104). Thirty percent think the U.S. treats Third
World countries fairly, 70 percent unfairly (Q. 105)”-
-(P. 1 0 4 ) .

Are these ‘d ‘theological liberals? While” only 27
percent, believe i} the inerrancy  of the Bible,,  64 per-
cent claim it is infdible in matters of faith and mor-
,ds.  .Some 59 percent say they have had a born-again
experience. H~f claim they experience a special
closeness to God daily (p. 105). These are people;  in
other’ words, who for the most part wotid  be con-
sidered theological brothers by the editors of C/mMan-

ity Too!uy,  Etqni@  Ch%ttin Lzj$e,  and virtually all of the
non-denominational .Christian magazines of America.
Three quarters of these professors th@k  the Moral
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Maj6~i~ ,is politically and religiously .,harmfd  .(W.
l~5:6)o,  - . ~ ; ‘, ,. ., .

Lakld  and: Ferree  rrde an interest.ingcornparison.
be,~een prestige.universities  a n d  liberdiirni”and  be-,
tween  liberalism and @e.,  Ph.D.  :’-’ . . . :.-, , ,,,,

In.various  publications including The Divided,.
Academy Ladd and Lipset  demonstrated that
wifi’in academe~  confounding a “class theory of
politics,” the “top” is more liberal-than the “bet-. ~

‘‘ tom.” When. one arrays ”faculty, for example, by
the intellectual standrng  of the college or uni- , .

. versity at which they teach, one finds that with
eve~ step up ‘the institution-quali~ hierarehy’
there is a greater measure of faculty liberalism.’
Sip@arly,  within s+y type of ynive~ity  or c+ege,
professors with greater academic -attainmeg’is  - “ ,,
measured, for example,’ in terms ,of levels of
scholarly” publication - are cbnsistenfly  more”

“’ liberal than their Iess-qttaining  collea&es.i  ~ ..- ,
One sees reflections of this sign~ relatlon-.

ship in the political orienl+tions  of. groups with
the.theolo~cal  faculty. Those whose career em-

., p~asis  has been ne~est,  the academic and
‘ ,., scholarly emphasis of the “main-stream” Amer-

ican professorial community appear consis-
tently more liberal in ,sociopolitical  outlook
than those less involved in conventional aca-
demic work and attainment. For example,

~ theology fmul~ who hold the “rank of Ph.D. are more
liberal  on may social and political ‘issw measured in

the swuey than are those” with other acadernie
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degree experience–persons with doctorates in
religion, with masters and bachelors of divinity
degrees, and so forth. This holds for the entire
religion faculty as well as throughout the vari-  ~
ous denominational groups (p. 86.).

The obvious conclusion is simple: conservative
fundamentalists who run the handful ~f colleges that
fundamentalist students attend must cease requiring
the Ph.D. from their faculty ‘members. Indeed,
anyone holding &e Ph.D. in the humanities must be
screened .extra  carefully to insure that he is not a lib-
eral. ,What,  in fact, are these colleges doing? “Up-
grading” their faculties by requiring the Ph.D. The
suicide of the evangelical, institutionally, is assured.
The hberals have convinced them that they must
structure their colleges ‘the liberals’ way.” The
academic inferiority complex of American
evangelical is used by the Left to capture their
s.dools,  from Biola College to Wheaton, from West-
mont to Gordon-Conwell.  Even the s~-day crea-
tionist school, Christian Heritage College, sought
and gained accreditation. Jerry Falwel~’  hired a’ law-
yer to force the accreditors to accredit his ,Liberty
Baptist College. In short, the jimdamentuli.its  sim@y
wi~l notleam.  They seek certification from those same
elitist groups that they say are undermining western
civilization. The vw same people. who thefundanientidists
regard as followers of Satan h,ve set up the accreditatwn  @-
@tern,  and the fi@anwntalist  leaders have rushed to submit
themselves to them in or@r to get their cert~cates  ofacadanic
acceptability. . .
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Whb are the most liberal faculty members?
Episcopalians, who were 78 percent liberal. Who
were the most conservative? The Pentecostal, who
were 75 percent conservative (p. 72). Regarding the - ““
question of “the biblical view of creation:  63 percent.
oppose the requirement that it be taught alongside of
evolutionism in the public schouls (Q.. 22). ” (59 per-
cent of the “other” group favored it — the ttiy splinter ~
groups, and ~mdependents,  such as Pentecostal.) ,
Regarding the requirement that the public schools
set aside time daily for silent prayer, 68 percent op-”
pose the idea (Q. 21). \

An obvious concliision is that the two favorite
campaigns of. the fundamentalist leadership - to get
prayer back into the public schools and to g~ six-day
creationism into their curricula - are doomed.
Neither will find support from “ihe theologkins,  and
both will encounter overwhelming opposition from
the humanists and libeial lawyers. It is unwise to
devote any more energy or money to these,  two
causes. This is what the fundamentalist leadership
will’- not acknowledge. They’ would rather tilt at
windmills than use the money to set up additional
independent Christian schools, or to finance six-da} ‘
creation curricula for the existing Christian schools.

. - .

A,NTINOMIANISM ‘AND LIBERALISM Another
aspect of the survey which “is important is its discov-
ery of a fa-ct that the Chris}ian  reconstructicmists  ‘
have pointed out for years, namely, that those who
say that the Bible provides no blueprint for society’s.
institutions tend to hold social views that are &milar

●
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to those held by non-Christians in the community in
general. Thg “simp~ %aptize”  the prevailing opinwns of
thez”r  non-Christian peers. In academic circles, this
means the opinions of the intellectual elite.

To the question, “Do you think-the Bible offers a
blueprint for the ideal social system or not?”, 77 per-
cent said no. Two-thirds of the “others”— fimdamen-
talist  independents- agreed with Me liberals on this
point (Q. 24). Doyou see why the aothem”–  the intellectual
leaders of the jhnsk~talist  movement –are incapable of
sustaining a successgid  challenge, theologzkally  or institu-
tional~,  agoz”nst  the liberals? Do you see why the liberals
have captured Christian seminaries and colleges?
Do you see why Ronald Sider’s book, R@ Christ&.m.s
in an ‘Age of Hunger, received no published criticism
until David Chilton wrote Productive Christims  in an
Age of Guilt-Man@kztors?  Only because Chilton
believes” that biblical law is still binding on econom-
ics and, politics could’ he refute Sider’s  “liberation
theology.” The fundamentalists have  been ~oci.d antino-
mzim.s.  By rg>cting  Godk  Iazq thg’ have necessan-~  acceptid
rule by the prevailing opinions of the day. These opinions
are humanistic. (For documentation of this asser-
tion, see my essay, “The Intellectual Schizophrenia
of the New Christian Right ,“ in Christianity and Civili-
zation, No. 1,’ published by the Geneva Divinity
School, 708 Hamvasy,  Tyler, Texas, 75701; $9.95).

CONCLUSION .The battle for the mind, some fun-
damentalists believe, is between fundamentalism
and the institutions of the Left. This conception of
the-battle is fi,mdamentally  incorrect. The battle for
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‘the mind is between the. Christian ,n&construction
mov~ment  j, which alone -among Protestant “@oups
takes  seriously the law of God, and everyone else.’
The% i: no really serious “battle for the mind” be-‘
twe.eri  fundamentalists who accept accreditation .and’
the liberals who control- the accreditation mecha-
nisms. ,,The old-time fimdamentalists,  by accepting
the liberals’ view of social .antihornianism–  that the
Bible offers “no blueprint for social institutions, ahd

- therefore no program for Christian reconstruction-
have become episternological  hwnantiti  in the realm of
social theory. The older fundamentalists also adopted
the myti of neutYalio  in educational theory and soci~
theory. There  is no “battle for the mind” here; only a
loud debate between rivals for control of the accredi-
tation committees and curricula development corn+
mittees. And for three generations, the old fimda-
rnentalism  has been losing the debate. It. is a debate’
which should end with the fundamentalists walking”
out, leaving the liberals -with no fimdamentalist  in-
stitutions to accredit. Christians must. stop )ghting  the

y battle for the mind by kles that the humanists have ri~d in
th& favor.  (For a copy of Thi Won!d,  send $4 to- them
at 210 E. 86th St., New York, NY,+  10028. Ask for the
Summer, 1982, issue.)

[See the Glossary for definitions of Christian Re-
consp-uction,  findamentahsm,  humanism, and law-,
order (the opposite of antinomianism).]

,-. .
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u . . . talk concerning a Christian world-and-life
view is incredibly cheap; the test is this: What
are the soumes and standattfs for constructing
a biblical alternative?”

The most important question of human knowl-
edge is this one: “By what standard??  Is there some
sort of universal logic which provides all mankind
throughout all ages with a sufficient basis for making
judgments? Or is the very idea of intellectual neu-
trality  a sntie and a delusion?

Historically, Christians.and  secularist: have taken
both sides. In +.eir  attempts to devise a universally
valid intellectual defense of the faith,, Christian
apologists have appealed to “natural law” or “the law
of non-contradiction,” or some other. common
ground methodology. -They  have hoped that lo@c
might bring rebellious ‘men face to face with the
claims of Ckist. As Cornelius Van Til has demon-,-

,,
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strated in numerous books, this appeal rests on the,-
z+ssurnptlon  of human autonomy, that is, the univer-
sally valid logic of human minds.. It is an invdld pre-
supp&ition.  The only common ground -is the sense
of”God’s  image in all men.

Secularists, especially. prior to the mid-1960’s,  also
appedled  to “natural law” or “technocratic, ~non-
.ideological,  pragmatic wisdom ,“ in order to convince,
men of the universal validity of on? or another pro.-
&am’ of s~cial  reconstruction. However, since the
mid-1960’s~ ~iq” appeal increasingly has fallen, on
deaf ears; Marxists, revolutionaries of all brands,
and systematic relati~ists have rejected the ,whole
idea ‘of a hypothetical universal logic. (Mai-x #ways
reje~ed the idea.)

,,

If there is ‘no neutrality “in kiuman  thought, then
there’ is certainly no neutrality’. in ‘any Socie@s  law ,
structure. Laws are written to prohibit certain ac-
tions~  These laws rest  on the presupposition that cer-
tain acts  are ‘Aerently wrong, according to a partic-
ular m~ral  and religious order. There can be nci law

aparti  from a moral and religious law-order, ” and this.
law-order cannot possibly be neutral.,,

SOCIAL RECONSTRUCTION If men are to work
“out the ‘implications of theii ieligious,  faiths, then
they will attempt to reconstruct the exteri-m.l  institu-
tions of society in terms ‘of a particular law-order. ‘
-Only a totally internalized religion cti ~egitimately ~
neglect the tasks of external renew”al: Yet it is very ,
difficult to imagine ho,w such a totally internalized
religion might operate.’ How can we spe+ of ,ethics  .

.-

,.
‘ . ,  ,, d ,, .../.
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–human action within the, framework  of moral
law–spit.rt from external effects on other people and
the creation? Even a pole-sitting ascetic is making a
statement about his relationship wiih the world, and

he has to have someone supply him with food, water,
and clothing, not to mention volunteer %edpan”  ser-
vices. He is absorbing the scarce economic resources
of the creation in his attempt to demonstrate his sup-
posed withdrawal from the affairs of mankind. He is
making a statement about the proper way to live in

this world;  which implies a moral obligation on
others either to imitate him or to acknowledge the le-
gitimacy-of his activities (inactivities). ,

.This is why it is impossible, or at least extraor-
dinarily difficult, to imagine an ethical system which
has no vision of social reconstruction, no blueprint
for society at’ large. Yet it is popular today within
Christian circles to make grandiose pronouncements
concerning the immorality of graqdiose  pronounce-
ments regarding society. ~No creed but the Bible, no
law but love:  we are told– a rigorous creed, to be
sure — and fro-m this presupposition, men have cre-

ated systematic ethical systems justifying retreat.
The pilgrim motif replaces the Christkn  soldier
motif. The social irrelevance of “modern “Christianity
is defended on principle, as if social irrelevance ‘were,
‘zin ethical goal to be pursued in ‘ a‘ disciplined
f a s h i o n .

Nevertheless, when we examine the calls for social
neutrality, we find that in all known cases, the pro-~
gram of social neutrality winds ‘up baptizing some
hunianistic  program of social order. The Christian is



told. to; make hk peace with one or another ,non-
Chr@@ social order.. The Chkistian  is told to.
refka~,  from actively opposing, and then repkcing,
the prevailing social order.

@ris~i+ns  are iti the -..world  (a &ographical
identifhiation),  but not, df. “the world (a spiritual
identification).. The question is: Sho~d  Christians
attempt to subdue ~e world in an attempt to make it
copft@n more closely to God’s guidelines for exter-
nal iqstkutions?  More to the point: Are there biblical
guidelines for social institutions? If not, have we not
asserted a fimdamentally  demonic universe, wherein
neither we nor the devil way be -judged for our ac-

tions,,  since we have violated no godly standards?
In short, isn’t the, argument for neutraliij  -

neut@ity in any sphere ,of human thought or
‘ life –an aqjument for autonomy? Isn’t it an asser-
tion of’ some universal “King’s X: an ever-growing,

, area of human action (or inaction), in which God
may ! not legitimately bring jtidgnient,,  precisely
because He has no stan+irds  of action that apply?
Isn’t the idea of social neutrality a defense of the idea
that ‘inan and Satan can live beyond good and evfi?

RECONSTRUCTION Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones ‘was

one of ,fie most respected preachers in England. I-Us
books have been published and widely read in ‘the

~ United, States as well. He was trained ,as a physician,
but he left medical practice to become a minkter.  He

becqne  an irnportqnt  advocate of: Christian surren-’

der to the world, and because of hls prominence, we
should.,cxamine  his blueprint for “Christian inaction,n.,.

,, ,,

‘,
,,. ,
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or to be more precise, his blueprint for humanistic
reformism.

Dr. Lloyd-Jones spelled out the details of- his
thinking in an essay, “The French Revolution and
After,” published in Britain in the book, The Christian
and the State in Revolutz”onary  Times (Westminster Con- -

,ference,  1975). His essay makes the following points:
1) Christians must not support the status quo; 2)
Christians must work for reform; 3) all explicitly
Christian reforms will fail; 4) political conservatism
is +ti-Christian;  5) free market economics must be
rejected. These sanie five points can be found in the “.
exposition.of seemingly endless proclamations made
by respectable, educated, and frequently quoted
Christian leaders; especially, ihose in the neo-
evangelical c-p, the Toronto (neo-Dooyeweerdian).
camp, and the “reprinting neo-Puritan”  camp: This
is the reigning ideology in the Grand Rapids-
Toronto-Wheaton-Edinburgh.-London-Amsterdam
circuit.

.

Here is the message from Dr. Lloyd-Jones. He ad-
mits that we must have a total world-and-life
perspective. “The Christian is not only to be con-
cerned about personal salvation. It is ,his duty to
have a complete view of life as taught in the Scrip-
tures” (p. 101). This is a ‘common theme’ of most
educated Christian leaders: the need for a biblical
perspective. It is this statement which is expected to
serve as a sort of cIeric’s  collar for “truly progressiv~
Christians –a means of distinguishing oneself from
the old fundamentalism, whose advocates have not
generally bothered themselves with questions of phi-

.’
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losophy;  Whedikr you’re in Gtid Rapids or Wheatcm,
London or Toronto, Christian academics -will tell
you ~the need for a distinctly Christian perspective.
This makes sense; the ktier  i&.found  in +eir untie+ “
sal un+illingnas to tie revealed biblical  law as the bluepn”itt
for constructin~  a Christiafi  ‘alternative. TMs is ab-
solut+ly  crucial, since without a specj$ially  “biblicalblu&
print, there is nothing L@ G choose  except some humanirt
blueptint. Ii short, talk concerning ‘a Christian world-
and-~fe  view is incredibly &eap;  the test is &is:
What are’ tht?sources  and ‘stundards  for constructing a
biblical alternative? ‘- * .,.

.S~$ond,  .IX.  Uoyd-Joneswas  adamant in opposing
~*ree’ifiportant  errors: 1) the statim  quo; 2) explicitly
Chrbti& political reform; 3) other-worldliness (pp.
103-5).  The only trouble is, he’ never says how you
can avoid all three simultaneously. The worst evil is
the &itus quo, since ‘hi:toric@y  it has ‘been the
greatest dange~.(p.  102). He minces no words: ~For
some s&ange reason one of the greatest temptations
to a man who becomes a Christian is to become re-
spectable. When  he becomes a Christian he also
tends, to make money; arid if he makes money, he
wants to keep that money, and resents the suggestion
tkat ‘he should share that money with others by
means of taxation, etc.  Looking at history it seems to ‘
me that one of the greatest dangers confronting fi.e
Christian is to become a political conservative, and
an opponent of legitimate reform, and the legitimate
rights of peoplen  (p. 103).

Here we have iti the evils of political conser-
vatism. He recognizes that there is a tendency for

,
,. ,. . . :“
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Christians to make money. Sadly, he refises  to spec-
ulate concerning the reasons for this tendency to ex-
ist (and exist it does: Deut. 8, 28). But men who
make money don’t appreciate being forced by State
bureaucrats to contribute money to. the, care and
maintenance of statist power, i.e., welfare programs
used for the purchase of votes by politicians, what

Rushdoony has called the politics of guilt and pity.
This, the good doctor argues, is an evil attitude on
the part of Christians. They don’t like to share ~eir .
wealth with the State. The State, by implication, has
a perfect right to the wealth of hard-working, thrifty,
risk-taking Christians who have prospered finan-
cially. This .is called ‘the Iegitinmte  rights of people.:
It is also called Keynesianism, interventionism, stat-
km, the “new economics:  political’ liberalism, the
New”Deal, the welfare S&te,  the corporate State, ,tid
in the 1930’s was know as fascism. It is theft with a
ballot box ‘instead of a @n. It is the Christian liberal’s
rewriting of the eighth commandment: Yl%ou  Am.lt
not steal, except by majority voie.”  It is the economics
of most voters in Grand Rapids, Toronto, Wheaton,.
Edinburgh, London, and especi~y  Amsterdam.

He recognizes that Anglo-Saxon Protestant Non-
conformists — those opposed to an established State
church — have tradition+,y  been politi@d  reformists.
These people were defenders of nineteenth-century
political liberalism: politichl  equality, but wi~  ,eco-
nomic freedom. He also recognizes that those de-
fending &e idea of the cultural mandate (Gen.  1:28)
tend to be, political reformers, as do “ihe  - Marxist,
%beration”  theologians. In his interview ih C/zn3tia@y

-. ,,
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T&by (Feb. 8, 1980), he made clezmhis attitude to-
wiwd &e ~ cultural ‘mandate concept., Carl F. .H.
-Hew’  asked him (from the perspective of neo-
,evangqlicalism):  “Would you agree that even ~ we
might-have oply 24 hours or 48 hours, to withhold a
ivhn$ss- in the politic~ or any other arena is to
~ith~aw prematurely fkorn the, social responsibility
of @e Chriitian and to “distrhst  the providence of
G&i? Might he not do something even in the last few ,”
hou~s that he had not done before? The closer we get
to the end time, isn’t it that m,uch  mow important to
address  public conscience? Must we-not press the
clainis,of  Christ in all the areas of society and remind
people, ‘whether they receive Chriit or not, of the
criteria by which the returning King will judge men
and nations?n This ,is an excellent question, whether
axed by a neo.evangelical,  a’ neo-Dooyeweerdian,
or-a, Christian *constructionist. Dr. Lloyd-Jones’
answer was quite explicit:

\,
‘ ‘No; I’m afraid I don’t agree. It seems ‘to me

that,  our Lord’s own emphasis is quite different, ~
even opposed to this. T&e Luke 17 where we
read, “As it was in the days of No,+,  so shall it
be also in the days of the Son of man. They did
eat, they dr~k,  they married wives . . . until
the day that Noah entered into the ark, and the
flood came. ., .“ You can’t reform the world’.
That’s why I disagree etitirely  with the “social’
and cultural mandaten teaching and its appeal
to- Genesis 1:28.  It seems to me to forget comp-
letely  the Fall. You caq’t Christianize the

., ,.
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world. The end time is’ going to be like the time
of the Flood.. The condition of the modern

world proves that what we must preach more
‘than ever is “Escape from the wrath to come!l
The situation is criticid.  I believe the Christian
people–but not the Church – should get in-
volved in “politics and @ social affairs. The
kingdom task of the church is to save men from
the wrath to come by bringing them to Christ.
This is what I believe and emphasize. The
main function of politics, culture, and all these
things  is to restrain evil. They can never do an
ultimately positive work. Surely the history of
~e world demonstrates that.  You can never
Christianize the world:.’ . .
This tends to be the answer of the older ‘~n-

damentalism:  escape from the wrath to come, forget
about Christian reconst.mction.  But what does <he
expect Christian people to do? Of, course,  it is not

normally the task of the institutional church to get.
into the political arena. But that isn’t- the question.
What about Christian men and women-  in voluntary

) political or other organizations? What can they ex-
pect to accomplish? Hardly anything, says the’good
doctor. They are in a losing battle. As he wrote in his
1975 essay:

We are now back to the New Testament posi-
tion;’ we are tie New Testament, Christians.
The world can never be reformed. Never! That
is absolutely certain. A Christian- State is im~”
possible. All the experiments have failed. They

.,
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had to fail. They must fail. The Apocalypse
alone can cure the world’s ills. Man even at his
best, even as a Christian, can never do so. You
can never make people Christian by Acts of
,Parliament.  You can never’chr,ktianize  society.
It is folly to attempt to do so. I would evensug-

gest that it is heresy to do so (p. 108).’

Here is his constant theme: men are sinful; ihe
world is fallen; therefore,’ perfection is impossible.
As he told Carl Henry, the, cultural mandate was .
given to Adam before the Fall; we live as in the days
of Noah. What he conveniently neglects —hnd’  he
could not conceivably be ignorant of the passage-is
that God gave the’ same cultural mandate to Noah,
after the Flood (Gen. 9:1-7). It should  be obvious
why Dr. Lloyd-Jones conveniently neglects this ,,
passage: it spells  the doom of hk entire nukih.terpreta{ion  of
the Bible. We cannot escape the moral burden of the
cultural mandate —what I have called the dominion
~oven.ant  —just because of man’s ethical rebellion.
We are the sons of Noah.

Christian  reconstmction  is supposedly impossible.
,,

However, we can work as Christians for reform..He
calls statist wealth-redistribution “legitimate reform.”
He then appeals to. the ,tiadition  of Abraham
Kuyper. I find his conclusions most illun+rmting,  ~
especially in regard to the similarities. drawn by
Lloyd-Jones between the political careers of the
Netherlands’ Kuyper  and Britai@s first i-adical
Prime Minister, Lloyd-George:

Nevertheless, government and law and order
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are essential because man is in sin; and the
Ghristian should be the best citizen in the coun-
try. But as all are sinful, reform is le<ltimate
and desirable. The Christian must act as a
citizen, and play his part ~ politi~ and other
matters in order to get the best possible condi-
tions. But we must- always remember that

~~ politics is “the ark of the possible”; and so the
Christian must remember as he begins that he
can only get the possible. Because he is a Chris-
tian he must work for the best possible and be

content with that which is less than fully Chris- ;
ti,an.  That is what Abraham Kuyper  ,seems  to
me to have done. I have recently read the life of
Kuyper  again and it is clear that his enactm-
ents as Prime Minister and head ‘of the Gov-
emment were almost identical with the -’
Radicalism of Lloyd-George. They were’ two
very different men in many ways but t$eir
practic~  enactments were almost ,identical.
The chief respect in which they differed “was in
their view of education (p. 108).

,,
This is damning Kuyper with faint praise.

Kuyper wanted government subsidies-to Christian
schools, “while Lloyd-George wanted the destruction
of all private education. Both men were caught tip in
the ideology of economic interventionism by the.
State, and this tradition still dominates the Torontp-
Amsterdam-Grand R~pi~s Dutch tradition, as well
as the British Protestant tradition. Yet there is ‘
almost nothing in the Old or New Testament to war-
rant such a view of the State, which is why these
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Christian defenders. of the” welfare State are unable
to appeal to a body of biblical doctrine whi6h might
support their position.

So, we are told, individual action in suppo~  of the
welfqre  State is valid, but refornl in the name of
Christianity is by definition impossible and therefore

invalid,,  since politics is the art of the possible. He
makes himself perfectly clear: ye have no hope. ‘

I now come to what, to me, in many ways is
~ the most important ‘matter of all. I suggest that
this is the main conclusion at which the Con-
ference should arrive. The Christian must never

- get exiited  about reform, or about political ac-
tion. That raises for me a problem’ ‘with respect
to the men of the 17th century and other times.
It is ~at they should have, become so excited
about these’ matters. I would argue Mat the

Christian must of necessity have ‘a profoundly
pessimistic view of life in this world. Man is “in
sin” and therefore you will never have a perfect,.

society. The commg of ‘Christ alone is ‘going to
produce that. The Christian not only does not
get excited, he never pins his hopes to acts of,.,
parliament, or any reform or any irnprove-
me”nt.  He believes in improvement, but he
never pins his hope in it, he never gets excitqd
or over-enthusiastic; still less does he become fa- ‘
natical or bigoted about these matters (p. 108);,,
We must be pessimistic. Why, he doesn’t say; we

just ought to be. Then, given this pessirpism,  we .
have-to face a pessimistic, reality: We can never ex-

,, ,.
.’, , .:t
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pect perfection; therefore, reform is impossible. We
can work for it, but we should never get excited about
it. Here is a counsel of despair, the psychology of
defeat. Here ako is verbal tomfoolery. What if I were
to use this same line of reasoning against the legiti-
macy of the institutional church? First, we know we
can never see a perfect church prior to Ghrist’s  sec-
ond coming. Second, we should not get enthusiastic
about church. reform. Third, a Christian never puts
his faith in church courts (or synods,’ or whatever),
since the church can never  be perfect, By equating
“Christiani&  with “perfection; Lloyd-Jones thereby
emasculates applied, Christianity. He negates institu-
tiomil reform in the naine of anti-perfectionism. The
same. syllogism, if applied .to the institutional
chu~ch, would  destroy the institutional church, just
as surely as it destroys the idea of a Christian social
order.’ The ‘premise (pessimism) is wrong, the goal
(efi,thly  perfection) is not what we expect to achieve,
and the means (biblical law) are ignored. ~.

ESTABLISHMENT, RELIGION What Lloyd-Jones
wants is simple: the tn-umph of. irrelevance.. If he didn’t
want it, he wouldn’t argue so vehemently for its -in-
evitability, ‘especially in , the face of the biblical
testimony favoring victory, in time and on ear’th  -
not perfection, but victory. (See David Chilton’s
Paradise Restored, published by Reconstruction. Press,
P’O.  Box 7999, .Tyler,  TX 75711; $14.95.) I am
reminded of C. S.’ Lewis’ words: “In a sort of ghastly
simplicity we remove the organ and demand the
function. We made men without chests and expect of
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them virtue and enterprise. We castrate and bid the
geldings be fkuitful.”  (2%e  Abolition’ oj Man [New
York: Macmillan, (1947) 1967], p. 35.)

What he calls for– and what be overwhelming
majority of widely read, academically respectable
Christians call for– is the d#iise of the status  quo of the
kzte,  twentieth centuy. The modern status quo, being
Darwinian, or Marxist, or in some other way evolu- ~
tionistic,  is based on the idea of change, whether
reformist or revolutionary. It wants more govern-
ment,, not less; more State welfare, not less; more
coercively enforced -eeonomic  equality, not less;

‘ more taxation of the productive, not less. The mod-
ern status quo is the status quo of constant change
– government-enforced experimentation. This is the
Iegacyof  the French Revolution, which LloydJones
is so worried about, yet he has adopted it, though
without its orighxd optimism. He wants an economy
of tinkering bureaucrats, for that is what the welfare ~

~ State invariably produces, and he wants a welfare
State. ‘Because the language of the modem status
quo is the ~anguage  of change, our modern  aca-’
dernic, ‘non-fimdamentalist  Christians can -wrap
themselves in the flag of progress and change, when
that flag is, in fact, the flag of the status quo. -They
can ‘ignore biblical reconstruction -indeed, they feel
compelled to oppose biblical reconstruction — which
would forever abolish the humanist welfare State,
with its constant economic. intervention-. These men”
are defenders of the humanists’ evolutionary-State.
Thg are the chaplains of humanism% bureaucracy. ~ey
are the transmission belt of Fabianism in the world

!’
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of evangelical Christianity. TheirJbb  is to hzep the silent
Christtin majority forever silent, or, where the majority
is no longer Christian, to keep the Christian mixiority
fearful, despondent, and impotent. They have done
their job very well. Thg have &en supremdy  vutoriou.s  in
thh centwy in promoting the psycholo~  of perpetual Chti-
tian &eat.  Chaplains for the status quo, they have
paraded in the uniforms of ‘impossibility thinking”
– the impossibility of Christian reconstruction in to-
day’s society of humanistic evolutionism.
- What Lloyd-Jones really resented was the free
market. He shared this resentment with others in tie
Grand Rapids-Toionto-Wheaton-Ediiburgh-@ndon~
Amsterdam Axis He reseived  his worst epithet for
the free market: Arrniruizn.  “Armini&ism over-
stresses liberty. It produced the Lqissez-faire  view of
economics, and it always introduces inequalities-
some people becoming enormously wealthy, and
othe~ languishing in, poverty and destitution” (p.
106). Get this: the free market introdws  inequfllty.  It
apparently wasn’t there before. This is not only poor
logic, but it is inaccurate historically. As the
voluminous researches of Prof. P. T. Bauer and other
economists have demonstrated, the free market
reduc~  economic inequality, and ‘it also erodes the
baders – status quo, statist barriers – that tend to
prevent upward and downward economic mobili~.

What is so unique about Lloyd-Jones’ resentment?
Nothing. It is the standard, run-of-the-mill pap that
has been stuffed into the heads of two generations of
Americti  ‘college students, and three generations of
Brjtish  students. It is the same, old Fabianism, the

\.
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‘same old JSeynesianism.  It is the status quo. So, us-
ing the language of anti-status quo, Dr. Lloyd-Jones
joined the ranks of the ordained chaplaincy of hu-
manist conformity. He was a Conformist’s confor-
mist, and he was therefore granted the right to use
the language of progressive reformism– so long as it
was not promoted in the name of Christianity, so
long as it abandoned ‘any appeal to Old Testament
law; and so long as it abandoned hope.

Is it any wonder that leadership like this has pro-
duced generations of socially impotent Christians? Is
it any wonder that humanism, in ‘the form of the
welfare State, has triumphed? In the realm of soci-
ety, the salt has lost its savor. We have been afllicted
with chaplains who have actively promoted savorless
salt. The sheep need better shepherds; they need
shepherds who are not front men for political hu-
manism’s wolves.

,,,, .’
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‘As far as most Christian campuses are con-
cerned, the theology of retreat has accomplished
the goals of the secularists to snuff out the
life-giving,  society-reconstructing message of
Christ to the whole of man’s existence?

What general would attempt to lead his forces into
battle without a specific battle plan? What military
commander would be content with nothing more
than verbal exhortations to his troops to “be vic-
torious” or “win one for the folks back home”? Such
noble exhortation, apart from a battle plan, equip-
ment,  and explicit instructions to subordinates,
would be about as likely to produce victory zy the
endess repetition of “Have a nice day.”

When we sing “Onward, Christian Soldiers,” do
we expect to lose on every battlefield? Do we expect
constant defeat to be God’s training ground for total
victo~?  ‘victory  through defeat” maybe the chosen

.>
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strate~  of those , who organize American “fQreign  ~
poiicy,  yet among the most vocal critics of Arncyica’s
foreign policy “expertsn ‘are concerned conservative.
fundamentalists who simultaneously hold a’ theologi-
cal version  of this same “victory through endless de-
featsn  strategy. What is seen as a disaster for Ameri-
can foreign policy is promoted as the very heart of
God’s plan for the ages. - ~

What we need, therefore, is a two-pronged pro-
gram. First, we need a strategy  of victory-a general
plani”  includirig  confidence of ultimate success.
Second, we need conc?ete  tuctus, including an in-
te~ated,  well-understood program for every sphere
of human life. In short, we need a positive eschatol-
o@ and a developed program of biblical law.
Confidence without distinctive and explicit pro-
grams is foolishness. But a “distinctive program,
apart from confidence in the competence of one’s
commander, i’s unlikely to defeat a dedicated, op-
timistic enemy who has his own integra~ed”  strategy
of subversion.

AN EXCUSE FOR NO PROGRAM The various es- “
ehatologies  of shipwreck in this century became pop-
ular when it beeame  clear that Christians were offer-
ing ‘no alternatives to the iecular  programs of a
steadily sinking humanism. ,Since  the politics of hu-
manism was leading to visible disaster, it became im-
perative  for Christians to devise a biblical set of al-
ternative progranis.  Failing this, they were cuhur-,

,. ally doomed, since they would go down on secular
ism’s sinking ship.
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Secularism, however, had already ‘eroded the
episternological  foundations of Christian colleges,
textbooks and businesses. Christians had adopted
the secular “climate of opinion” through a dead-end
mixture of Christian revelation and secular philoso-
phy. Men had long since decided to defend Christian
tru+s by means of an appeal to secular logic. The
fatious-  apologetic approach of the professors at
Princeton Theological Seminary is a classic example ‘
of this kind of intellectual syncretism.  When Cor-
nelius Van Til’s Christian philosophical reconstruc-
tion smashed the intellectual foundations of the old
Princeton apologetics, bringing men back’ to sola
scriptura  as the only valid principle for constructing
an intellectual defense of the faith, twentieth-century
Christians were presented with a great cultural
burden. They can no longer escape their responsibil-
ity for the creation of a de-secularized program of
Christian alternatives. They can no, longer be con-
tent to sink with the ship-of secutiism.  They must -
rebuild Christian culture.

This responsibility has nevertheless been ignored.
While the recent Dutch Reformed conservative h
tradition has been willing to deny the validity of
secularism in apologetics, it has also refused to pres:
ent concrete, specific programs that are explicitly
‘based on the categories of biblical law. Sirimltane-,
ously,  amillennial  pessimism has eroded the hope of
the Dutch in the possibility of comprehensive,success
for Christian institutions, in ~ time zincl on earth.
Thus, they have contented themselves with forming
Chriitian  schools (closeIy  linked to Dutch churches),

,’
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Cl@~ti,an  labor unions .(which  have’ no distinctly
Cl$ristian eqon~rnic  approach to the:qndysis  of wage
rates)> and Christian. political pa~es (which are a
po~itigql  impossibility in twentie@centu~  America
- +uhher  pr,o&ram.  of built+ failures). , There is,-
notli+g  wrong witli these activities,. but they are

“holding actions”–the products of a ~’hdding action”
eschatolo~i  They are not programs of victory, but

~rogramf  ~ cultural isotktion  - testimonies to a fallen
w~rld which cannot  respond to the pre,~ntation  of a
Christian witness.

American findamentalisrn,  to the extent  that it
has ‘an approach to apologetics .(philosophical’
defense,of  the faith), is mired deep in the old.  Roman
Catholic-Princeton me~odology,  of ,intellectual. syn-’
cretism (mixture). Furthermore, ‘American funda-
mentalists  generally have adopted a premillennial,
dispensational eschatology.  Like arnillennialism,
premillennialism denies the possibility of cultural
victory on earth prior to the physical, bodily return
of Christ to set up a universal earthly kingdom.
Again, it does little  good, in the eyes of the consistent
fundamentalist, to construct Christian’ cultural alter- -
natives, ~cept  as a witness —a witness inevitably
doomed to cultural failure.

Pe@rnism erodes the incentives tocreate  detailed
alternatives to collapsing secularism. Men can make
a witness far, more readily to Christ’s offer of salva-
. tion of souls than they can to Christ’s offer@ healing ‘
of human institutions. ‘Witnessin# for the fi.m-
darnentalist  means calling attention ‘to the rot of
secularism and then offering a Personal life preserver

,, .,
.,
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to the listener. Fundamentalism offers a personal
escape hatch to those trapped dn secularism’s sinking
-ship, and with so many trapped people, who has
time to begin construction of another ship, especially
when we know that all such construction projects are
doomed in advance by premillennial timetables?

There is nothing that automatically prohibits fun-
damentalists. from working in the “construction
plants” of social theo’iy,  but a cost-benefit analysis
based on premillennialism’s shortened timetables
will ‘almost always come out negative: too” much
cost, not enough benefits. Tracts are cheapkr  and
quicker to’ write and print tian multiple treatises
dealixig  with Chr(sti&  social theory. You don’t have
to begin from scratch-when you write a tract, or even
a book critical of humanism’s rot. You usually do
have to begin from scratch when you start devising
an explicitly Christian psychology, economics,
politics, sociology, or whatever. There are a lot of ‘
,Uinstant  witnessing mixes” available to fundamen-
talists: just “add holy water and stir. Baking from
scratch is increasingly a lost art, not just in the
kitchen, ‘but. also in the sanctuary, classroom, ,and
boardroom.

PIETISMS ECONOMICS In December of 1978, a
Midwestern company sponsored a seminar in Chris-
tian economics. It was a gracious but depressing at-
tempt to assess, the “state of the art” of Christian eco-
nomics. Several of the one dozen attendees were
theological liberals. Of the theological conservatives,
only three had degrees in economics. There was
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agreement that the civil government is growing top
powerful - the screening committee had seen to it
that statists were not invited — but there was no
agreement concerning ~ proper strategy of recon-
struction. In fact, most of the participants thought
that the battle had been lost a long time ago.

Two of the economists had Ph. D.’s. They both
taught on state university campuses. The first one
admitted that what he was teaching was not Chris.
tian economics. His assigned textbooks were tradi-
tional secular studies, includlng those” that he wrote
or co-authored. The only Christian aspects of his
teaching, he said, were certain limited biblical ex-
amples of economic activities, such as Christ driving
the moneychangers out of the temple  because they
were using a temple monopoly to extract higher than
market prices from those who bought offerings inside
the’ternple’s  gates. This is a solid analysis, biblically
speaking, but it was not integrated into an overall
Christian economics approach to the subject.

‘The second’ economist, a converted Unitarian,
had been a Christian for about sev,en  years, accord-
ing to his ~ testimony — and his presentation was a
personal testimony, as he admitted, not a lecture on
Christian economics. The man is a total ~essimist;
and almost certainly a dispensationalist. His mes-
sage was all too typical. Bear in mind that there are
not, many Ph. D.’s in economics in the U.S. who have
even a vague commitment to biblical revelation-
probably under 75 – and Christian coIleges  seldom
can afford to hire them. ~

Here is his testimony, taken verbatim ffom the
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tape of his talk. ‘I’m still confused, somewhat. . . . I
have not been abIe yet to get it sorted out what it
means to be an economist and also to be a
Christian.” Fair enough; then he should have stop-
ped right there. But he didn’t. He felt constrained to
lay the foundations of defeat. “The world is not
going to get better. It isunder the domain of Satan.
It was never under the domain of the Christjan. It’s
under the domain  of Satan. It’s coming to an end,
maybe quicker than we perceive. I wish to God it ~
were today. So out of this chaos — and I think it’s
great; I think our current situation is great- because
qut of this chaos, there’s only one hope, and that’s
Jesus Christ. And I think every Christian is called to
evangelize. . . . I’m preaehing  to you.”
He did not have in mind evangelization through
the construction of a biblical view of economics. He
meant ‘tract-passing.” He said. that the Bible teaches
thtit  we cannot please our fellow man, that we can
expect persecution (and he expects to be persecuted),
and that hope is secured in this world through suffer-
ing. He said he is certain about the following facts.
He is called, first, to exercise &e Great Commission
to witness to people about Christ. Second, he has a
spiritual gift to be exercised in the body of Christ.
Third, he is called to exercise spiritual leadership in
his family. ‘Those three things I know for sure.
What other things I have to do in this economy [dis-
pensation?] I’m not sure of.” In short, he must
devote ~imself  to personal m,angelism,  the. institutwnal
church,  and his janzi~.  The rest of life he is not sure
about.



This is the ,theolo&  of pietism,-lt  is the theology of ,
q~e~al defeat. You do not, win battles  on battlefields
w~er&  you are not quite sure you ought to be fighting.
Yet he tioncluded his testirncmy,  withthest&ement:  ~
wak~ to use my economic knowledge to glorjfy  God.”

‘, what we can say is that, his es~atology,  his view, -
of ~lblical law, and, his, Wfliiqgnew to de-emphasize . .
his ta$k as an economist; are all of one piece. His
outiook  is shzired  by., tie-vast majority of those who
call ‘~ernselves  Bible-believing .Chiistiatis..  Hk out-
look l; shaied by the majority of those who teach in
the Cl@stian classrooms at- ttie college level.

Wlien one of the @rticipants  at. this code+nce
(who has an M.A. in ecpnoinics)  beganteac’hing  on a
Baptist ‘karnpus by announcing  that he intended  to
teach ‘-an explicitly biblical’ economics, the students
were astounded. Some “even tramferred,:.~  his class
who had not originally intended to. They had never
heard of such a thing. As far as most Christian camp-
uses are concerned, the theology of retreat has,ac-
complished  the goals of the secularists: to snuff out tie
life-gi~ing,  society-reconstructing message of Christ
to thewhole  of man’s existence. (Not havirig a Ph.D.,
he was not given tenure imthe  department; in fact, his
temporary position was sobn to be filled by someone
else.) ‘When secular accredking agencies can keep the
comprehensive gospel  out of Christian colleges, it’s a
testimony to the powei  of Satan, not of @d. ‘Satan -
wins the compromises. His most valuable accomplices
are the Christian compromisers. You don’t win confi-
dence or battles. when the first piece of equipment,
ordered’ by your troop commanders is a white flag.

,;’,,,
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SUBSIDIZING ‘
GODS OPPONENTS

“Below-cost tuitions are the bribe offers paid to
parents to send their kids to a politically alien
institution, and unsuspecting church mernbes
a= supposed to finance the bribes?

When a Christian begins to consult the Bible and
discovers the comprehensive claims that the Bible
places on Christ’s followers, he steadily discovers
how many of Christ’s  opponents want him to finance ~,
riv~ callings. The most glaring example today isbthe
government (public) school movement. Everyone is
compelled to support the spread of so-called neutral
education, meaning the religion of secular humani-
sm. The finds are coerced fkom Christian parents.
Then, in many cases, parents are penrilizecl  for send-
ing their children to a Christian school. The secular
humanists demWd  that the Christians use State-
approved textbooks, hike State-certified teachers,

,’ \
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and~ te# State-approved curricula. If “the schools
refuse, they lose their accreditation or heir tax ex-
emption. In some cases, pastors and school adminis-
trators, as well as parents, have been sent to jail for
refusing to comply. If you think I am exaggerating,
get some back issues of the CM D@nder,  thepubli-
cation of the Christian Law Association. Send a few
dollars to CLA Defender, F? O. Box 30290, Cleve-
land, OH 44130.
The serious Christian eventually begins to figure
out that he is being asked to finance his own destruc-
tion, not to” mention the dest~ction  of his children.
Not only, is he being asked to do this, he is being told
to do it, on threat of imprisonment. And far too
many Christians capitulate,, though the ranks of
those wlio won’t are growing.

In other cases, the conflict -is not so clear-cut, -

Within the instituticmal  chur& @ere are rival poii-
tions. These rival groups can sometimes gain control
of the churches’ various subcommittees or peripheral
organizations .- Christians can be found on both sides
of ~ a particular question. The problem arises when
one group claims to have lawful access to the other,
side’s tithes and offerings, to be used primarily for
the benefit” of the group’s activities and goals. Ire-.
mediately,’ there are confiicts.  Who gets what? On
what criteria? For how long? Will there be quotas set
up? Will my group be allowed to get rnto the other
group’s share” of the contributions? Do they con-
tribute their fair share? What is a fair-share? Have
they been cont@ing over the years to give their fair
share? Can we compel them to give their fair share
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in the fhture? What kind of institutional penalties
can we impose if they refuse to contribute their fair
share in the t%ture?

These are not hypothetical. Questions like these
are always sources of conflict in any organization,
including institutional churches. It should be the
goal of peace-keepers to “set up institutional buffers
and- barriers to such conflicts. Smoothing over
conflicts is one. of the most important functions of a
price system. To the extent that churches ignore the,
price mechanism, they will produce more conflicts
than would otherwise have been necessary.

EDUCATION One of the obvious sources of conflict -.
in any church is the question of educating the ‘chii-’
dren. First, should the institutional church be in-
volved at all? People debate this fervently. Second,
how should a school, be financed? Third, who. will
screen the. teachers? Fourth, which students &ill be
allowed in? These are hard questions.

At the level  of the elementary school, the issues
are easier to resolve. The basic curriculum is fairly”
well agreed upon. The students should be taught the
fundamental skills of literacy “and computation.
They may also be assigned Bible lessons. The
debates between rival schools of theology are less in-
tense, or appear to be, in the case of simple Bible
stories. So the debate over screening of teachers is
subdued, and it tends to focus on teaching corn-
petency, that is, on the teacher’s ability to impart
seemingly neutral, agreed-upon skills.

.The higher ‘we go up the grade ladder, the more
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-likely lwe will find. conflict. People don’t agree about
governrnent,  histo~, ‘economics, sex education, and ‘
so foti,.  Udess the school teaches-only math, and
pekhaps,  some chemistry and physics, ,pare~ts will
disag~ee.  If the church is involved. in any way, other
mch+ers  rnziy-.be  brought irito the debate, since their
funds ~&e ‘ivolved.’  Finally, teachers may organize; ;
or the’ a~ministra~ion  may rebel.  It can be very u,gly.

The easiest,  least ~astefhl  way to solve this kind of
conflict is to separate. the school from the church,
wh~e simultaneously adopting the policy Pfcharging  .’
full-c@t  tuitions. If the chuich or churches want to .
get involved with a particular school, it will be possi-
ble ofily indirectly,. through financing scholarships ~~
for~:  deserving children (families). The church can
choose not to permit its scholarship funds to be spent
in a particular local school if the conflict between ,
church and school is great enough. But the, price sys-
tern tends to resolve the conflict most efficiently.
Anyone who doesn’t like the edqca~onal  product
needn’t pay. He can shop around. Christ’s ‘k,stitu-
tioqal  monopoly, the church-, need not becotie
tyra.nnitial  in areas like curriculum policy or.teacher  ,
screening.

Unfortunately, “church officers  in the twentieth
century have not been trained to think in such’
terms:  The qu~:tion  of full-cost tuitions is not a
chapter in a denor@aticm’s  handbook for deacons,
especially since the denominations do noi have
ha~dbooks  for deacons. So’ churches rush in where
private entrepreneurs fear to tread, and the result is
conflict 1 -.

. .
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HIGHER EDUCATION If the conflict over curricula
is heavy. at the liigh school level, consider tie prob-
lems of the college. (I do not ‘mention universities,
since I am aware of no denomination-sponsored
Protestant .or ~eformed  university.) The faculties
are hired for many reasons,. but pleasing parents is
low on the list, i$it is on the list at all. They are hired
because someon~  has earned a Ph.D. at some kecu-
lar, atheist university, or because the Administration
wants people  fif a ptiticular  political philosophy—
generally, a philosophy not. shiired  by the rank and
file of ‘the den~mination’s  lay’men – or because, a
department cha~man wants  a colleague who shares-
his ideological outlook. But conforming faculty phi-
losophies to the ~ outlook of the bulk of the school’s
#inancial supporters is not, by any stretch of the im-
agination, anytl+ng that a college Administration in-’
tends to do. ~ “

In a market situation, the seller of a sefiice  must
conform himsel~’to  the demands of the buyers. If he
fails to do this, he goes bankrupt. But the” academic
world has a shield against this pressure from the “un-
washed”: tax-exempt status. If the colIege  Adminis-
tration c,an con~ince  outside donors to cover the
deficit, then the~ college can teach what it wants, as
long as it can off~r  an academic de~ee  which. buyers’
believe will entit e them (or their  chiddren)  to lifetime

1monopoly economic returns. Max Weberi  the great
Germti  social scientist, was correct whe~ he ob-
served over 60 years ago: ‘When we hear from all
sides the deman~ for an ,introduction  of regular cur-
ricula and special examinations, &e reason behind it
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is; of course, not.  a suddenly awakened’ @“irst for
education’ but the desire for restricting the supply for
those positions and their monopolization by the
owner of educational certificates.” What parents
really want for their children is money, other things
beigg equal. They want a “white collar union card.”

But who will- pay the fi-eight?  R&h alumni, if the
school is an older one, or a very prestigious Ivy
League school. The Federal government, if the Ad-
ministr,atipn is willing (as too many of them are) to
compromise their morals and their theology, andbeg
for other people’s confiscated tax money. Besides, all
they have to give up is the “right to, mention God or
the Bible in the buildings constructed with Federal
dollars. A, small price to pay, if you’re an ad-
ministrator. Better a new gym and no prayers, than
no gym ‘and the right to mention the name of God.
First things first, you know.

The Christian colleges have another source of
funds: the dwwmination,  Th&y Wn continue to keep
tuition levels low if church officers will use part of the
“money collected in God’s name and the moral re-
quirement -of the tithe to finance the politically lib-
eral professors in theti  tenured safety. Then the
steady indoctrination of the students can continue,
all finficed  by parents and church members who do
not share either the political outlook or the tenured,
s’afety of the college%  faculty members.

The denomination ought “to tell the college to
charge full-cost tuitions. Why subsidize a long-term
inwstmtit  made by middle class and upper middle
class parents for their children’s financial futures? ““

“ .
-,
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But what about poor families with bright chilren?
Well, what about them? Why not set up a

denomination-operated” college scholarship fund,
with tax-deductible donations from those with
money for the sake of i he poor? Why -must the col-
lege be subsidized directly?

111 tell you why: because the college administra-
tors know that many parents would refuse to send
their children to tie  Keynesian or Freudian domi- 1

nated college if they, were. required to pay full-cost
tuitions. They would.send  their children to other less
liberal or less expensive institutions. The college ad-

,- ministrators know that Mow-cost  tuition-s are the meam
of buying parental loyalty, even though the parents
know that the children will be compelled to run

‘ through the gauntlet of political liberalism in” the
social science and humanities departments. Below-
cost tuitions are the btibe  o~irs paid to parents to send
their kids to a politically alien institution, and un-
suspecting church mhbers  are supposed tojhance  the bribes.
That way, the college’s administrators can avoid
having to staff the faculties in terms of what parents
would really w~t. ~ they had to pay the full cost of
educating their chddren.  All the college administra-
tors have to do i? to convince a handful of church
officiiis to finance the deficit of the college, rather ‘
than set up a church scholarship program’ (w~ere
students could take- their scholarships to competing
colleges —perish the horrifying thought). So the
silent laymen continue to finance the tenured
political liberals ~ in their positions of safety from

p a r e n t a l  d e m a n d s .
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@NCL~SION  Is your ch&ch playing”{his  game? If
s6, what  do you think you can, do to remedy the
situatiqq?  When?
. And if ‘your denomination is financing smother

,., deio~in~ion’s  hberrildominated  faculty, then you
had better make some changes’ soon. Just because a

group of political liberals - once earned Ph.D.’s
doesn’t mean that conservative laymen have a moral
obligation to support them in their tenure-protecied
security.

.
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THE STALEMATE MENTALITY -
.

‘Thpse who go into battle expecting defeat are
soon defeated?

On December 7,1941, the Japanese bombed Pearl
Harbor. As on~ ship sat burning in the harbor,. its
anti-aircraft guns blazing at the incoming waves of
planes, a chaplain reportedly began assisting the
gunners, and wps “heard to shout, “Praise the Lord,
and pass the anirnunition!”  This phrase ,was turned
into a popular patriotic song of the Second World
War. The.’cho~  ended, ‘Praise the Lord, and pass
the ammunition,,  and we’ll all stay free: It was this
vision of meis  %sponsibilities  that motivated British
and Arnefican f&ces.  Chutichill’s  “Blood, Sweat, and
‘Tears:-  speech –lactually,  he had said “blood, sweat,
toil, and tearsl-delivered  a sim~ar message: the
a.ssthnce  o~vktu~,  at first in a defensive battle, but ul-
timately offensi~ely.  The Allies were determined to
carry the war tb the enemy’s front door, and then

,.
., I
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knock down the door. It- would not be easy, but it
would be done.

PUSAN OR INCHON? In June of 1950, the North,
Korean army attacked South. Korea. The poorly ,, .
equipped Sou’@ Korean army, outnumbered two-to-
one, ‘collapsed immediately. Half of its 65,000 men
were killed, wounded, or taken prisoner. President
Singman Rhee (age 75) and General Douglas
MaeAr+ur (age 74), who had flown in from Japan,
watched the final rout from the front lines. Seoul,
the South Korean capital, fell in four days:

America flew in the Army’s 24th and 25* divi-  -,
siofis from Japan. Inexperienced, poorly trained,
and poorly equipped, they retreated for six weeks
until they ,were  trapped on the southern tip of Korea,
the Pusan” peninsula. Some ‘American troops had
surrendered at first, until they learned how few
prisoners, &e North Koreans took.  It looked as if
Mad+thur’s troops would be pushed into the sea.
Finally, the “Americans and South Koreans dug in,
and’ a stalemate erkied.  A chunk of land south of a ~
120-inile’  spip across &e southern tip of Korea was
all that remained of free South Korea. Now what?

‘MacArthur had an idea. Why not lauch an inva- -
sion : at the port of Inchon, 24 miles west of Seoul and
150 miles fiorn the reiy of the North Korean forces?
It has considered impossible to complete an am-
phibious landing at Inchon. MacArthur ‘knew what
military experts believed, so he decided to attempt
it. Tlie element of surprise was crucial. The 1st
Marine Division was secretly shipped in born  San

,.,
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Francisco, and on September 15, the’invasion beg&
It was over the day it started. The American forces
cut the North Koreans off from behind, and within
two weeks the North Koreans were” defeated. Half

“ were in p’tisonei  of war camps; the rest were cut off
in small units or trying to flee home.

The war did not end, of course. ‘Zhe Chinese
Communists invaded with a huge force of 300,000

men in late November. MacArthur had been caught
off guard, despite warning signs. The Chinese had
done to him what he had. done to the North Koreans.
It was the worst military defeat of hi career. He

7learned first-hand what he had taught there is no
Irespite during a war. The wargois  on until one sziie wins. ‘

The 1st Marine Division was cut off and surrounded.
They had attadckd  the Chinese from the rear, since
they had been ~ 40 miles ‘to the norta when the
Chinese hit the Eighth Army. But the Chinese had
anticipated the Marines’ attack, and had cut them
off. The Marines then broke out of t_le “trap. Lt.

@ Gen. Walton T4@er,  the Marine commander, ut-
tered  the classic line of tie Korean war— which later

- became the titl+ of a movie about. the war. When
asked by a ~po~er if he was retreating, he responded:
‘Retreat, hell! We~e  on~ attacking in a d$ewnt direction.”
Col. Lewis -B. ~ “Chesty”  Puller “almost matched

!

Walker’s line: “The enemy is in front f us, behind
us; to the left of ~s, and to the right of us. They won’t
escape this timer They hacked their way out for14
days through blwzzirds  and thousand:~oot  chasms.
(See William Manchester, The’ GIOT  a~d the Dream
[Boston: Little, Brown, 1972], pp. 530-47.)

.,, I
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“BUG_~tJT  FEVER” Why all this m~i@ry.history  in
a.la~o~ about religion? Because we are still in a war.
From: dine to time, a’ tyuce breaks out. No one is’
fbolecleicept  the .,Ch@ians.  .’The old fundamentalism’s,.
equiv&lents  ‘of the State Department- saiimries,
non-d~nominational  ma&zines,  ol+lbe  &pus

*.evan Iism  m’ipis&ies,  ‘Gospel” quartets, prophetic
, tap~ rni~istries,  and paperback, devotiord  ~oks  by
housefiiyes-keep  @forming  us that the “real battle
to corqq~ is not for us, that the ,Tribulatio’n is,for the
Jews, ~ and .victory.is  ~ost-tribulation.  Today’s battle
q; “Pray for &“s@emate.n  The largest  ‘Christian
army,  on the field. is ‘an army ,of insurance salesmen
setihg  etern~ ‘fire insurance policies”to  ‘the terminal
generation. The &oops  are ali lookin~ forwartl  to
R&R: not rest and recreation, but rapture+nd  resto-
ration. .They,suffer  from the affliction first described
“at Pusan: %ugout feuez” In 1950, American troops
trappekl,  at Pusan wanted ,to get back to. Japan. Tot
day, +e Christian troops want to %ug &t””to  heaven
before enemy forces launch the great Tribulation.

,Those who promote “the last outpost” perspective
are:  divided. Some believe that the last outp~:t  will

end with. the return of Christ and, His angels ‘in
find @d&ent.  Conclusion: not a single non-
ecclesiastical ‘@titution  we build today will survive
the! finsl. onslaught of the “enemy, which precedes
Ch@t’s victorious return. The other major view=
point ~~eaches  that Christ will return to set  up an in-
terhaponal  chain of command with headquarters in
Jerusalem. God’s angels–a kind of heavenly “lst Air-
borne Divisionn– will relieve us of command, letting

i. ,, ., .,
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us %ug “out” fo~ our long-awaited’ R& . When we

1
return in our pe#ect  physical bodies, it will be desk
jobs, PX pricesj~  and field-grade comm”  sions for all
of us, and hard ~imes  for spiritual gook$,  wogs, and
fuzzy-w,uzzies e~erywhere,  for a thousand years.

We all know ope thing: We’re  in Pusan. We are trap-
ped on the pe+insula,  and the enemy is at the
bridges (or gates, as the case may be:.  Christifis
know that humapists  control the Congress, the Pres-
ident, the big-three T.V. networks, the prestige
universities, the~ public schools (except,’ you under-
stand, local puBlic schools attended by 90’%0  of the
children ‘of the mainline denominations, where 30% ~
of the faculty akd the assistant football coach are

Baptists, and it doesn’t matter who vh-ites  the text-. ~
books, so “go, team, go”), the news media (except, of
course, the local newspaper, which is owned by a
‘Presbyterian elder, and it doesn’t matter who writes
tie AP and UPI stories), the social wel%re  commit-

J
tees of every. denomination of more than 15,000 ‘
members, the o~ companies, big busin ss, big labor,
and the big fou~dations.  What do Christians con-

trol? The right-to-life movement, the temperance
movement, half a dozen 4-year colleges, several
satellite T.V. ne~orks, and possibly ~ many as 14
small-towh  ,braqches  of the YMCA. ,Tais is Pusan.
W i l l  we b r e a k  qut o r  b u g  o u t ?

Gen.’  MacArthur had the right idea: the Inchon
landing. Gen.’~alker  also had the right idea: ~ttack-
ing in a differen~ direction. Senior offic&-s  do not go
into battle expe~ting  to stirrender,  or to be trapped in
some enclave. Those who do go into battle expecting

.
1 .’~’,
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defeat’ are s6cm defeated. They spend the “wiir in a :
POW camp. Or the Guhg Archipelago. ~

WALKING THE POINT In mid-September of 1982,
Rev. Jerry Falwell  devoted one broadcast of his Old
Time Gospel  Hour to a report on the attacks he had
sustained from the humanist media and humanist
demonstrators. He showed film clips of placard-
carrying protectors. He” also showed filmed inter-
views with se,veral  of them. One group of protectors
was parading in fi-ont,  of his church, and one of them
carried a imall  cross with a dead fi-og nailed to” it.
The cross bore the inscription: “He died for your
sins.”  To put it mildly, the protectors we saw were
not ‘pe~ple  who inspire cordidence.

The object of the presentation was to raise money.
The various ministries of the Old Time Gospel Hour
were under financial pressure, he reported. Giving
was down, costs. were up. With a 5,000-student  col-

‘ lege,  the television programming costs, and all the
other expenses, his ministry needs a continuing flood
of money. The recession and the bad publicity had
cut inio people’s giving, he reported.,

‘The,  way he chose to raise funds is a good one:
identify the common enemies. Provide visual proof
of just how reprehensible- ‘tie enemies are — the same
thing humanists do when they run their full-page ads
against the ‘Moral Majority and related ministries.
Books. like Holy Tmor: Th Funahientilist War on
Ameri~a~  Freedoms in Religion, Politics and Our Private
Lives (Doubleday, 1982), and The New Subvemives:
Anti-Atikanisrn  -of the Religious -Right (Continuum,
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1982) pull no punches. But their humanist authors .,
resent it when F+well fights back for what he believes
in. ,,

A recurring +eme in his presentation was this: “I
am the point man in this battle.” Whzt is a ,point

~ man? He is the soldier who walks ahead of the pla-
toon, checking out the road, watching for the enemy,. .

and drawing @e first shots. He u~ed  another
~. He mightanalogy: walking through the mine fiel

have used a third: a#ightning rod. So cone has to
walk the pohit,  draw the -initial ‘fire, Jch the flak.
Jerry Falwell is the New Christian Right’s point
m a n .

, Obvicmsly,  mbst  soldiers prefer not to walk the
point. It is a d~gerous position. There is nowhere
to hide when you wdk the point. Th’s is the job ‘
which he has chosen, he said, aqd - he is wtiling to
continue. But, he said, he wants to know that others
are behind him, that they wN. tidce a stand with him.
No one wants to walk tbpoint #@e troops behindhirn  have
, retreatid.  ~.

This leads me to the following observation: if he is
going to survive the ordeal, the point .rnan needs a
team backing l-iirh,  up. But if the team is to be
motivated to do this, rather than bug out, “the

~ members need to have. confidence: Tley’  need to
trust their commanding officer, their -mncommis-

t
sioned officer, and their point man. Th y also need .
to trust their bat~e  plan. A platoon that xpects to be
wiped out probably will be. No point man wants to
walk the point in front of a discouraged platoon that .
is ready to cut and run at, the first sound of gunk.

.

,-
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‘tiliat ~@yessecl~e  about’Rev.  Fdwell’s appeal
was @is: he kept telling @s viewers that victory is -
assu~d,’ that the forces of moral righteousness will
not bk defeated, that the -United States is about to be

.tuqnekl  around. Like a good com$any  commmuiiq  he was
ta~ing uictoy.  He was rallyin~ the troops for a fight.
He w@s’.not  .c+ling  t h e m  t o  a ,  losingbattle.
The %lectronic  ch+en” who are tqing to rally’

Cl@titis  to take a s~ncl have abandoned the lan-
gua~  of premillennialism. Those  who still cling
tightly t~t.he older  faith aie not calling their viewers
to do ~~ything risky, or to take an unpleasant stand;
The di~ren~e  betwe+n the preach@  of Howard C.
Esiep~  ~The King is Co*g”)  agd Jerry Falwell  is
str~l~g.  The latter lms..not’officially  abandoned the
qschatology  of the, former, but unofficially he
preaches a new gospel, a gospel of victory.

What the New Christian Right has discovered is
that if this society isn’t redeemed, then we face,a cul-
ttiral  ~isis of major proportions. They have bmlt up
large followings, have amassed huge debts, and’they

now face political and ultimately religious pressqres
from the humanists who dominate the media and
national politics. They see the ne~d of fighting back,
but @ey have learned an important truth: ‘it is dtficuh
to raise lroops  and mongfor  a losing cause, It is easier for
followers to stay home and play safe; when it is a
question of getting-behind a point man in a self-
professed’ losing &use.  hd the point men like
Fslwell  who refise’  to quit now need, to rally- the
imops. . .

They are no lon~r  calling for an enclave, for a
,’ ,’

::, ,,.
,,
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perpetuhl  stalemate. They aie no longei content to
remain bottled up on the Pusan peninsula. NO one
needs a point man in a defensive operation anyway;
point men are offensive. They are used in breakouts.

!

They are used to “carry the war to the e emy.”  They
,’ are not used in defensive operations. y identt@ing
himself as a point @an,  Jiiry ‘Falwell  hm,be  forced, insti-
tutional~  and$na~cia[~,  to abandon the lang age of @wnil-
lennial  dtipensatio~lisrn,  whether he still beheves  it or not.
He has adopted ,~e kmguage  of victory,

Christians are rallying to suppofi  ?alwell and
others like him who stand-up  and fight. In doing so,
they are stead~y abandoning premillennialism, psy-
chologically if n+ -officially.

Older groups stall cling to eschatologies  of defeat”.
These groups ar~ large, but ‘they are dyiug. Their in-
fluence is ‘shrive~,ing  up. People who have rallied for
a battle do not w~nt  to hear tdtes  of inevitable defeat
from their commanders. .,

The’kind of theology represented by E:al Lindse~s
books is fading. Those who believe Lindsey hope foi
“peace in Pusanf’  l’?tey  #ray for a continuing stalemate,
for @ey see persecution and external cefeat  as the
only alternative ~o stalemate. But those people are
not in. the front  lines of today’s religious ‘battles.
aBugout  theohgyn  #oes not produce armi~,  on$ re&gees.
These “people c+rmot setie as point men. Their
theology will nd~ produce a sustained battle– the
kind of battle C~ristians are lining up for today,

A stalemate isl not good enough. MacArthur said .
it best: ‘Z%re  ‘k #o substitute for victo~. ”

, . . 1,

I
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WHAT KIND OF ARMY? .

,, ,,

‘ “An army which is told that it must suffer de-
feat, that any sign of victory is an illusion or
else q lure into a- subsequent defeat, that victory
m~t be the Devii’s,.  wiil be a defeatecf.army?

,- ,, .,’
~nward, Christian Soldiers” is a favorite hymn of

most ~ople. It is hr better known than wayfaring
Strangeq”  ‘which begins: “I am a poor wayfaring
stranger, just traveling through this world of ‘woe.”
Yet the sentiments of the vast ~ajurity  of profes<ig
Christians are with the second song, despite the fact

“ that they are not very poor, and they are traveling in.
very fine style. The pilgrim motif is a lot more
poptiar  than the soldier motif.

There are reasons for this. aChristian~  in John
Bunyan%-  classic seventeenth~century  allegory,
Pi(.@rn3 Progress, was, basic+ an unemployed drifter ‘
before  he was converted, and an unemployed travel-~
ler after. What did the man do for a living? Like, the

. .

,“
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radio and television character of the 194C’S and early
1950’s,  Ozzie Nelson, he had no visible means of sup-
‘ pofi,  no calling. Ozzie, however, must have done somet-
hing for a living, ,but  ‘Christian” just plocded  on and
on through life. Bunyan, a wandering tinker for much

of his lifk,  and imprisoned for most of the remainder, to,,

bsome degree resembled Wu-istian.”  But a tinker :at
least faced a market and delivered valua le services;

A“Christian” was, as fu as we can see, a v grant.

+This pilgrim motif stresses internal ,st ggles over
sin, rather than I struggles with extern 1 enemies:

t“The soldier motif is the opposite. The s ldier gains
his self-confidence and skills in boot cam~;  after this
initial training, he is assumed to be read~ for bat~e.
He concerns himself with the enemy, who is a true

I

threat to his life. The pilgrim is more”like  a newly re-
formed alcoholic, or a drug addict” oing ‘cold
turkey.” He wailsj groans, writhes, strug les with in-7ner horrors, and concentrates on what is oing cin in-

r
side him. He is at war with himself and is flesh, but
not primarily at ww with the external e vironment.
The various allegorical characters in ll?g~inr~  Progress
are ‘external representations of intern+ enemies:
vanity, doubt, despair, and so forth. he pilgrim

1
does not bother much with his extern 1 ‘environ-
ment, since he is only passing through. I he soldier,
on the other hand, “is a conqueror, and he has to be
concerned with what is going on aroun~  him. -

- Perhaps the ‘ most detailed pilgrim manual is
William Gurnall’s The Christian in Completi  Armor, the
seventeenth-century book which devotes its 2,000
pages to a consideration of every conceivable per-

,-
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sonal it~mptation  faced by the. soul— excepf~.’  unfor:
tudat~ly,  the temptations of the battlefield. Gurnall

did. not irivolve  himseIf  in the theological battlei,of’
thed~yi which were literally lif~-and-death  battles,

., a+l he signed  the Act ofUnifopity.in  1~6~,  thereby
ipsurihg  his continued ~icome’  as a State-ce~ied
pasto~,  while 2,0.00 Puritan ministers ”refhsed to sign
and -were thrown out of the-if pulpits and; h, many
cases,  into jail. Gurnall  p-referred a life of ir-,,-
rel~v{nce,  warring with hk own intern~ lusts, lg-,
noring @e external civil issues of hi day. However
ha~rowing  his internal battles -may, have been, this-
pilgr~’  made” his journey through. hk. enrivonment
in comfort and dative  safety. ~ ~,,,. !..”
THEBA~LEFIELD ,Peopl~  get shot  on bat@efields.
They get hurt. They a.&n’t  paid much,  .and-wht  lit-
tle they have is at perpetual risk. They can count on
little from their external env~nmen!.  They,rely  on
theh  own wits, their past trammg,  ‘their experience
under  fire, their army supply system, and, most of
all, the success of their commanding officer.. The
best-executed battle plan can lead to disaster ifit is
not the appropriate battle plan. The stakes are high,’
yet the foot soldier must act in faith, obedient to his
commanders, whether or “not the plan is well-
designed. The chain of command must finction  all
the time, if it is to function at all.
- Cromwell’s forces knew this, and they were nearly
invincible on the battlefield. Cromwell was a mili-
tary” genius, an innovative cavalry ‘officer, and “a

forcefid  leader of men. They,. trusted his military
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skills, they executed his. plans, and they toppled the
British monarchy in +e mid-seventeenth-century,
When the New yodel  Army went into acii@, it was
a true army. ‘ ,,

Yet once the ~ar was over, the splintering began.
There was no real unanimity of goals and methods
during Cromweys Protectorate. Men knew what
they had to do. ~o survive on the battlefield, but in
~eacetime,  the unifying enthusiasrnsj as well as the’
unifiing fear of military defeat, disapp~ared.

$

It is much the same today, except t day’s Chris-” -.
tianq have allegorized the language of attle.  They
have bled and died in the wars of humanistic ire=.
perialism,  but ~y no longer understand, or even
recognize the vqlidity ofj ihe legitimately Christian
battle. They ha~e spiritualized and internalized the
Bible’s language of warfare. They are not willing to
step out into a r~al  battlefield, since the have never

Jexperienced boo~ camp. They are not t for-a war.

I

Aleksandr  Solzhenitsyn’s  Gulag  Archi  ehgo makes
it cleai  that a war is on, and that C ristians are
deeply ‘involved/ The same point is ma e by Kour-?d+ov’s The Perse@tor  and Richard Wurqbrand’s  Tor-
tured for Christ. in Communist China, the persecu-
tion &ter,  1949 may have been even worse, as. lZay-
mond de Jaege<s  Z% Enemy Within incicates.  Real ‘
battles; real life-and-death decisions, ar being made

\in real bqttlefiel~,  daily, all over the w rl,d.  Never-

~

theless;  American Christians cannot r cognize  the
signs of battle. ~ They cannot even r cognize  the
threat posed to itiem “by the public s 001 system.
They co-operat~.  They go along. They woq-y about
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the’all+g@c@batdes~  not the red ones. Whether or ‘
not.a:ctihnty  Wows  the “sale-of alcoholic b-everages is,/.
a’ -major wsue in the South’s more rural counties;

, whether or not to stitrt  a Christian school isn’t, for
the vast majority of Baptists and Methodists. They
battle pink elephants, while sacrificing their chiI-.
dren, tuition free, to the Moloch  State.

“Shoot a Commie  for Christ” is a slogan of ridicule
used’ by secularists to impugn die motives of Christians.
Yet the escalation of war. tensions rriay  make it necessary
for Americans- to be asked by their government to”
‘Shoot a Commie  for -America.” They did in the Gren-
ada invasi~n in 1983. We have been asked to “shoot a
kraut  for Britain” twice in this-century. What we take
as a national duty — service to the humanist State,— we
regard as ridiculous in the field of religion. The holy
wars of this century have been the most devastating,
most ferocious wars ~ man’s history, but the holy gods
“have been the humanist gods of the State imd Party.
Armies were once asked to go. into battle in the name of
a transcendental G@, but whole populations today are
called to self-sacriike  and self-immolation in the name
of the I&k,  the Proletariat, and the Fatherland..

THE CHAIFJ  OF COMMAND What modern ,Chriw
tians object  to is the idea of an earthly chain of tom- -

mand. To some extent, the Mormons still believe in ,
the idea, although I doubt  that every Mormon has
bought a year% supply of food fol each member of ~
the family, which is what they have been instructed

,. to do. Roman Catholics acknowledge the legitimacy
of a chain of command, but most of them practice

.- .,.
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‘contraception, in direct violation of the Pope’s or-
ders. In other words, even those who spy they be-
Iieve in a chain of command are willing o acknowl-

4
edge its legitimacy only when the chain f command
refuses to enforce fundamental law. This N a century
of contonni~  to the Stute, not conformity to the church.
- Men will conform.” It is a question of which agency or ~”
agencies will gain the subordination of the popidation.
In Protestant circles, the chain-of comman has gener- ‘

f

ally become mush, because it is cut off at e top (as in
Baptist and Congregationist circles), or use it has
become bureaucratized (the denomination ). The pee- , ,
ple have no real confidence in their elected elders, their
seminary-trained pastors, and their ~ coil tion plate-
passing deacons. Whiie some local churches may oper-  .
ate in ,mther  strict cotiorrnity to the wishes of a dynamic . .
pastor, thk dedication is generally not transferable to
his successor, indicating that there was no real chain of
command. There was only the strong personality of
one leader— a leader who may have refused to delegate
basic decisions to subo@hates  in the fii-st  place.

Protestants are not used to exercising auihority,
prcibably because they are unwilling to a cept the le-

tgitimacy of ecclesiastical authority. Any hurch bier- ~

1
archy whi~ attempts to exact conformity from recal-
citrant members will face the inevitable ompetition
of another church, right down ‘the street, ~hich opens
its arms to any disaffected member who will transfer
his membership and his tithe (or what p’tifi-d  giving

protestants have substituted for a tithe).. The compe-
tition is too stiff, and the competition das led tb a

least-common-denom~ator  chzdn of command.
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Wtiat  kind of army finctions without-a chain of
cornmhnd?  None. Then what k~d of ‘army is the
chur+?’ A defeated army. An army which is told @at

it must suffer defe,at, that any sign ‘of victory is w il-
lusion .or else a lure into-a subsequent defeat, that:

victory must be the Devil’s;.  will be a deftited  army. Yet
this ‘is precisely what -modern Christians have been
to$i, and since they don’t like the rigors of battle,
and since they don’t like the discipline of a chain of
cotimand,  and since they really don’t trust the judg-
ment ‘of their officers, they prefer to listen to stories
of~efeat.  Defeatism justifies their own softness. i%nd
sin:e,~ey  are guaranteed victory in the internal bat-
tles (they think), and since the external warfare is
simply allegorical (they think), they can dkmiss as
ridic~lous the idea &-at, we really should be training
as @.dtural soldiers — soldiers ready to do battle on a
multitude of battlefields.

THE SUPREME COMMANDER Jesus Chist is our
supreme commander, but He operates only through
Hi&-word,  which is unquestionably tiaining  man-
ual: However, He has many interpreters, and few
people see the Rlble as a true training manual. There,,
are too many one-star generals in a peacetime army,
all balding up their local empires, all jealously com-
pejing  against ~eir peers, and most of them com-

plete]y  unprepared for a war. When the war comes,
. boy superiors and inferiors recognize which generals
are fi~ to lead, and the peacetime bureaucrats are rap-
idly ~moved  horn public scnkiny.  “Peacetime armies
ca.imot  tolerate men like Patton, or even MacArthur;
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in a ,shooting war, you cannot win without them.
Field-grade officers-majors and colonels – ~

n-utierous..  (A seminary professor is a light: colonel.)
That’s what Protestants have in large m.imbrs.
However, - they all ‘have the idea that they are
generals, or .if not kctually  generals, then at least
they, are as goodas  today’s generals. They knowfor
sure that nobody  is about to follow them hto battlei
s-o it really doesn’t’ rixike much d~e,rence  how: good,
or incorn~tent @ey.are.  Nobody recognizes that &e
war ii Onj because it’s Qot a shooting wa.r’yet:  ‘.
. Second:lieutenants  are, as @ways; as expendable

as tent pegs, and. not much more usefil. They are
the deacons,. seminarians, Wd elders in-churches,
that are one-man bands. They know they are un-
p~ep~ed,.  and so does everyone else..  Noncomfi&
sioned  officem,  such as Sunday School teachersj  are
“ignored by. everyone. -The~  are assumed to”, be in-
.cornpetent,  but you need ‘them in any bureau~ratic
syste”rn.’  we supply-them with weak or corrupted ma:
ter~ls,.  give them no” training, and send them out to
‘teach: Teach what? Well,,  whatever drivel pietiitic
evangelical, have published, or whatever socialistic,

‘ gu~t-producing  handbook: that have ,been is+ued by
the, denom~mation’s,  l i b e r a l s . .: ...

The hoops  sit passively, confhsed,  unaware that,a’
war is,in progress. They think their commanders are
on top of everything: They don’t even feel called
upon to exercise. minimal leadership, which-is just
what th~ superiori  prefer. ,-., .,,
We have, no strategists, so far as I can-determine.
How (could” we? We haven’t won a major, battle. in
,,. ,., ,,.,
,.

.,
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tlik centu~..  (W-hen was” the ‘last time a-theological,.
lib,eral  was removed for heresy  by any i%qerican
church, ot4er than. by the. Missouri Synod. Luther-
ans, in this century?)

We have a few tacticians who have specialized ~.
heas like s~rting Christian schoolsY  or’ battling
against abortion, or setting up small activist or
publishing organizations, but their efforts are not co-,, ordinated, and they seldom respect any single
leader. Even communications are lacking; the
groups  se ldom ‘ ta lk  t o  each  o ther ..- If we have any gener~s,  nobody sautes  kern,

es~~ckdly bird ”coIonels,  who generally thidc  that @g
are the true generals. f ’ .. .

THE lVllR When war comes –p&se&tion,  a Sov%t
victory,” rioting in the stree~~  more visible ,attacks  on

CXwistian  schoob,; a! gun confiscation law, an economic
colla@e-,then  the &neri&  will app6ar.  They  will @,”
leaders orily when thefollower3  s&the stitegid  neces-

‘‘ si$ of following. @en extkrnal  conditions rnh.ke  --,
datory  a cli&ofcom&nd,  ‘we.will  see its creation.

We tkady  havel.a- rqliable  Supreme’ Cm-i@ander.
He knows wh@ h,+ 10 bg done to win. His enemies,’
cannot defeat Him br His troops. When commanders
who are capable of~lead@g  join forces with followers
who trbst  their judg@ent  a+who  are wihg to’sacri-
fice for the sake of +e war, we will see the light. And
books on ‘*e inevitability of exterrial  defeat will no
longer. be,best  selleqs.  Psychological losers who don’t., widerstand  the s@l@ of this war are the buyers of
such books. They will not survive the fist volley.

:, ;,,. ,.
.,..: I . . . ,. .  .,-, . ‘i
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a we are the recipients of a law structurk” ~,
,,

.-. .
wh”kh  is the proper foundation for all our ,.’

. . personal decisions,” - - - . ‘~
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- The ‘apostle Paul recognized ~~ the necessity if 1. ‘
Christians exercising leadership, first. within the
Christian community, and later in the very procetises
of @e cosmos. When the sin-plagued’ Corin~ian
church faced a -major’ disciplinary problem,-. Paul-
wrote to them that they shouldchandle it themselves.
They should not appeal to a secular law court;  ‘tie  -

sa’id,  implying tit since the court would not be;gov-  -
erned by the standards of tiblic~law, it would be. a
poor testimony to-seek judgment there. It was wrong , “
in principle because it would appear to sanction the
validity of Satan’s rule over” the.,church;  “Do ye not . .
know that the saints-shall judgethe:world?-  and if the
world shall be judged. by’ you;, ~, ye unworthy to
judge the smallest matters? (1. Cor::-6:2)?  Not only

,’

,..
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‘will the, siints ju ~’ge the world,  they will also judge
the angels, Paul s.aidl  If we shalJ judge-the angels;
~how much ,more lthings that pertain to this. life” (1.,, .

.Cor..6:3b)?  - . ~
.To lmmkil~. +~~,  and to demonstrate how imp~r+

tant it was “for them io stay ‘out ‘of ti,e yivil courts,
Paul advised t@ix ‘W then. ye’ have. judgments of

ithings pertaining P this life, set them’ to judge who
are least .esteeme,~  in W church” (1 Cor. 6:4). In
other words, the l~ast esteemed member of the’local
church ,was far be~ter fit to make a valid jutigrnent of
the dispute than ye high officials in the civjl  courts.
As PauI said in 9‘e. next sentence,. ‘I ipeak” to your’
shame. Is it .so,’  .~at ,Aere  “is not a wise  man, among
you? “No, not one ~hat..shall  be able tojudg~ between.

his brethren” (I C~r.  6:5)? Paul really p;eferrecl  that
they find a co’mpe+mt,  experienced man o~judgment
within  the” congre~at.ion.  He did not n%ll  y -w,ant the:
least est?eqed  rn+g to judge. But he -had made his
point:  better  the l~st esteemedrnag,in  the church-.

someone” :who wo@d not, normally be regarded as a
T reliable niler-,th~  a civil rnagistrqte inGorinth.

)
. GOOD’ LAW, lN~PERIENCED JUDGES What ~ we

,. ~ should understand from the beginning is that we are
the recipients of a~law structure which is the prbper
foundation for all ~our personal decisions. This law
structure has been~,designed  to fit the external realm’

\ , of human action. ~It has, been  designed by God ,t.o”
provide-a product{tie  order. When men are exposed
to the preaching ~f. ,tie  whole counsel of God, they
=e able, to begin to make  valid distitictions  ‘between

.’.
1-

.’! ,.
,
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right and wrong. They can begin to deal with the sins
in their own lives, and &orn  there *ey  tail begin, to

;handle  @q sin-created dispute,s  in the local church. So
reliable is the law of God; that Paul co@d tell the.~or-

inthian~ that the-least esteenied  man k. the church,’
with only a vague conception of the propei  ,applica-
tion of biblical law; w= a more preferable judge than

“ the’ master of,hurniihiitic  law in the local, Corinthia  - ‘
court. Be~er  to subject oneself to. an inexperienced, ”

judge ‘wl-uo  ha: a.vaWe,understandhqg,of  God’s revel,a:
tion t@n to.be judged by a skilled lawyer who. is not
“Wided  by the precepts .of biblical law. That is. how

., mu+ more reliable “the law of God is than the hu-
manistic laws of.the pagan civil governments. .

~ Paul was not ,writing  to citizens of a Christian
political order. He was not. saying that there should
be-no civil government, ,either. He himself appealed
to .Caesar.when  he believed his case was being han-
dled improperly (Acts 25:11).  However, his dispute
was not ~ with members of the church in” this case.
When, hevmote  to chur~ members who were living
in a pag~ political order, which meant a paga~,
filigiotik order,”  he advised them to create an alter-
native. order, a Christian order hi which their
disputes, with each other would not be’revealed  to the
‘pagans around diem, and in which these disputes
might be ,resolved  :pkacefidly  in terms of a revealkd,.
‘law-order: -He w~qed  them not to sub~t  their in-

stitutional  disputes for judgment to a representative
of a rival institutional order. They were not to ‘allow
themselves-to &dominated by their  religious op:

ponents;  whose  commitment was to o+er  gods and”
,’

.,,.

,-. . . . ,. .,. . .
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Would this not crea~e  problems within the church?
~bvious”ly,  the problems were therti already~It  wasa.’

question of how to solve these problems “with the
least display of subservience to the pagan world: It
was @. responsibility of the members- to becoti .
skilled in settling disputes in the local church. Until
this was done, there was no- way that they could -

come before the pagans of their day “to announce a
new king, with a ‘new law-order. They could’ not’
begin to exercise dominion over the face of the earth “
if their ‘own internal conflicts were being settled by
representatives of an enemy law-ordqr.  They were.
not supposed to subordinate themselves before a “
rival law court, except in a case in which the
members of the pagan civil order had unrighteously .
brought charges against them, or were trying to
defraud them. In such a ,Casei  they  might legiti-  .
mately  go to court,:  since there was no way to compel
the membe~ of pa~an society to submit to the judg- .,
ment of the churd court.

:,
‘THEOCRACY  vs. ECCLESIQCRACY.  Was Paul ar- “-

,,

guing for some soft of ecclesiocracy?  Was he trying
,,

to get the wholew@d  under the authority of,church ~
courts? Did he enkision  a. day in the’ future when “.
everyone will be a! churc% member, an”d the church
courts will take the; place of the despised civil courts?
Paul’ never said so; What Paul was arguing for was
thtocra~– the rule of God’s  law. ~ He was not arguing
for ecclesiocracy, meaning civil rule. by priests or
ministers. He did see that it was better to settle dis- :.

, ,-
,,., . . -,

. . .
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putes  among church members without appealing to
a rival religious order to restore peace. Yet in
Remans 13:1-7, he acknowledged the legitimacy of
civil rulers. He even -called them ministers. -Paul’s
~eology held that there are two basic ministerial”
offices; civil rulers and elders in the church. Neither

is to replace the other. Neither can perform all the
functions of the other. ‘Neither is to be vested with

comprehensive, monopolistic sovereignty. And both
are to be. governed by God’s law. ,,

His unwillingness to~allow  the Corinthian church
to appeal to the civil magistrate was based on his un-
derstanding of the .iiherent  rivalry betiveen  two
competing. law-orders. It. was mot a question. of the
“separation of Church and State which undergirded,.
his argument. In that, era, the Corinthian gl-mrch
was not able to app-ed to civil magistrates ‘who were’
governed by the terms of,bibli&d  lawl It was not that
the church courts should alwaysde in.disputes-  be-
tween Christians; it was ‘that God’s .lawti  should”
always’ rule in dispute: between- Christians; it was
that God’s  law should have a monopoly of’lawful  ati-
thority ih disputes be~een Christians. ‘It w,as not
that the civil  law shoilci  be transformed into ecclesi-
astical law; it was that both ecclesizistical  law and
civil law should “be conformed to God’s law,. with
neither the church nor the State possessing ‘an ab-
solute “monOpoly  of lawful authority.
,, Paul was not arguing for the rule of cliurchcourts

over every area of life, but he was arguing against”,.
the concept of neutral law. If ~e saints wiil judge

the,  world, then neutr~  law is a myth. A man must”
-.

,,, ., “ - - -
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-1’judge in. terms,  qf, standids. An - act is” right or

~ wropg,  acceptable~br.prohibi~ed.  If, Christians are to
judge the angels,]  then”. ihey must do ,SO w“ithirr  a.
framework of; mqr@ity,de$igneci.  by God. and ‘re-,:
vale’@  .:to  man. T@ Co@hiati  ChFk.@s  wepa.to

,. sta~nut of ‘p,agan law cqu~s. precisely because @~&
is no neutral civ~ ~law.  .Ci@  bw,-’like  ch~~ -law, is

~overned  by rehgious  presuppositions: concerning
mmydity.  Religious civil law’ may ‘@ ,defended  in
terms of a. philos~phy  d-universal  neutralism, but ~
such an argument ~is itself intensely ieligious  and un-
neutral, for there qre irreconcd”able  conflicts ‘between
biblical law’s grounding in God’s revelation and any ~
other law-order which is not grounded hi His revela-
tion-.’ The judgti}nt  of. this world  by the’ saints

testifies to the absence of neutral -law and neutral.,
. lawyers”  orjudges.  ~It is the iaints who arethe judges, I.-,

not the self-professed neutralkts.  ;There will be -~o
neutrality on the] day of judgment.’ It will be the ,
universal rule of ~od’s  law which prevail s,- ,,

.- t ‘,, .,,
GOOD LAW, EXPERIENCED JUD6ES The Corin-
thians -were to seek  out the most (competent  judges
within the membership of the church.” ‘1’hey.were  to
ekwate these men to the. seat of authority. These
men, not pagan judges, were to be preferred’by  the
members in the settlement of disputesi.-

Was Paul forev~  closing the’ door to an expansion
of godly’vmle? He ~a~ not a defender of ecclesiocracy%
He acknowledged the C’ivil.rulefs role as a minister of ‘
God: So what-did~  he have
influence of the, g~spel be

,. ,.

in- mind? How could the
legitimately restricted to

:.
1 ,,,  ,
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the institutional chur+?  How could pagan magis-
trates continue to exercise dominion if and when the
gospel  spread across ‘the land? With the triumph of
the Christians’ in the affairs of Rome, both East
(Byzantium) and West (Europe), the pagan civil ~ “
magistrates were repiaced by Christians,’ from the
fourth century onward. Were the newly o~dained
Christian civil magistrates to govern in terms of the
older pagan law-order-”the very law-order that Paul
had advised the Corinthians to avoid in eveiy,  in-
stance of intra-churc.kconfllct?  Or were they instead
to reconstrtict  the civil law-order to conform to ~
biblical standards set forth for civil rule?

Paul was not trying to keep the Corinthian church
‘in bondage to less experienced judges. He dld tell
them to find the best men to handle cases.  But was
he telling them to avoid dominion tasks like taking
over positions iv the civil government? He never
said so. In fact, his strong emphasis on the reliability
of godly rule by Christian leaders within the church .
-experienced, competent leaders .if they could be
Iotated—  testifies to his preference for competence.

But his letter addised  the Corinthians to seek first-the
rule of -God’s law, not human competence as such; ~
only ~ after the’ rule of- God’s law was agreed upon’ . ‘,.
were they to seek ‘out the most competent men to
rule. over, them. It’ is God’s law which has pre-  ~ ~.
eminence id: judgernent, not certified competence:
Nevertheless, Within the agreed-upon framework of ‘
Ciiristianinstitutionqi rule, the best’ men are to be .
elevated to positions’ of authority. God’s law, th~

-- .compet@t,  judges:  ,here is Paul’s message to the
. .(

, .,(. -. ,-. \-
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,
church. Men’s competence ~is to be, dttained  by :

, “‘means of God’s lav/: Technical competence’ in law is’ “’
‘not to be preferrecl.  to biblical’ law,” for there k -W . .such thing as ~c~~ical competence as such, or”.neu-  . . ~ .,
,tral law as such. T~e itin+rd &’biblica[  law, adminis-

‘ tered with or withbut  great technical competence. ~
Where are men to! gain the preferred competence?
Obviously, by becoming familiak ivith the terms of
biblical la-w. First! they learn as’ chddmn (Deut..  ;
6:6-7). Second, they learn as church members in,

~ churches governed by elders who respect biblical law. ,
(I Cor. 6). Third, t~ey learn as deacon-r,. who assist the
elders in the less c+cial responsibilities, like ‘the ad-
ministration “of chai-itj  (Acts .6:1-4).  This office is a -

sott  of apprenticesliip  position. Fourth, men may be
appointed to the o~e of church alh (I Tim. 3).. But
this presumes that they have already approved
themselves in the fi~th office, that of household head (I
Tim, 3:4-5), which~is also a requirement for deacons
( I  T i m .  3:12).
This; however, is only tie beginning. ,Men are

also to serve in positions of au~ority  in business, the
military, medicine and other professions, the civil

government, and wherever God’s law applies. (It’ap-
plies wherever me+ make decisions for which they
are responsible before God; only in those. zones of
life for which men will never have to give an’account
of their actions — in! the “neutral zones of life”— does ‘
biblical law not apply.  Anyone who denies the tile  of
God’s law must e~plain,  using the Bible ~s his
so”urce, just where such zones are. ) Men. are to
‘become competent @ers-–judges,  if you prefer– in.

-,. .

!, ,.
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their labor. i’%+ callings bejore @d are training ~ounds
fw, the e x e r c i s e  ofgod~ judg~ent.  ‘ ~

.CONCLUSION  The doctrine that the church and its
members will experience an endless series of failures”
“until the day of judgment, whereupon the saints ‘
shall judge the world with Christ, has +is curious im- ‘.
plication:  experience in exercising godly judgment iS
best attained through constant failure and the inabil-
ity “of saints to gain positions of authority, in time

and on earth. In other words, Christians will. nem
rule on’ earth, and therefore hey will rule after the’

: final judgment. Those Christians who argue that in-
dividual saints will be far removed forever from the
seats ‘of power or even the corridors ~f power, “until .

the day of’judgment itself, are building a theoreticid
case for the success of o~-xe-job.  training. They are
arguing for perpetual childhood and subservience:

domination by rebellious rulers –ever-more consis-
tent, rutMess, and lawlesi  rulers – is the way to
become competent rulers. But the Bible tells us that
a sign of God’s judgment is to be ruled by children
(Isaiah 3:4).  We need an eschatolo@  which offers us
a ‘doctrine of proge.siive  responsibilip,  a doctrine of

maturz”ng  ]“udgment.  We need a concept of bn-!he-jbb
training and promotion through competme. ,,

. . ,.
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THE ‘Llt#LE  THINGS” OF”~lFE.,

. ’ , ’ ,.
,, ,,

,..  , . .

‘It is the+.law-order imparted by parents to’chil- ,,
dren which will @etermine the successor failure
of a society.” ,,’

western civilization is the historic~  “product of
Christianity. WitljoUt  Christianity, the development “
of the West would have been radicidly’  different. Of
course, secular humanism and various. intermediary
philosophies have contributed greatly to the growth ~
and shape of Wes}ern  institutions since’ about 1660,.
but without the impact of Christian thought and CUP  -,
ture, the foundations of Western secular humanism
wm-dd  not have been laid. It is impossible to think of
Western culture without  considering the historical
impact of Christianity.

Most Protestants understand this fact. Yet’ at the
same time, they have a tendency-to ~ denigrate the
cultural accompli~~ments  ‘of the Roman Catholic ~

. .i1.,., ~.’’ ” , -,“
,, .,, , . . ,,,’
“y.>,
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‘Church in the medkml  era. It is as if Protestant
think that Western culture sprang up overnight in

response to Lu@er’s nailing of the 95 theses on the
door. But when’ we consider the savagery that faced
the Irish missionaries in the- sixth and seventh cen-
turies, we all should become ‘aware of the vast im-
pact pre-Reformation Christianity  had on Europe.’
@ fact, without that impact, there woutd never have
been a Europe. There would have been nothing
more than pagan, fragmented tribes’ of primitive
savages, with only an occasional raid from the
Norsemen to bring “advanced” pagan culture into” -
their lives. “ i ~

There is little reason to believe that the level of “
formal Christian education was very great in pre-.
Reformation times. Without literacy and the prin-
ting press, written European culture was the posses-

sio’n of a tiny elite. What literacy that did exist prior
to thk eleventh century did so primarily in the
monasteries, especially in Ireland. The knowledge of

Christ and His work was overwhelmingly verbal,
ritualistic, and visual, in the form of statues”  and .
architecture, ” with some painting: The fables, “

legends, hymns, Bible stories’, and-reworked pa~ap :
myths were mixed together in a’ complex forin, with .”

great regional and linguistic variations, to p~duce
what we” classify’ vaguely as medieval civilization.
But it wus civilization. It was not primitive; The cul-

,.
,.

tural  shambles left by Rome,  after Rome had disin-
tegrated, was’, reworked by Christians to become a.

fidl-fiedged  culture. (See, for example;  William Cti-
. roll Bark’s Origin  of the Medieual World  and Friedrich  ~‘

,.
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.Hee~s.~eA4ed&z@  ~Ptlodd, both available ih inexpen-
sive paWrbackk.)  ~

Thb question: then ai-jses:  Hew was ii that’ pq3-
Reformaiion  religi+i could, buildup a new, hiving’”
civilization-~,  if-the level. of theological awareness was
sb””rninirnal?  How c@d it be,.t.hit the co~used  mix-
tures- of paganisrn,-~-Bjble  stories, myths, relies;  ‘and
all the “other,  frag@nts  of medieval Christianity
could create the foundation, region ‘by region, of a
totally new civilization? . . . ,.

,.

“BIBLICAL LAW. It was primarily the rule of biblical
law, not the influence o; archite~tuie,  paintings or
even hymns, that rekhaped  European life prior to the
Reformation ,..”  wa~ *e restraining ihfluence  of law
- family law, -churc&law, business law, and civil law
–that- provided the- West -with a new. vision. Rush-
doony  writes  of th+ progress of law after  @e sixth
century  :’. ’l,--, - - ’ ,  .,

. . . ..’; ,’ . . .
.,.Romv”  law ,tipw cootinued  ‘k” its “cleti@op-

.ment,  but it bec@ne progressively an expres-
sion of Biblical @w. Justinian’s I~,titti&s  (with

- @e Dig&t,  CodeJ’ and Novels, a partof the Cor-
‘pus Jnis CiUili;]~  cleuly reflects what is now,
called “natural. l~w,”  “but that, concept was now
becoming sorne+ing  o@er than, Roman law

had known. . . . .: .Natural law, whether ih the
hands of jurists; scholastics, or D,eists,  was “in
essence an anti-trinitarian doctrhe  ~ but it-was
still more’ Clqi@~an than Roman. Natural law
became a form o~Christian  heresy and ascribed., . ,

!,.
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to nature the legislative powers and absolute :
laws which were clearly borrowed .fkom the
God of Sc~ipture.  Thus, both Roman law and ,

natural law. became so thoroughly Christianized A‘
“with the centiries that no Roman would have
recognized them.: Even where the wording of

ancient Roman ‘laws was retained; a new con-
tent  mid interpretation rendered ‘the Ancient ~. ~ ~

meaning remote and barren. (’lNoteskm  the. ~ “-
~ Law in Western Society:  ~e In-sti@s  ofBiblical

Law [Nutley,  New Jersey:.  Craig P r e s s , .  1 9 7 3 } , .
pp, .786:87.) ~ ~ ,, ,
,, .,

The spread’ of bibli&l  law across Me face ,of ‘
~~ Europe served as an integrating factor.- Shiig basic

presuppositions, and sharing also a’ singie  written
language (Lak)., scholars throughout Europe had
*e tools for restructuring the face , of society.
Localism was basic to the political and even ecclesi-  ‘
astical  institutions of medieval society, but there was

~ alsq unity with respect to first principles. Applica-
. ,tions were local, but the shared frame of reference ~ ‘‘
. ~owed the intellectual and moral leaderi  of society ~
to grapple with, the ‘aflairs of life along s@kr lbes.

- The division of intellectual labor could ihereforq  be ~
integra~ed. Each man’s moral arid intellectual efforts ‘
“@d- more opportunity to be qanslated, into action
across - the whole contipent  than would have been the .-

case had there been. no shared presuppositions.
Men’s intellectual efforts could therefore become
cumulative. “Bibliciil  law redirected the paths of ‘

~ human endeavor, generation after generation, into
—,

. .. .
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:channels.’that  proved to- be inci-eklibly  productive.
Change was slow, j but life was not.stagnant.

THE FAMILY However important intellectual. life is
for’ a culture, the most important applications of ~
morals, religion, and philosophy are found inside
the family unit. This is the universal, human institu-
tion. The family is the original agency of govern-
ment, especially self-government. What families
believe concerning their responsibilities before God
is more important for the construction of a civiliza-
tion than the attitudes of the members of any other
institution. It is thefamily  unit which  is centralfor thi con-
struction, or reconstruction, of civilization.

When we think of the law of Moses,  “we should,
never forget the requirement of universal family in-
struction in biblical law: “And these words, which I
command thee this day,’  shall be in thine heart: And ‘
thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children,
and shalt talk of them when’ thou sittest in thine
house, and when *OU walkest by the way, and when “,
thou liest down, and when thou risest up” (Deut.
6:6-7). The enormous capital resources in time, -
effort, and personal concern that parents are to ex-
penal on their children’s legal instruction cannot be’
overestimated as a factor in cultural and economic
groti.  Not ,the State, church, or school, but the
ftiily is to”be  centr~  in legal education. The day-to-
day instruction in righteousness which all chdd:
rearing involves is the very ‘heart of a civilization. It
is the law-order imparted by parents to chikiren which will
determine the success or failure of a society.

,.. .
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This. instruction may not be self-conscious on the

, part of parents. This instruction may be simply a
series of commands,’ or punishments, that really is,’
not an integrated program. If so, the children suffer,
and the future is c~mprornised.  But all parents must
instruct children in the law-order of the family, or
else chaos ‘results. Parents have a direcl  incentive to
direct their children’s footsteps. There can be no

,, family unit without an integrating, disciplining law-
order.

When’ we attempt to reconstruct memtally  what
local ftiily life may have been like in the medieval
‘world’- which means a period of over a thousand,

,,. years, and tens of thousands of little communities —
we can barely imagine what went on. We, have only
the faintest shadows  “of the past. Medieval ,families

“ did not, leave” written documents. But we know. the
results. Agriculture improved. New technologies
were, invented, capitalized, and exported. The
population grew slowly, erratically, but universally,
leading to the progressive cultivation of the so!.  (See
Lynn White, Jr., Medimal  Technology and Soctil  Change
[Oxford University Press, 1966 edition].) ..,

When we look at the results of a thousand years of
~hri,stian’instn$ction,  from 500 A. D., to 1500 A. D., we
‘beg@ to, perceive the effect of these millions ,and

m~li,ons  of seemingly infinitesimal ,additions of
moral  capital. From i%e disintegration of Rome until
the Reformation, Christian parents built a civiliza-
tion; However ignorant of theology they may have
been, however erroneous in their perception of

things spiritual, not to mention things scien~iiip,  they

,,.
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-nevertheless succeeded in reshaping ‘the-history of
mankind. Their ignorance did not keep them from
outdistancing India, China, and the other.  ””~cient  .
civilizations by the end of the medieval period.- ~‘
There was a currudative  -#ect of the’ vat rmniber of, ,”
successive addidons  of family capital:, agriculmral,  .“ ‘
technological, educational, ~d moral. Line upoq
line, precept upon precept,. a body of moral capitkd  I
was built up, and it produced a new civilization.

CONCLUSION However important theology may
be, it is the. application of that theology to specific in-
stances of daily living that makes the difference CU1-
turally.- Theology is ‘not simply an affair of the educa-
tional specialists. Flourishing theology is always ~~
practical theology. Theology has implications for
every sphere of human existence. It is basic to the
successful outworking of God’s dominion cove’na~t
(Gen. 1:28)  that people begin to apply the truths they
have learned, especially in family affairs. If theology
is untranslated into the little things of life, then it is
truncated heology  — cut off at the root. If the con-

, struction of ‘ever-more finely honed theological for-”
mulations does not lead to altered .famjly,  church,
business, or school operations, then it is dead
theology. It was not the incredibly erudite debates of
late mediev’id  schol+ticism  that built medieval cul-
tur& Indeed, these debates among the schoolmen
were the sign of the strangulation of medieval cul-
ture, the end of the line for the medieval world.

Theological scholarship, apart from concrete ap,
placations, is dead scholarship that leads nowhe~.  If

,.
,-
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“we are to-interpret properly the enormous erudition
and mathematical sophistieation of today’s academic
scholarship, we must understand that the Alexan-

drian scholarship of the dying Classical world and
., the ticane  debates of the late medieval world were,,.

testimonies to the death of culture, not a new begin-
ning. The dead” within the academic world are

buried by others using highly polished’ spades, tools
,- , shaipened  with such precision that they are suitable

only for splittiqg  academic hairs. It is the ‘little
, “, things” of life, restnictured  in terms  of valid applied

theology, ‘not the “big things” of the hair-splitters,
that determine the fhture  of a civilization.

,- ,.
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Vhe battle for Christian  ~e60”~ructionjis ‘many-
@cet.ed,  but there is a single ‘litmus test” 10-,

It
eepapte “the shepherds rom,the  soon-to-be-. ~
shearedeheep in this ba Ie: their ‘support,.
financial, familistic, and ~erbal,  of the Christian’
day school movement?

Any successful strategy of conquest must employ a
two-pronged attack: the grand design and specific
tactics. We need to participate in a co-ordinated pro-
gram of conquest. This is what Christians have
never succeeded in.ach’ieving.  The various Christian .
churches, not to mention independent groups ,not  ,
directly connected to denominations, have always “ :
arrbgated  to themselves almost total authority. They
have not been able to co-operate in the realm of first
principles, nor in the area of strategy. They have
thought they could “go it alone.”! ‘

The result has been fragmentation. This, how- -

,,. ,’
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ever; is only part of the sto~. .It is not “just that
denominations have not co-operated well. It is also “
that the individual churches. have fragmented inter-’ ,

nally. The ,cektralists  .-have tended to become full-
time b~ucrats sekg power, and.the  decenhalized
pastors,  teachers, and o~er  Christian workers have -- “
tended to go the+ oti way, leaving the’ tedlotis
affairs of-cent@ administration to those  with a taste
for ‘it. Those with a taste fo,r bureaucratic ‘adminis-
tration  seldom have a taste for creeds, theology, and

(nonhu~anistic)  innovation,  all of w~ich  are con-
~oversial, and all of which tend to reduce the powers,
of bureaucracies. Hierarch&s have strangled cuhure-
altim”ng  Christtim innovation.’ .. - ’ . .

~. -What is needed is a worl@g federalism, among ~
Christian groups and within each group., What is
needed’ is decentral~ation,,  yet with sufficient will-
ingness on the part of the “eyes” to recognize the im~-
portance of the “feet: and with all acknowledging
the authority of the “head,” Jesus Christ (I (30rin-
thians 12). We need multiple responsibilit~es  govermed
by bibfical  revelation and the leading of the Holy
Spirit. What is needed is a vkwn  ofconquest  sogreat,thui
we must co-operate.

The cost of- gaining co-operation institutionally ‘
has proven prohibitively high for centuries.
Chuiches  haven’t co-operated- very often. They , .
haven’t agreed on policy, organization, and the
assignment of tasks,. Unquestionably, this has been
an institutional failure on the part, of’ institutional
Christianity. The hands and feet have looked to an
earthly head, and, the Bible teaches that there is ‘no .
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head, except Christ. ” Roman Catholics cannot con-
vince Protestants that the Pope is that head, and pre-
millennialist  cannot convince the others that Christ
will return to earth for a thousand years prior to final
judgment to serve as the earthly head. Almost

everyone else has given up the vision of conquest
because there is no earthly head. The fact must be
faced:, in time and on earth, as of the mid-1980’s,
there is no ‘acceptable source of institutional strategy,
no organking general who is followed by all Chri~
tians.  But never’forget:  the Satanists  and humanists ~

have no visible, earthly general, either.

THE COMMON ENEMY  Christians aie supposed to ,
love each other. Communists are supposed to, share
bonds with d proletarians and ,other  communists.
Every ideological ~oup proclaims universality, and,
all of them bicker internally,. never d~playing  unity
except in the face of a common enemy.

Humanism today is the common enemy of Chris-
tians. The Pentecostal are se@.ng this more and
more clearly. The Roman Catholics who ‘take the
‘fai~ seriously cannot aftord  to waste time. and
energy worrying about merely hereticzd  Protestants:
they have toci many apostate clerics and theologians
to contend with. The Baptists, the. Lutherans, and
the handful of believing Episcopalians who ‘are still
inside their. churches are besieged on every side by
the enemy. The fact is simple:,  ,tie enemy of All or-
thodoxy has surrounded the churches, and in most
cases is +ready  inside the gates.. In too tiny in-
stances, humanists are in the, temple itself,  setting

,-

.
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policy in the seminaries, colleges, and Sunday”school
editorial committees. On all, sides, ~ Christians are

surrounded by Unitarians (who may call themselves
somei.hing  else for the sake of their  st.rategy).

> What we find, therefore, is that thosk who are ‘the
great proponents of institutional centralization are
almost always those who hold to a thecdogy  of  -

political salvation.’ They want to cen~alize  institu-
tional power because they believe that mankind will
be regenerated,. and sciciety  purified, by means of the
exercise of external force. In the division of labor,
these people tend to get on top, for they do best what
+ey are committed to, namely, exercising power.

What we are seeing today is a steady increase in
awareness among thoughtful Christians that the
common enemy, secular, humanism, is a greater
threat than the shades of theological emphasis sepa-
rating them from other besieged Christians. They
are beginning to understzind  fiat there have “to be
alternatives to the centhlizing  rot ‘of political
theolo~,  humanism. They feelthe  impending doom ~
of humanism’s erod@g  civilisation, a.hd they are
convinced that they must not go down with human-
isfi’s  ship. A few — a very few, sadly — are ~ing tp
construct alternative vessels.

What are these alternative vessels? Prayer groups,
missionary boards, Christian professional associa-

tions, tape libraries, publishing houses, and special
interest associations, most notably the’ right-to-life
societies. But one vessel” stands out as the pre-
eminent one: the independent Christian day,  school.,.
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ALTE~NATIVE  ED~CA~.ON  The serious Christians,

,~ho are convinced that ‘the,battleagainst  humanism
~ the cruciid  battle of our age are’takii-g  @@’ chil-

“,t’
rem out of the *only.  established church in America,
he government SC*1 systirn~- Those, ,who  a~~rnak-  “’ ,- .

@g the c~cial stan~are  those. who take this ste,p,.  lt “,
~‘ ~.is step, @titutionally  .spe@ing,  which is sepa-
rating, not’ the .sheep.fro~  the goats;  but the shep-!’
herds of the fbtur,e from the ‘about=tckbe  sheared
flocks ‘who will not “follow tliern.

~ ‘-There m many arguments aga@st. pulli~g  your
~hildren out of the camp .of,the  enem,y,  and ~1 have
heard @ of them. But they,@ boil down to this:
Christian schools really don’t mae that., much
~iflerence.  “-

I “As far as ‘+e ‘actwd  sch601s “go, todiy,  it may ‘be ~
~rue that. the secularization of the,  schools is con-
siderable, even when they are supptisedly  Christian.
~hat do we expect? We require pastors to attend ac- ,‘
$redited  colleges in order’to  be ordained; we require
$xilege ‘teachers in Christian schools to attend statist,
secular universities in’ order to get their academic
~e~ees;,  and we require our day schtil  tea+ers to

be certitied  by some, humanist-certified, Ph. D.-
holding instructor (or worse, a whole committee of
~hem).  We use cast-off State textbooks in the schools.
*6 then we complain because the Christian schools< re~y don’t seem so very diiferent  from government
kchools  . ,’
~’ One thing is wrong with his argument, at least.
At the very least, we are financing our own schools,
~d with financing comes authority. ‘Au~ority  pos-,,

3
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sessed is authority to. be used. We can change our,0
(lhrlstian  schools. We cannot change the govern-
ment schools; so there is no hope there; Protestants
who wouldn’t think of spending time and effort to
convert- Notre Dame University to Protestantism
spend-lots of time trying to take over a far more secu- ,
lar, government-financed public school system. It
makes no sense. At least there is hope for Christian
schools. We must labor where there is hope.

.,

CURRICULA Here is where “the fight must be
made. Here is where our dollars must go: Here is
where, little is being done. The minds who produce
the school curricula for the next ,generation  of Chris-
tian youth will provide what has been missing for so
long: an integrated.program,  an intellectual strategy.
But to meet a market, these materials must reflect
the Christian contributions + of many ecclesiastical ‘
traditions. We do not have enough potential buyers
today to finance a narrow, denominational type of
curriculum. Not those of us i. at least, who are. in
churches that ‘did not long ago abdicate by allowing
secular humanists to write the denominational
s“dmol  t e x t b o o k s .

The broad Christian tradition, which’ is our alter-
,native  to humanism, will provide mtich  material for
battling the common enemy. The crying need for
good, conservative, accurate, principled, readable,
and ‘literate curricula will cover many minpr
disagreements: If love covers a multitude of sins,
think -what the need for Christian. textbooks will
cover. And to get the costs down, we have to write

,. ,,’ \
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‘f?r,a-broad  market.’ ~ :. ‘.’

I We have :al?road,position  todefend--  a position
“&hich must be separated from the dying cyktire  of

sc!cular  hurnaniim...  Yet at the SWW: t%:- W; ‘have ,
- d~verse..  strfi~ in .@is .C3@stian  tradltmn,  ,@que

+
e ments  prcpuded  by”” many Cl@i~ ,gmups. We
are offering a-. dying ctittire  a ,riv~,’ comprela.dnsivti  -J.

c Iture;  metiing  a culttire broad enough--to co~quer  ,
e~erynook  and,cmnny  on eax+ No;ingle ecclesitis-
tibl tradition can provide ever@ing.  nee@ tO
r~place  the humanist system  which is diSnteg@.ting
before our eyes. ,,-.

~ Therefore; the Christian S+OO1,  and the ecdnom-,,
id? of the marketplace, provide’ the goal, and the
means of co-operating. Christians cannot afford to
be too exclusive today.  We simply don’t ~ave. the
funds to be hyper-exclusive. We also, don’t have the ~
bbdies.  Like the chaplaincy, we have to put up with
diverse ecclesiastical traditions precisely because we
ai-e  at war, we expect to win, and we cannot ignore
help where it is offered.

Now, for those who do not think they are at war,
who would not expect to win if they did understand itY
and who cannot distinguish a Chrktian day school
f~m a government day school, all of @ may appear
silly. After all, they think they have to defend their
total institutional purity on questions of dress, drink,

prayer, architecture, flip-around collars, or whatever.
That’s what really c,ounts before God. And if it means
shoying the next generation into the training camps of
secular humanism, well, then, that’s:what’s  necessary.
After all, not many people  can finance both their ec-

,.
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clesiastical’  quirks and simultaneously gain fulJ  mar-
ket support for a comprehensive Christian school pro- .

gram. And even among those denominations that
have built up their schools, their textbooks have a dis-
tressing tendency to resemble secular humanist tracts
–bapt i zed  by the proper mode, of course. -

CONCLUSION Those parents who care enough to
get their children into their– the parents’– schools,
by ,financing those schools, will not be so ready to
swallow secular humanism, whether presented by
men with +e proper vestments or not. They are pay-~
ing for the future, and their vision concerns the futire.
-. The man who sends his children into the public’
sch@l system is present-oriented, no matter how much’
he protests. The war against the enemy of Christ, secu-
lahumdn~rn,  will not be won through the leadership
provided by present-oriented defenders of the gqveim-
rnent school system. The battle for Christian recon-
struction  is-many-faceted, but thek is a single %trnus
tes~ “to  separate the shepherds from the scen-to-be-
shetid sheep in this batde: their support— financial,
familis$ic,  ~ and verbal-of the Chrktian  day school
movement .’ Anyone who fails ‘this test may still be a re-
generate +eep,  but he should be reco~ized  as one
about to bk sheared. ‘“If you” choose to lead men away
from huminism’s ~hearing,  ra~er  than follow the flock’
into, +e shetig rcem, then stzirt  doing something to
build up fi hidependent  ‘C&ktiim  s+mol,  even if the
headm+ter  wearsfunny collars or no collar at all. And
if you &an’t  put up with that, ~en start your mm. But
stay cy.it  of the camp of die soon-to-be-sheared.

,,
\
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~ “It is clear-from church history that ‘e?ch Chris-
1 tian,grduphas  made uniquely valuable contribu-
] tions to the development of the I@ngdom of God?

+ ~ One of the most fimdamental  principles of eco-
nomics  is the division of labor.  Adam Smith’s open-
ing lines of The Wealih  ojN’atioti  (1776) describes the
@emendous  increase in productivity which is made
possible by the division’of labor. He gave his classic
example of pin-making. A common laborer could
scarcely produce a single pin with .a day’s labor if he
had no specialized pin-making machinery. By break-

ing up the production of pins into specialized sub-,
routines, ten men in Smith’s day were capable of
producing  48,000 pins per day, or 4,800 per worker.

/ Who could afford  to buy pins if it took a man a
~ay’s labor to produce only one? Not many ofus. Yet
anyone$in England could afford pins in Smith’s day,.

,.
.+,
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and today they are, even cheaper. The wonders of
mass production, price competition, specialization
of production, and capital equipment have opened a
world of productivity and therefore per capita wealth
th’at  would have been unattainab~e by kings as little
as two centuries ago–back when there were still
kings. We have lost our kings and have gained a
kingdom in which almost anyone  in industrial na-
tions has more  tools and comforts than the kings of
the eighteenth century-better ‘medical care (tvith
safe and effective anesthetics), warmer homes in the ,”
winter, cooler homes in the summer, and cheaper
enteriainment, every night of the week. ..What com-
mon workman today, lying in- a hospital, would
voluntarily trade places with anyone on earth living
a’ centufi  ago “who was, suffering from the same,,
m a l a d y ?

From whence” came the division of ~labor?  From
the curse of ~e ground by God(Gen.’3:17.19)and
frorri the;variations  in the earth’s material resources
(including’climates) and in human skills and tastes.
The curse of the ground is also a blessing: an incen-  ~
tive for men to to-operate with each other in produc-

tion in order to increase their own peri,onal  produc-  , ,
tivity and therefore their wealth. The productivity
which stems from the division of labor places  a high
price on-murder, mayhem, and antisocial behavior.
To murder another person is to remove that person’s
productive contributions from the economy. ,
J

. ECCLESIASTICAL SPECIALIZATION It is clear
from church history that, each Christian group has

. . .
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-,, . made.. ~mniquely  valuable contributions to the...”

d#veI.opment  of the kingdom ‘Of G6d. Like in-
+viduals  who specialize, churches also develop, skills ~~,,
and res~u’rc~~  ~at increase he. ~rodu~tivity  of~other  .

-’i

hristiah  .groups,ad.society in generzil.,  Of course;
‘e h’ --@up “,has  W> oivn  spec i f i c  weakn+seg  fid - A
v ner~b~ijies::  As” conditions change, - o~e
,~

o r . .  ,
snot.I-@ of ~~ese  ~, church traditions becomes- pre-
e~inent,’  while,. o.~ers.  fade into the historical

. . , s~adows..  The culture-transforming Catholicism d
. Apguktine  in the fif~ century became the barren. ,

Augustinianism which burdened Luther and led..to
1+ ch~lenge  to the foundations ‘of Catholic civiliza-
tmn.  T%e dynamic Puritanism. -of Governor John ‘
~inthrop’s  Massachusetts Bay Colony degenerated ‘
@o the stodgy, -rationalistic, and almost mechanical
Cilvinism  of the etily eighteenth century, when it
was uprooted, by a combination of forces: the
Calvinist and pietistic sermons of Jonathan Ed-
wards, the rise of the itinerant Arrninian  preachers, ‘ ‘
the libera(  Protestantism  of Charles Chauncy  and
other respectable Bostonians, and the mass mestkgs  -.
of Calvinist Anglican George Whitefield. In short, ~~ ““
Gpd allows no church tradition to dominate His
kingdom after it has atrophied into disuse.

! It has become increasingly obvious to serious
Christians in our day that the churches  are weuk.  They
no longer are the primary sources of vision, educa-

‘ tion, philanthropy, and social cohesion. They no
longer exercise a major leadership role nationally,’
arid ve~ little role locally. Fundamentalist churches
went into a 5“0-year  cultural retreat after the Scopes’,.

.,
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trial in 1925 and after the failure ofProhibition.  The
liberal denominations have lost their influence
markediy  since the 1960’s. Roman Catholicism has
been rent asunder by a series of extraordinary
changes that began theologicrilly  in the ?arly 195(!’s
(“higher criticism”) and-institutionally with Pope
John XXIII ’s  cal l  for  church reform.
But another series of events have begun to rally
Christians, luring them back into the arenas of cul-

- ttiral  and politiczil  conflict. Thousands of fundamen-
tahsti  have been intellectually encouraged by Xe
publication.of  anti-evolutionary books and matefials
since the early 1960’s.  The legalization of abortion on-
demand by the U.S. Supreme Court’ in Roe u. Wa&
(1973) has given Christians ofmany denominational
traditions a catise,  and groups tie co-operating on an
ad hoc basis in order-to bring an end to the slaughter
of the innocents. The cause of human life has tran-
scended theologicid  ‘disputes’ that, once made co-
operation’ improbable.’
As Christians have begun to, recognize. the
,religious  impulse of modern humanism, they have
seen that there are battle lines drawn between the
kingdom of God and the kingdom of Satan –battle
lines that affect every area of life. The reigning phi-
losophy- of neutrality has at last been challenged by
Christian leaders (as Marxists challenged it a cen--
tury ago and philosophical relativists Challenged it
two generations ago). The implications of his ‘new- ~
found, Bible-b,ased  presuppositionalism are becom-
ing clearer to a growing minority of thinking Chris- ‘
tians.  The intellectual compromises with humanism
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.1 at, once @ere  taken-for granted ,me today being
challenged. .And as the real “threat to Christian civili-
zation isreco~ized;  the former divisions wi~ other

‘ ~hr’istian,groups  are being seen as,mattersof%ubsid-
!a@ ~po~ance at ihii~ s~ge of h-istiiry. ; ‘‘,,/: . . . .$- -“
~HE NEW CO-OPERATION ~ The rise of @e “New
Ghristian  Right” in the,U.  S. since the late1970’s has
bet to be fidly understood,  even by those .within  the
movement. But tis much is clear:  ihe increasing ar-”
rogance  of the hurn”~ist  elite which  controls the
West is creating an opposition niovernept  which is it-
self increasingly confident.. in the foundations of its
~wn power, namely, the God of the “Bible and, the
power of biblical revelation. Christian leaderi whoa
klecade  ago would have rejected_ both doctriqes  are
~dity  preaching about the sovereignty of God and
~e law of God. A new Purhanisrn is developing– a
~uritanism  which offers men the hope of God:
honoring social transformation.

~ This new co-operation can be compared to a stool
iwhich rests on tiee legs. Each leg is important, yet,
~ recently as 1959 these three legs either did tit ex-
pt or were not being used outside of some narrow
@en,omirrational  tradition. The three, legs are: 1) c
~resbyterian  scholarship and six-day creationism; 2)
~aptist  day schools; and 3) the Pentecostal’ various
satellite communications systems.

PRESBYTERIAN SCHOLARSHIP Conservative
biblical scholarship, outside of the six-day crea-
~ionism  issue and Wycliffe-based  linguistic stholar-

,,
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ship, has overwhelmingly been Presbyterian in this
century. The Lutherans are in second place. This
has been true since the 1500’s.  J. “Gresham  Machen
was fundamentalism’s spokesman from 1923 until his
death in early 1937, defending biblical inerrancy  and
attacking theological liberalism, yet Maehen  was not
a fundamentalist. He was a Presbyterian. Even the
eloquent William Jennings Bryan was: a Presbyter-
ian, Ahough  more of a fundamentalist than

Machen was. Presbyterian Oswald T. Allis’ defense
of inerrancy in God Spake  By Moses was as ‘respected
by fundamentalist educators as his critique of dis-
pensationaljsm  was rejected (PropheU and the Church).
Francis Schaeffer’s  influence is obvious - another
Calvinistic  presbyterian. R. J. Rushdoony’s defense
of Christian education (lntel/ectwd  Sdukophmiz)  ‘and
his, critique. of humanist education (The Mewhic
Character of Amerikan  Education) have become
‘testaments” of the independent ChristiW education
movement. in the U.S. His testimony in court trial
after cow-t  trial as the ‘expert witness for the defense’
‘of Christian schools has made him promineni within
Baptist and fundamentalist circles. Some ‘Arminian”
Baptists have even complained publicly about his ‘
prominence, but they cannot find anyone with his
education and eloquence to fill the gap. T-hey have to
put up with him because they have no alternative. In
a war, you need to be concerned about how well your
partner shoots, not..  what he. “believes” ‘about the
predestined: guidance for his bullets. “ ‘

In’ short, Presbyterians supply the ammo. They - ‘
shoot, too, but there just aren’t enough of them to
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“ make much difference in the front lines;
; The confidence provided to modern iimdamen-  ~,,

t~ism  since 1960 by the various creationist research L
~oups has been crucial. The ‘shamez  of the Scopes’

debacle has been cleansed away. The evolutionists
zire on the run intellectually today, not the crea-  ~~
tionists. The psychology has shifted from retreat to. .. ‘victory.

BAPTIST DAY SCHOOLS The advent of the A~~
c~lerated  Christian Education (A.C. E. ) program
a,nd the Beka Books  of the Pensacola Christian
School have produced thousands of new’ independ-
ent Christian day schools and church schools since
1965. These sqhools are molding the minds of the
next generation of Christian leaders. They are the
knife at the dwoat  of the monopolistic humanist
schools, and the humanists know it: The one estab-
lished  chureli in the U.’S., the public school system,
is facing the’ defection of millions of students.

When a parent pulls his child out of a public school
ahd keeps, hini ‘out through-h@ school, he has broken
ihstitutiondly  and ‘psychologically with the statist
order. The church that sets up such a school has
broadened  its’ commitment to soc~d  change. It has
alio gained an ihstiiution  which is worth defending,
akd the humanists are increasingly ready to-attack.
~us, the psychology of conformisrn  and capitulation
b frequen~y changed. Pastors who were previously
unwilling to make a stand against humanism’s myth
of neutral@  now must make a break. Their schools
qeed a reason to exist. The war-against humariism is

.,
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that reason. Their schools give formerly pietistic
pastors the motivation to fight. The pressure from
the state boards of education and local truancy offi-
cers provides the fight. ,,

PENTECOSTAL SATELLITES The holy rollers are
rolling less and broadcasting more than anyone
could have guessed a decade ago. A technological
miracle is with us, and the Pentecostal are alone

‘making good use of it.’
On any given day,’ 17 commercial-.broadcasting

satellites ‘hang suspended in stationary orbits  23,000
miles above North America. Each satellite offers 24
separate T.V. broadcast channels. Some also offer -
FM radio. ‘The majority of’ these channels have no
regularly scheduled programming. Thus, they are
cheap to rent, and more than other churches, Pente-
costal churches are renting them. ,.

A good example is Dr. Gene Scott of the Faith Cen-
ter in Glendale, Califorriia,  He had.his UHF broad-
casting license revoked by the FCC hi 1983. Scott was
not deterred. ” He now. broadcasts from the Westar
Satellite #5 on transponder lX. He’ began selling sat-
ellite reception dishes that are tuned only ‘to hk than-
nel for the incredible price of $777.77. (The average
dish sells for over $1,500; they sold  for $3,000 when- he
beg+ his pro@am.)  He is rnakmg a ‘technological
end run” around the establishment ‘broadcasting
media. If Gene Scott can do it, others ,will  do it. The
costs of telecommunication are ‘droppirig,’  and this is
to the benefit of non-establishment broadcasters.

The potential for education is stupendous. I’ve

/
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~utlined my propcisal  to revolutionize Christian
higher education in my essay, “Levers, Fulcrums,
~d Horiiets”  ip Chtitianity  and C%n7iz@n,  a sym-
posium on “Tactics of Christian Resisfance~  which

tour local  bookstore can order from the Geneva
~ivinty School, Tyler, T~~.
j Pastor Robq-t Tilton of the Wordof Faith Chbch
~ Dallas has over 1,800 churches hooked, up by
satellite to his ministry. This is’ going on unpoticed
right under the noses of the humanist elite. He is in a
position to reach hundreds of thousands of Clyis-
tians tith a message or even a mobilization effort
bithin a matter of days. (Address for information:
~.O. Box 819000, Dallas, TX 75381.)

Thus, the technology is now available for nation-
wide mobilization for Christian reconstruction. It is
kheap enough to be . within the grasp of many
~oups.  If Full Gospel Businessmen’s F~owsI+p,  the
people at New Wine  magazine, and Marana@  cam-
~us ministries ever  get their own scheduled satelIite
broadcasts, the technolo~cal  foundation of a c6rn-
prehensive revival will be established.. .

,’
~ONCLUSION ‘We are now h“ a position io .fise

together in “a working activist movement.’ the three
major legs of the Reconstructionist  movement: the

@-esbyterian-oriented  educators, the Baptist school
headmasters and pastors, and the chqisrnatic  tele-
~ommunications  system. When this takes p@e,  *e
whole shape of Americ.~  religious life will be trans-,
formed. - ,

. .
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CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND
FUNCTIONAL ILLITERACY

{

“The paydf is the abiiity to make accurate
connections between what the Bibie ,~ys and ‘

the even~, in the world around us?,
,-, ..-

The capital asset which is m~st highly valued in ‘~
the .Bible is godly wisdom. The early chapters of the
Book of Proverbs are concerned with this topic, but
so are many of the Psalms. ‘Wisdom is worth
sacrificing.,for; it is worth giving up present income
in order to” store up this most crucial of capital assets.

The trouble with accurate knowledge is that it is ~
very expensive, and the more productive a man is, .

: the more expensive it gets. Why should this be? The
reason is simple: the most precious original asset “a
man has is time. He earns other assets, but he begks
“with time. “God gives a man his alloted  portion of
time, and. the man is judged in terms of the success ,
or failure he’-p~duces  with his time. Redeeming the

.



dme is the iimdarnental  Christian occupation. If a
man is able to produce a hu’ndred dollars’ wo~ of
goods or services per hour, then eve~ hour used for,
,other purposes costs him, and the community, a
hundred dollars. If a man can write an article in a
day and earn $1,000, and he instead repairs a leaky
faucet, which would have cost. him $50 to get
repaired by a plumber, then he has lost $950 ($1,000
minus $50, excluding tax considerations). This
assumes, of course, that he can crank out ,$1,000
worth of articles every day of the week, and that the
lost i,ncome cannot be ‘retrieved by writing the same
article the next day, a day which would have been
otherwise non-productive.

; When anyone develops his talents to the point that
lie has become a productive member of the commu-
~ity, he finds that ‘his “fi+e”  time becomes more
pricious,  precisely because  it ‘really isn’t free. In fact,

‘of anything he owns, - his time is no longer free. A
~hild may have relatively free,’ meaning inexpensive,

~ime on his h~-ds. He hardly knows what to do with
all his spare time. But spare time, or spare ‘anything,

.is an asset that disappears once the possessor finds
+ays to put it to profitable; income~producing  uses.
The day a man finds ways to make money from his
@are time k the day he no Ionger’has time to spare.
~very minute devoted to watching television is ‘a.
rniute’s  worth of income forfeited..: .,.,1.

@USY ILLITERATES An illiterate is a person’ who
dan~ot  read. What should we call a person who can
~ead but refuses to? I would  call ‘him an illiterate,

.,, .

.,
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too. The results are pretty much the same, either way.
Today we find businessmen who cannot find the

time to read books. They read the Wall Street@rna13
headlines. They may read a business magazine and
the sports pages of a newspaper. They read business
reports from their employers, or from a customer. ‘
Perhaps they read a financial newsletter or two. But
on the whole, the~re  stuck. If they dor/t  read,  they
can only grow or advance along proscribed, lines.
Not surprisingly, they, tend to advance along ,the
lines<  suggested by their reading. T& admmce  in those
areas where thg still continue to read.

The busy man always places a high premium. on
his time. Why not? This is his one non-renewable

, resource. Once an hour is gone, its gone forever. So
the busy man husbands his time. (Some wives

believe that the verb, ‘to husband:  when connected
to the noun, “time,” means “to take away from wives
and give” to. the National Football League.”) He
allocates it carefully. He doesn’t’ have any time to
waste. Time is money. Wasted  time’ is forfeited
money:  At’ some point, he is more willing to waste
money “than time. He pays retail when, with some

extra shopping time, he might have paid bnly
wholesale. He isn’t being irrational, either. .He
selects the Vsource  which is less valuable to him,
and he is more’ careless with the less  valuable ,
resource. ~ ,.

,- .,.

PASTORAL ‘-SCHEDULES What about pastors?
They seldom have extra money, At the same time,
they seldom have extra time. The pastoi,  unlike



~most  all other professionals, is perpetually short of ‘
~otb  time and money, from the beginning of his
career to the end. He seldom gets ahead on either
resource. This is the nature of pastoral service. The
pastor may be laying up treasures in heaven, but he
is usually devoid of treasures on earth.

,, 1 The problem the pastor faces is that it is very
~lfficult for him to put afmke  tig on hti time. His alter-
native uses for his @ne are all non-profit. He”  doesn’t
ask himself, “How much money will I lose if I take a
@y ofi?”  He asks himself, ‘What services will I not
be able to perform if I take a day ofll’” He can’t put a
dollar  value on his time, precisely because the kinds
of services he provides are not normally for sale in a
competitive, profit-seeking market. We ~en’t sup-
posed to sell the message of salvation to the highest
bidders. Salvation is not a mass-produced item to be
sold through mass-marketing techniques, however
~ften  certain modern evangelists try to adapt such
techniques.

/ If a man finds it. di,fficuh to put a price tag on hti
~ime,  then he had betterfigu~e  out another khid of I

$llocation  standard. If five conferences want to get a
big-name evangelist to appear in one month, and he
isn’t “willing to sell his time to the highest bidders,

@en he had better have an alternative standard-in
mind.

~ The standards tend to become highly personal, ,
since they are not fhndamentzdly  monetary. The
pastor decides to counsel, someone’ with a family
problem rather than someone else with an employ-
ment problem. He tends to cater to those who have

1
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problems that rpatch  his problem-solving talents.
Since he is not operating in a market, he has a tend-
ency to ignore free markets, as well as economic
theory. He devotes his time to solving personal prob-
lems that are not essentially economic pi-oblems.  He
compares Maw Smith’s personal needs with Billy
Jones’ personal needs, and he doesn’t use dollars to
evaluate these. needs. He doesn’t say “Mary has an
$87.50 problem, while Billy has a$37.25 problem, so
I’ll sell my time to Mary, since I can ask up to $50.25
more for my counsel.? He says, “Mary has an emo-
tional’ problem, while Billy has an academic. prob-
Iem,, and which is the one which needs absolution im-
mediately? And whose problem can I solve most
easily?” . .

Everyone has problems, and people try to get
them solved with the least expenditure of resources.
The pastor giws aqxzy  hti time, officially. Therefore, he

has to allocati  it,by non-moni?tay  means. ‘Wes,  Mary, Hl
be able to counsel with you next week. No, I’m not
available before then. Yes, I know your.husband is a
boo,zer.  No, I can’t come over, ‘now. Well, if he’s
beating you with a hammer, that’s dtierent.  Maybe

-’ I c@ make it the day after tomorrow. Hl check my
schedule with my secretary.”

Pastors have a tendency to get caught  up @‘the
Yinger-in-the-dyketi  syndrome. Which crisis seems
imminent? Which one has to be treated immediately?
They run from crisk to crisis. Managers do this, too,
as the management textbooks tell us, but at. least
managers can put estimated price tags on their deci-
sions. Ministers of the ,gospel  aren’t Supposed to

,,
,. ,,,.
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operate in terms of price, at least not uritil they get
oh national television.

One thing is sure: there will be greatm  abnandfor  a
@storh  tinp than his suppJY of time, at zeroptie.  His,tirne
is a scarce resource. He has to allocate it. And given
@e “finger-in-the-dyke”  syndrome, he tends to
become a crisis-management man. He acts in terms
of crises. He learns to allocate his time in terms of
+e comparative catastrophe method.

,,

LOW PRIORITY ‘On this scale of measurement,
reading has a low priority. Settling family quarrels is
much higher up. Visiting dignitaries rate higher yet.
Gounselling oil executives Who  tithe is still higher on
the list. (“All souls are equal, but some are more
equal than others.”) But reading is down there at the
bottom, running neck-and-neqk  with catechism
classes, paper cup supplies, and the wife’s birthday.
~ Pastors ai-e too often functional illiterates. This

doesn’t mean. they can’t read. It means they don~’
read anything except the daily newspaper, overd’ue
bill noticesi  and. -articles under  two pages long in
6’hristianip  Today. They read only those items aimed
at people who have lost the ability to discipline them-
selves  enough to tackle anything long, serious, corn-
~lex,  or thought-provoking. Onl~ those pastors who
~ally enjoy ideas,. the way thai Pentecostal enjoy
“new things,~ Episcopalians enjoy .prayer breakfasts,
and Presbyterians: enjoy committees, are willing to
~ggle with tough books.
Serious reading, like serious anything,,  takes

practice-systematic self-discipline on a long-term

J,
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basis. What is reading’s pay-off in the short run? Not
popular sermons, since congregations that haven’t
been weaned on complex sermons are unhappy with
them at first (and possibly forever). Not more per-

sonal income, since congregations are paying for im-
mediate pastoral services, such as counseling and
raising money from bake sales. here is no visible
pay-din  the short run. And besides, word has gotten
out about deacon Mitchell and the choir director’s
daughter, and an annotated bibliography on
Bonhoeffer  isn’t going to help much when this crisis
blows up. Crisis, management reigns supreme.
The  problem is, peopIe  advance along’ those  lines

established by their rea~ing habits. (Or maybe they
discipline themselves to read in those areas in which

they ,hope  to advance.) Pastors who have become
busy illiterates are almost guaranteeing their per-

sonal stagnation. The best they can hope for. is big-
ger, -more influentkd  stagnation., or even syndicated
sta@ation. ~Keep those cards and letters coming,

friends, and be sure to let your local station manager.
know how much you appreciate these broadcasts.”)
A program of systematic reading must be started
early, maintained continually, -and adhered to
religiously. If it isn’t, crisis management will over-
come “good  intentions and khereby guarantee per-
sonal sb$jmation.

CRISES AND SOLUTIONS It may not be possible
to break bad habits withqut getting an immediate
pay~ofi If crisis  management has become basic to a

man’s ministry, meaning his allocation “of time, then
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he may have to start reading in those  areas related to
fhe predominant crisis. It may tie mari@d  probleips.
~t maybe personal finances. It may be church finan-
ces. It may be problems with certain age groups. It

~ may be anything, but there are books written con-
stantly to deal with these issues,. If it takes crises to”
get a man reading systematically, then at least they
have produced positive change in someone.

I Cri+s management should not become a way of
life for pastors. The pastoral fqnction  is more than’
beating away wolves. If a pastor makes it clear that
the basis of his ministry is crisis management, then
congregation, members who want a piece of the’
pastor’s time will manufacture a crisis or two. Sheep
ih wolves’ clothing will become a familiar phenomen-
on, in pastoral  counsel ing.

~ One way to clear up, crises is to identify profit-
~eeking professionals in the Christian community,
~d then direct crisis-prone chu~ch  members to these
professionals. There are too many pastors who are
,spending  too much time holding the hands of people
~ho really only want someone to complain to, free of
~ge. The pastor had better seek  out professional
counselors to whom these people can be’ sent,
kheckbook  in hand, after the second session. .Or if
kis isn’t possible, the ‘pople  needing the counseling
had, better be shown how much benefit personal
sacrifice would be. Let them learn to work. Like the
dried-out ru~ies in ~coholick  Anonymous, these
people need to find someone even worse off than
they are to go and, help. Pastors have to stop
operating the local Institute for, the Absorption of
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Pastoral Time. They have to get people thinking in
terms of costs. They have to ‘find ways to put price
tags on their services, if cmly to cut down the de-
mand. Let time-absorbing people donate’ money to
the church. Maybe pastors can’t legitimately make a
profit this way, but they can at least reduce demand.
If someone has to pay in order to solve a problem, he

, will tend to get the problem solved faster. He will co-
operate with the problem-solver, not re~rn with
ever-new problems for the solver to deal with, free of ‘

: charge. He will accept a solution sooner.

NO DIPLOMAS Students will read systematically in
order to earn a diploma. There is a great temptation
to stop reading and learning, once there is no one re-.
maining who will offer still  another diploma, or n’o
one who cares whether anyone holds one.’

The pay-off for the pastor isn’t another diploma.,,
The pay-off @ the ability to make accurate connec-
tions between what the Bible says and the events in
the world around us. We are tq exercise dominion.
Books” open up the areas subject to biblical domin-
ion. The pastor who does not read will not ‘be ready
to’ call all men to the tasks of dominion. Stagnation
isn’t the proper goal. The computer boys tell us, con-
cerning inaccurate data, ‘garbage in, garbage ‘out.”
The pastor’s version is, ‘pabulum in, pabulum out.”
Used pabulum isn’t going’ to turn the world around.
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PASTORAL EDUCATION

“If you are”not sufficiently selfdisciplined  to get
your education this way, you are probably not
ready to become a full-fledged ‘theological
pmlutiona~  at this stage of your career:

From time to time, I receive ,letters from young
pastors or men thinking of going into the ministry.
They say something, like this: .“1 have read your
l+oks and the books and newsletters published by
p~oplein  the ‘Christian reconstruction’ movement. I
want to further-my education in this area. Where do
you recommend that I go to sctiool,  and what sub-
jects should I study?”

~ This sort of letter is heartening and disheartening.
It is heartening because those of us who do a lot of
writing always like to know that there are people out
there  who are reading our materials.: Even more im-
portant, they are absorbing what we say, and are,
now thinking about devoting years of study to

.
1
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rethinking a particular academic discipline or other
area of dominion. This is the sort of response that

. shows us that what we are saying is getting through.
Yet such a letter is also disheartening. It points out

to us in all clarity just how few institutional struc-
tures are ready to impart the. kind of message we are
presenting. Young men who run across our materi-
als have stumbled into ‘the hard corps.” They may
not yet @-asp the implications ofjust  how e@y they
h a v e  a r r i v e d  at the warty.”

I haven’t ever read that Marx and Engels received
letters from enthusiastic new converts asking to be

directed in their graduate studies. I never read any-
thing about Marx and Engels setting up some sort of
accredited Communist training program. The same

~ holds true. of Charles Darwin, as far as I’m aware.
But if such letters had come, what could the
founders of these enormously successful ideological
movements have said in the year, say, 1862?

First, the movements were new. They were essen-
tially armchair revolutions. Marx and Engels  wrote
books, pamphlets, newspaper articles, ehdless num-
bers of letters, and monographs. They wrote., be:
tween them, from the early 1840’s until the 1890’s.
The quantity of their materials is huge. Much of the
correspondence is stilI  untranslated. Between them,
they reshaped the thinking of several generations of
revolutionaries and socialists. But they never started
a university. They never even published a news-

letter. (Inconceivable!) . , ‘
Darwin is known for his two major works on

evolution, Orzgin  of S’ec&s  (note: no “the”) and Descerit
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o~ Man. He wrote, many other books on flowers,
~imals,  and otkier  detailed ~ and long-forgotten.
topics. He carried,on  a volumin~us”  correspondence.
B.ut,as a semi-invalid;  he never Prganized a meeting
br started a graduate school pr@-am.  He sat on his
~uch and w~tched the plants  m~ve. (Liteh41j,  that’s
what he did, mon+s  on end.) Then  he wrote up his
L, bservations.  He c h a n g e d  t h e  w o r l d .  ‘
~,,

I
@RLY PHASES,. When a new ~ideologicid  o~ religi-
bus movement appears, it generally is m~ked by
several features: little money, few followers, ‘lots of
opposition, little if any co=operafion  from existing in-
~tittrtions,  young followers, experimentation, dead
~nds,  and an emphasis on communications. Some-
times the communications system is verbal, meaning
face’ to face. Sometimes it is written:  panq+lets,’
books,  newsletters, etc. But the message is the key
for long-term results; no ‘charisinatic”  prophet can
supervise the movement after he” is dead. For the
knovement,  to survive, it requir@  a body of written
~material  (unless it is strictly, “hermetic,” meaning in-
i t i a to ry ,  o c cu l t ,  and  e l i t i s t ) .

“The problem which faces the adherents of a new
inovement  — religious, scientific,~  ideological, political
— is that its unique perspective condemns it in the
kyes of those who have established the existing in-
~stitutions.  Worse: those who work within the. “near-
est” institutions to the new one-meaning the closest
~ideolo~cally or philosoph-ically  - a’re those “who are
‘most likely to resist the spread of the %ew doctrine.”
The proponents of the “new doctrines (or new appli-

1
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cations of the older, established doctrine) are saying,
in e@ect:  “Those who have gone before did not see
the full implications. Their successors have clung for

too long to outmoded views, Rpeating  the words of
the Founders. It is time to examine and apply the”
implications of’ @e ‘older view.” In short, the
newcomers are calling into question the vision, or in-
tegrity, or competence of all their “ideological first
cousins.” They are. telling the world (meaning a

handful of people who will listen) that the people
who are defenders of the “received faith” are no

longer able to apply the underlying implications.of
the received faith to modern conditions. Thus, the
directors of the existing institutions will do what is
necessary to see to it that proponents of the new vi-
sion are kept far away from the seats of institutionid
power. The newcomers are regarded as a greater in-

~ tellectual  threat than the “unbelievers outside the
camp.”’

The younger men, or newly converted believers
from “outside the camp: who respond favorably to
the explanations of the new perspective will~be in-
terested in furthering their education. But they
almost invariably m-idce  a fundamental mistake.
They assume that education~  techniques are essen-
tially the same everywhere: old movement, new
movement, and partially accepted movement. Not
S O. ,Educational  techniques vary considerably, ,
depending on which phase of the movement we are
dealing with.

In the early phase, there are many loose ends. A
comprehensive system has not yet been developed
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The strtigth  bf the newer outlook isnot found in its
comprehensive system”; it is fot@ in its vision, its
~b”ility  to provide better answeis  for old- questions
bat were never answered very  ~;~j.and answ@x  for
new questions ‘that ~e establish~ent  has reii+ed’.to
~swer “at all. But the new “mo~emtmt  possesses  no
~ricks and mortar” to speak of. ~t has no univers~y.
~t offers no-certification, “ ~

i Certification comes after con@est. Them-the vie-
iors begin to certifi  the recruits. But this ii loqg after”
the older f’establi+rnent”  schcdars  have retired, died,,.
or in rare instances, converted~  over-to the newer
viewyoint.  Education then becomes far more institu-
tionalized  and ritualized. The teachers ‘become more
~onventional,  less irinovative,  more patient diggers.
+ the garden. They synthesiz~,  popularize, sum- .
~arize, and make acceptable pe ideas thti,  were
anathema a decade or millennium earlier. “The owl
c)f Minefia  flies only at dusk,” Marx used to say: the ~
final synihesis of a” cultuie’s  u~derpkmings  comes
only at the:end  of that culture.
~ So in the early  phase of a ‘movement, the students
must be educated “in the fieldn @ “on the job.” They
must learn to read voluminously, widely; and even
wildly. They -have to start asking themselves such
questions as: “How are these questions answered by
today’s establishment representatives?n  “What is the
bre likely way to approach this question, given the
~erspective  of the new view?” “Where-can I find out
@e sources of information I need to begin to create
new answers?” What questions simply cannot be
+ealt with successfully by tod+~ conventional ap-

,.
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preaches?” By looking at the established body of
opinion from a new perspective, the newcomer dis-
covers better ways to wswer  perplex-mg  questions. .’
Still,  if he is ‘beguiled by the educationzd  techni-

ques of the older, established insti-uctors,  hebecornes
con fiised.  He wants  the nti, improved veiswn”from  an
do!, established institution. But, this is possible”’ only by
seeking out a few “closet revolutio’na~  scholars who
hold to the new views, ‘men who w~ be oddballs
wikin their own niche, of the education system. The
student is’ faced with being tie odd&ill’s  boy. -His ~
only alternative is ‘to become a closet i-evolutionary
student until his degree is in hand and the academic
exercises’ are over. The student doesn’t reveal the
details of his faith while he is running the academic
gauntlet.

SELF-EDUCATJON The best way to get educated in
the early phases of a movement is to sit down and
read every book, document, and pamphlet produced
by members of the movement. The reader has to
think. through “the new material, integrate it with
what he has believed in the past; and sort it out f~r
himself. Few people are ever’ trained to work this
way, but it must be done. Only a few people will fol-
low through, which is ..why  new ideological move-
ments are initially made up of a remnatit.

The typical approach to education is to have a
reading list (not tbo long), assigned to a person,
which is then followed by a series of boiled-down lec-
tures, interspersed wih
aminations.  The rnateri~

exercises known as ex-
is “packaged” in a format,,



~hl@ would be fkmiliar to. someone who went to
k@ool  “half a millennium ago. Such an- educati~nal’
program is suited for the-middle aqd final stagqs.of  a.
borld-and-life  view. It ‘is not suitable” for the early
phases of a so-called “paradigm shift .“ (The phrase
appears in the important book by Thomas  Kuhn,’
.Tb Structure of S&m@  Revolutions, University ‘hf
Chicago Press,  2nd edition, 1970.)

The textbook is fhrnilifi  to every student. Gener-
ally conventionzd,  unmemora~le,  carefully organ-
ized, and frequently revised, the textbook is a com-
pilation of the accepted inte@retations  of an era.
Zkxtbooks  are written for comparatively large au-
diences of complacent students, who are cramming
their heads full of new (to them) information in
preparation for an exam. Textbooks are seldom writ-
ten to offer’ a totally new world-and-life view. A
~revolutionary book necessarily has- a ,limited  au-
~ience, since few if any educational institutions will
adopt  it for use in the. classroom.

Textbooks ~ written in order to restructure facts
in terms of ajperspective.  It takes time to recruit and
!tiain  people who can write textbooks. Innovators are
~seldom  skilled popularizers. Furthermore, they are
;too busy.  rethinking bits and pieces  of the known
~world  in terms of their new perspective. Big chunks,1
of the “accepted wisdomn remain untouched by the
~tivation  for decades. Thus, textbooks produced
~by representatives of a new”view  tend to be uneven:
~kevolutionary  in some sections, conventional in
lothers.  It takes years of rethinking and recruiting to
Idevelop  textbook writers:

/ . .1:.,--’’””
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The desire of students to have a packaged educa-
tional program dropped into their laps,,  with a con-
ventionally  structured prdgram  of lectures, exams,
and certification, “cannot be fulfilled in the early
phases of a movement. Students who are attracted to
some new perspective may resent having. to learn
everything twice — once in a conventional cldssroom
and again on their own-but they have no option. ‘
They cannot get what they want, namely, a spoon-
fed education of the revolutionary material within
the standard educational framework.

SeIf-education is the necessary approach. Mate-
rial learned in the classroom must be unlearned in
the library. The institutional bases of the two move-
ments are differept.  The establishment has bricks’
and mortar, conventional instruction, uninspired

,. teaching, scholarship money, certification, and con-
tinual intellectual reinforcement. The revolutionar-

ies have a compelling vision, innovative books, little
money for scholarships, no certification, and a will-

ingnesi to, probe ‘%anned”  topics or discussion. ,
, ,.

CONCLUSION Probably the best way for a student
to get a revolutionary education in a conventional

, world is to attend a school where. students are
presumed to be, competent and’ independently
motivated. Such schools allow far more freedom to
students to select topics and educational programs
on their own. Better a British or Scottish university

than an American state university; better a graduate
school program than ari undergraduate’ one.

The other approach is to locate a closet revolution-

,. ,, ,,,
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@instructor at some’universtiy  and go to study with
him, and (if possible) with him alone. Become an ap-
prentice. Forget about, graduating, unless it takes lit-
ile extra time and work.  Jtist learn the material.

A readipg list designed by a representative of the
new perspective is- the best way to achieve the educa-
tion that will pay off. Reading 50 relevant books and
thinking about them beats almost any spoon-feeding
program that a conventional school can provide.

~ The fact is, unconventional people must pioneer
unconventional perspectives. The search for a con-
ventional academic program to attain unconven-
tional material is close to self-defeating. It expects
too much from established institutions. The person
who ,&inks he needs a conventional academic setting
m order to achieve full status as a’ revolutionary had
better wait for 30 or 50 years, until the new perspec-
tive has demonstrated its power-by picking off one or
twcf conventional institutions. By then tk new”
perspective will have become sufficiently conven-
tional and watered down to make it acceptable.

My advice: save your tuition money. Get a job.
Read in your spare time. If you are determined to
continue your formal education, sign up for the in-
troductory  correspondence course in theology from
Geneva Divinity iSc~oo/, 708 Hamvasy,  Tyler, Texas
‘75701. Complete the course and take another. If you
are not.suficiently  self-disciplined to get your educa-
tion this way, you probably are not ready  to become
a full-fledged “theological revolutionary” at this stage
of your career. ;

I If you want a conventional program, think about
“.

,
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St. Andrews University in Scotland, or t le Univer-’
. sity of Manchester,. or some other British university.

Go in, write your thesis, take your orals; and gradu-
ate. Get finished as fast as possible. If .y,ou think you

need to go tp seminary, think again; anyone who
needs a conventional seminary education probably

- shouIdn’t,  be contemplating the ministry anyway.
Better to apprentice with” a master church-builder or
Christian counselor, and learn directly.

.
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I REVIVING APPRENTICESHIP

,, ;’.

&
.*. it is mandatory that,a pereon who

po~eses certain skills reach back”and  pill,
along another person who is farther behin,d; this

~ is how improvements in everyone’s productivity
~ and income are increased.”

~ Several years ago, I visiteti  the’- apartment of  L

Swami Kriyanada  (Donald Walters), the author of
;% Path: Autobio$aphy  of a Western Ibgi. He is a fol-
lower of Paramahansa  Yogananda;  the founder of
the Self-Realization Fellowship, an organization de-
~oted  to bringing Eastern and Western thought ‘to- ‘
~ther. Mr. Walters subscribed at that time to the Ru#
rimes, and he ,was very interested in survivalist-a
3-Gs program of God, gold, and ‘@ceries  (but no
guns). I spoke at his ~anda Center– near Grass
Valley, California– a communal community, but
~thout  shared wives or compulsory socialism.
Several members are successful small businessmen,

“1 .
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and their businesses seem to be respected in the
nearby community. I gave my speech on the. four
stages of the tax revolt, and the response was as en-

thusiastic as any I have received on the “hard
money” lecture circuit.

One of the features of most communes which is
almost universal is the presence of some sort of ap-
prenticeship program. These communes are con-
vinced  that basic skills must be imparted from exper-
ienced workers to the inexperienced, not in the class-
room, but on the job. The Ananda Fellowship has a

very sophisticated print shop that enables them to
produce paperback books by the tens of thousands.

Walters showed me the most remarkable table and
chair set that I have ever seen. ‘It was carved by an
aging craftsman in India who sold it to him for, as I
remember, about $2,000. The carvings were so in-
tricate that it was like looking at a medieva l
cathedral or some other major work of art. You sire-
ply cannot  buy a new piece of furniture like this any
longer. .-

The craftsman knew it would be the last repre- ,
sentative of a very special art form. Walters told me
what @e old man had told him: ‘I cannot get ap-

prentices any longer to carry cm the tradition.
Anyone with half the skills needed to produce this
would be. highly employable at far more money in a
coriventional.  furniture. business. In fact, to get” the
carvings just right, the muscle and bone structure of
the arti  and, wrist must be developed before +e boy.
is 12” years old; if he has not begun his ‘apprenticeship
much earlier, he will never develop the skill. I am the

,.
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last of those wh~ can produ:e  such works? -
The old man “may have been exaggerating, but

when a miister cmftsman  tells ‘me that. SU-A and such
is basic .to ‘his craft, 1.arn not in-a position to ir.We,
IJerhtips  a physiolb~st  ‘might object. ,Getiink,  ‘th,
manipulat@n  skills —“@e ‘f&eI”-  for. the “use. +f the
tkls’—  must have been limite&  to those  who h’ad .ex-

1 rienced  Iong years of training, . - -: - ~~
~During’my speech, Idiscussed  my theory that it is
~andato~.that  a person who possesses certa~  -skills
r~ach back and pull along anbther;person  who is far-
~er behind; this is how iniprcweme>ts  in eve+o.ne’s
~roductivity  and income  tie increased. I mentioned
~ old recommendation I read in a book on manage-
ment that no one should be ‘promoted in a company
until, he has trained two men who can replace him.
~fterwards,  one of the members told me- that.
Walters’ philosophy is that each man needs to train
seven potential replacements.

WHY APPRENTICESHIP? It is odd ‘&at two men,
operating with such different theological and philo-
sophical presuppositions as Walters and” I hold,
shouid be in such’ agreement about the educational
process. The impersonalism  of bureaucracy,
especially educational bureaucracy, repels  us both.
We are convinced that the best managers are trained.
by Auccessfid -managers, and that personal contact
tiith craftsmen, on the job, provides more insight
~to the actual workings of the world than a detailed
t~tbook explafition.

I The ~ersonal  touch” is a real phenomenon. If we

.
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had to explain ‘verbally every decision, meaning
every factor’involved  in a decision, we would forever
be explaining, never producing. There are aspects of
any production process that cannot be put into
words effectively. The worker has to get a “feel” for
the overall process. Thus the kind of training imp-
arted  b.y formal education has definite limits. ~~

Another factor which cannot be comprehensively
described or put into predictable formulas is entrepre-
neurship. The nature. of entrepreneurship is’ essen-

tially non-rational, if by “rational” we mean abstract
and calculable. Entrepreneurs must forecast fiture
market conditions and thep organize the production
process to meet the needs of that future-market. If a“
computer could do it, there would be neither “profit
nor loss in an economy. Teach~g entrepreneur&hip
by “means of a textbook is not .posiible;  what a text-
book can teach is that which is not entrepreneurship –
mathematically calculable risks, measurement tec@i-
ques,  cause-and-effect events, data proce~sing.  This
reduces the range of the unknown, thereby tmnsfer-
ring the responsibility of dealing with these issues fmm
entrepreneurship to management. Entrepreneurs then
use new, ‘hard” data to make judgments concerning
the economic fhture. But these techniques are not the
heart of entrepreneurship, any more than knowledge ,
of a batter’s hitting percentage is the heart of being a
major league baseball pitcher. (Can you imagine a
baseball-team mat would hire its pitchers on the basis
of their scores on computerized examinations on
physiology, aerodynamics, and batter’s statistics?)

There is a tendency for educated men to discount



the knowledge possessed.by  stiled  illiterates. ~conO-
rnist  Th~mas Sowell  has stated it well: ‘Althoqgh ‘the
phrase ‘ignorant savage’ may .be -virtually self-
~tradictory,  it ii a common conception, an-d one
with a certati basis. The savagb ~ wholly la+ingin-

- ,a nairowly  s“peciiic  kindof knowledge: abstract, sys-
~ematized  knowledge of the so’fi generally taught in
schools. Considering the enormous iange of human
*wledge,  frcqn intimate personal Imowle@ge  of
speckc  individuals to the complexities. of organiza-1
~ons  and the stibtlefies  of feelings, it .is remarkable
“)hat  one speck  in this firmament sliould be the sole
~eterminqnt.  of. whether someone  is considered
knowledgeable or imorant iq general. Yet it is a fact of
~fe ,that ti unlettered peasant is considered ig~
norant, however rnhch he inay know about ~nature
and man, and, aPh. D. is never considered iggorant,
~owever  ,b~en his mind might be oufiide his nar-
row specialty and however littk he grasps  about
human feelings or social complexities.” (Knomkdge
and Decisw’ns  [New York: Basic Books,’ 1980], p. 8.)

~ It is obvious that the training which is considered
~ basic for the pastorate  is the training of the seminary
classr~om,  which is essentially bureaucratic and
rationalistic. The IMble, in contrast, describes the
criteria of, the eldership as being essentially personal
and familistic  (I Tim. 3:1-7). The same is true of
he office of deacon (I Tim. 3:8-13).  Protestants,
especially the more “magisterial” Protestants —
~byterians,  Anglicans, and Lutherans–have
stressed academic performance over apprenticeship.
The result has been the capture of the denomina-

,.,,
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tions  by liberals, who fmt captured the classrooms
which the prospective pastors have been required to

attend. The most conservative churches are usually
those whose pastors have not been required to submit
themselves to the gauntlet of higher formal eduation.

MARKET PERFORMANCE Every organization has
criteria of performance. Bureaucracies have formal
rules and regulations that must be adhered ‘to. Profit
management firms have the criterion of profit. The,
formal rules and regulations are means to an end:
projt, There is an independent standard of perfor-
mance. Bure-aucratic management has no com-
parable independent performance standard.

Colleges and universities tend to produce people
who are trained to perform bureaucratically: tests,
term papers, and other formal criteria: Graduates
tend to want to pursue life formally, since they have
demonstrated their capacity to take ex~lnations.
As one very successful taker of computerized tests
once told me, “I would like to find a job where I
would be required only to take tests, since that is the
one skill I have picked .up in college.” Problem: no
private, profit-seeking’ firm rewards employees
prim+.rily  for passing exams, once they.have  actually
been hired. Performance on the job is far moie
crucial. Buyers care nothing about the formal struc-
ture of the corporation; what they are buying is a
final product. ~

To maintain profits in a shifting market, firms
must maintain flexibility. Unlike subsidized bureau-
cracies, profit-seeking firms must deal with the shift-
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~g ~eniands.  of customers. - The same ~ tie of
c~hes:”,  they cannot be operated- as if they were
s~rninaries,  -If they are managed @ this way, they

~flperish.  . .

&

,,,. ,.. -
.’uti&P_lPTHAINING > Every&r&

~uld be@a.programthat  Will  briiigtogether  sidled,.,
older i.vorking men and younger men who ~ iced,

‘$

idance and tra:ming.  When men wi~ craftsW.lsor-
siness. skills are ‘not training apprentices, t their.

“~entsare  not being put to ma+rnum  use. C~drches
~ed -q” balanced membership. A church wfth -no
~ernbers”  except dentists or lawyers would be di.s- ~
+L A church composed prhqarily of college- gradu-
ates is. also handicapped.

~ There is a tendency to push young people into col-
lege. This increases the number  of those-who are
subjected to bureaucratic thinking and, training. It
~rows the church’s membership base.
~ The Puritans of New England used to send their -

c@dren to be apprentices at young ages: under 10
ye-,  old. They wanted to secure for their children
on-the-job training by independent judges of their
skfls.  M&dern parents have few similar options. The
church today is-in a position to encourage successful
older members to take on apprentices from the
church. If they receive no salary, -apprentices are not
subject to minimum wage laws. It is illegal to work

fin-a dollar an hour or a penny an hour; it is not il-
l e g a l  t o  w o r k  f o r  f r e e .  “
~ Modern minimum wage laws are designed to keep

y~ung people out of the work force. This is a subsidy

.’ /
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totrade  union members, whonow  face less competi-”
tion from price-competitive yciunger  workers who
are being partially subsidized by their parents (room
and board, etc.), and who can therefore work for ~
less. By establishing apprenticeship programs,
churches could escape this key restriction on the
development of talent.

Another possible area of church service would be
the recruiting of minority youths from local minority
group churches. Minimum wage laws are especially
oppressive to minority youths. Teenagers are
effectively locked out of the legal job markets. They
do not develop the necessary psychological and
technical skills to become effective employees. The
public schools, ruin them academically, while
minimum wage laws ruin them entrepreneurially.
They can deal in drugs, steal cars, or go into petty
crime, for older entrepreneurs in ihese fields are
happy to- provide them with training and mhiimal
capital. They can receive on-the-job training from
criminals who care nothing about minimum wage
laws. In ccontrast, law-abiding youths find them-
selves unable to attach themselves to entrepreneurs.
They cannot legally receive training from profit-
seeking local businessmen.

The result of minimum wage laws has been the in-
creasing reliance of minority populations on the
welfare State and its endless bureaucratic rules and
regulations. Their brightest students go into the pro-
fessions (monopolies protected from price competi-
tion),  the government, teaehing,  bureaucratic cor-
porations seeking to, comply with “equal employ-
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1’pent” @es, and crime. No tradhion  of small
~ipess  can develop;  as it bs ~m orien@ and Jewish

neighborhoods that have famfly  ,businesses  ~at are
~ernpt  from minimum ,wage res~ctions  regarding
young f~~y, members. - - . . - i

.
~ “Thc  “generation gap” is rpade wider b~ seppathig
potential apprentices from poter@l  niaste~.  The
needs of ea~ group for the talents of.the oiher,cannot
be fidfilled  legally ~gh employment contracts.
The public schools, with their bureaucratic iegimen-

‘tation~  their poorly paid humanist faculties, their lack
‘ ~f on-the-job training, and their coriflscatd  tax
ievenues,  are not turning out dedicated, skilled en-,,
trepreneurs.  They reproduce their own kind: bureau-
crats. What else should we expect? Do medical
schools produce lawyers? Do law schools “produce
physicists? Why sho~d we expect bureaucratic h-
stitutions  to produce entrepreneurs and craftsmen?
1

@NCLUslONS  The diaconates have a remarkable
opportunity. They can help bring together masters
‘and apprentices. They can’ establish programs that
hill enable families to obtain the specialized training
for children which is almost unavailable through
conventional educational institutions. Masters can
see their skills and respect for craftsmanship passed
along to another generation — a motive shared by
masters throughout history. The public schools, in
fheirquest  for ever-greater bureaucratic power over
society, -have nearly destroyed the independent
crafts. The church can help to restore the crafts to
their former position.

I . ,  . . .  f
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. . . my tactic. has a strictly economic goak to
lower the costs of defending our Constitutional’
liberties, on the one hand, and to raise the
costs to the State of infringing upon our Consti-

: tiitionai  iibefiies,  on the other?

The escalation of Federal, state, and loc~
pressure against Christian schools has reached a
crisis,, stage. (The escalation of pressure against
churches is in the early stages.) Day after day; head-
masters are being put under  new bureaucratic regu-’

Iations.  No longer ii the battle against Christian
sfhools being left to amateur prosecuting attorneys.
The bureaucrats are bringing out their biggest guns.

There are many reasons for this escalation of
pressure. The private school movement is now

visibly threatening the survival of the modern hu-
manist State’s most important institution, the public “ “
school. The public ;chool  is. the humanists’ equiva-

-, ,.
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l~nt of the established church. The p~esthood  of
State-certified teachers no longer has its monopoly.
The ,source of new recruits to the humanist State is
being reduced drastically. The inner-city schools are,
already doomed. By 1980, under 27% of the school-
children in the Los Angeles city schools were white;,
four years edier,  the proportion had been about
40%. Forced busing had been ideologically consis-
tent with bureaucratic equalitarianism, but it had
also been institutionally suicidal. Only when forced
busing ended in the fall of 1984 did white students
start leaving the non-public high schools to retqrn to
Mw%an  ‘public schools in Los Angeles.

Within a decade, the public school systems of the
major cities will be overwhelmingly composed of
poorly trained, poorly motivated minority students ~
whose academic skfls  will ‘not ‘be adequately devel-
oped by the modernist education meihods.  ~hesaca-
demic standards of +e public school producti  have
Been falling. From 1963 until 1983, test  scores ‘on the
Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SATS) dropped lower. 4

The cities are desperate., As I white middle~class
families depart, in order to escape forced busing
(forced racial and above” all sotil integration), die ‘
tax base of the large cities erodes. Pakents  who have
their children in private schools are no longer in-
terested in voting in favor of huge bond issues for ihe
construction of more public schools. Who cares if
public school teachers are denied higher salaries?.
~ot the parents of s-tudents  in private schools. “Let
public school teachers goon strike ! IA them starve!”
The tax revolt agaakst  k.yge-city  public schools is now ‘a

I , -
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reality. The cities are now in a downward spiral. The
more liberaI (“feed me, house me, clothe me”) the
voting patterns in the cities, the more the taxpaying,
employed citizens flee to the suburbs. They try to es-
cape froti  the politics of envy. (Gary North, Successjid
besting  in an Age ofEnvy  [2nd cd.; PO. Box 8204;  Ft.
Worth, TX: Steadinan Press, 1983, $19.95]).

‘PRIVATE SCHOOLS To, stop the spread of p~ivate
‘schools, the ‘bureaucrat~ are creating an endless
‘series of regulations that are designed to raise the
costs of p~vate  education and thereby reduce the
number of students who enroll. The most important
tactic is to use judicial harassment. It is. expensive
for tiny, struggling schools to hire top-flight legal
blent.  The states, in contrast, are using tax money to
send in waves of lawyers to do their best to tie up ,’
private schools. irired tape and restrictions. How can
a small school  expect to win? How many well ,tiahied,
effective’ lawyers are thefi  who-are familiar with the
Iegid issues involved? Not many.

,What we need in education is prdcisely  what we
need in. every other area of life: daentrulization.  We
need an army of dedicated Christian school head-
masters who are ready- to say “no” to the bureaucrats
and defend their schools successfully in court. We do
not need large natichml  organizations that are easy to
infiltrate, buy: ‘off, sidetrack, or” frighten. Such
organizations are run by bureaucrats; not fighters:
The bureaucrats of the State see bureaucrats in large
private organizations as their allies:  But small local
schools are- driving the bureaucrats crazy. They are

.-
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~springing  up everywhere. They do not report on
pvhat  they are doing or where they are. These schools
~we like hornets. There are too many of them, to fight
~ffectively  one by one.

.
THE LEGAL, BATTLE ne tactical problem” &cing
Christians is this: How can we gain the benefits of a
cc!ntralized, well-paid organization, yet avoid the con’
comitant  bureaucratization? How can we mobilize the
,-y, yet keep all the troops in the field,  constantly
snip~g  at the enemy? How qan we train local men to
:ptrrythe  ‘battle to government officiiils,  yet make cer-
tain that the local people are ready and able @ fight
successful battles? We do not want legal precedents
going against us because the local headte~  and their
lawyers  were not well prepared. We already face a sitqa-
,tion where the civil governments am a.ticking schook
continually in order to get adverse legal precedents.
Obviously, - few churches ad Christian schools
l~n afford to Klre local lawyers at $100 per hour.
Besides, lawyers face ihe problem of specialization.
‘They  have to educate themselves in a new field.
There  are cases to read, arguments to master,. in
~state  after,  state: There is “no doubt that since the late
1970’s,.  there ‘has been a co-ordinated  effort. on the
ipart  of Federal, state, ad local education officials to
iimit the Christian schools. The state attorneys are
no longer: being surprised by new arguments of the
defense lawyers, as they were in the early 1970’s.
~Precedents  are going against Christian schools to-
day. Prosecuting attorneys know who the better-
bown defense witnesses are and What  they will say.
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There are no more easily won cases. The enemy is
well-armed in &is battle. Our people ate poorly
armed, except when the very best, most prominent
defense attorneys have been hired. (The most prom-
inent of these attorneys are not always the best,
especially when their tiny organizations are fighting
hundreds of cases. Never hire an attorney to fight
your case if he has over five potential trial cases in
progress. Ask!) There are few of these men to go
around. They ask and receive high fees, too, or ate
forced to raise the money from hard-pressed donors.

Yet tie enemy has problems, too. First, the
religious traditions of the United States stand
against them. So do the legal traditions. Second,
there are only so many top-flight prosecuting at-
torneys: The government- lawyers at’ the. local level
are not usually “the best and the brightest.* If they
were really good, they would be in private practice
“making three times the pay. Third, the. State still
faces the threat of jury trials, and these juries are
spmetimes  fiikd with “people who are sick and’ tired
of being kicked around by bureaucrats. So the war is
not over. Christians and independent school sup-
porters have the principles on their side, and the civil
gove~en~ has both the initiative and the money.

What we.need  is to take advantage of our greatest
strength: numbers. -We have many schools ,and
churches that need their independence. If we could
get the”  State to commit more menand  resources.to
the fight,’ we would iind that the quality of our op-
ponents would drop. Their best legal talent would be
tied up in other court battles. .,.  .

,. 1
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JAMMED COURTS The court system is beco.mi.ng
=/dnerable.  Courts are tied -up today in a series of
endless appe~.  {Macklin  .Flern@g, T%e @ice of.
~~ect Ju.hict [New York: Basic Books, 1974]). It is
~coming  very ’expensive- to prosectite  a.case.success-,
fidly’ these days, which -is why. defense lawyers are
getting reduced sentences or suspended ”se~tences,  for
flieir clients through plea-bargaining (pleading
guilty to lesser cr~es).  The ac~sed a~ee to p~ead
@lty to leiser charges ra~et than tie up the courts
h Iong cases to prove that the accused committed a
~ajor crime. So far, Christian pastors and Christian
school headmasters have not been willing to play this
plea-bargaining game:  Therefore, it will tie up more
of the Statds  economic resources if we stand firm. If
we do not capitulate, but force the prosecutors to
prove every point in court,  w-e  can make it very ex-
+ensive for the civil government to prosecute hun-
dreds of schools. If we C* ,find  a way to reduce our costs
of deftise,’  simultaneously increasing the costi of posecu-
tiorz,  we can make the State think twice about initiat-
ilpg new Suits  against us. How can we do it?

; The best way to get most things accomplished is to
~ersuade  a skilled worker that he has both principle
and a profit potential ‘on’ his side. Show him how to
ao well by do~g good.

~ Highly skfled lawyers need good incomes to lure
t,hern  away from the more lucrative ways to practice
law. New lawyers are becoming a glt+t on the
rparket;  they will practice for less money. ‘Is Kere a
ivay to enlist the services of skdled lawyers for lots  of
inoney,  pay them, once, and Xen use their skills to

,.
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mobilize lots of lower paid new lawyers to become
the legal  shock  troops in a long battle against bureau-
cratic tyranny?

Here is a list of needed services to defend the ,
Christian school movement: 1) a master lawyer who
is skilled ‘in the field of private education law, and
who k. also 2) skilled in communicating this knowl-
edge to his peers; 3) a series of publications that
enable non-lawyers to defend their own cause; 4) a
strategy geared to the mobilization of thousands of in-
dependent schocds;  5) a-tactical program which will
work at the local level. We need a skilled motivator at
the top, and men at the local level willing to-fight.

A DEFENSE PACKAGE What if some bright lawyer
could offer the following publications package? First,
an introducto~,  injammatoty  paperbmk book which offers

some true “horror stories” of bureaucratic tyranny,
and how the defendants successfi.dly  defended them-
selves. This inexpensive, mass-produced book

‘1 w~uld contain a tern-out sheet for people to order in-
formation about  a local defense program.’ ~ “

Second, the -lawyer would publisha riantial~or se~-
~ejinw.  It would be a ‘do it yourself” guide for Chris-
tian school headmasters: what to do in the prelimm-

,.-

ary stages. For. exampleY it would teach that most
crucial of. all responses to - inquiries from bureau-
crats: Write me a letter.” It would contain a series of
sample letters “which will escalate the intensity of the
resistance, letters  requesting further i.nfortnation,  in-
cluding the statute by means of which the bureaucrat

‘ is taking action, and”info~ation  on why this statute,
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Lpplies  in this instanceto  the school in question. Let-
~ers,  letters; ~d more letters. This is the tactic of
~wya Dehy.  Meanwhile, the headmaster or pastor
can begin to prepare the second phase of the defense.
But Lawyer Delay can provide extra time. Make
sure the opposition really Iias a legal case before
capitulating to anything, signing anythhig,  agreeing
to anything, or paying anything.
The manual would contain “nuts ‘and bolts” infer-
mation for non-lawyers: how to write Iettqrs of in-
quiry, how to file official protests, what not  to admit
or agree to, where to get procedural help, where to
locate defense witnesses, a list of law firms or inde-
pendent lawyers specializing in school cases, which
forms to fill out,  whereto get them, etc. This would
be a luynuink introduction. Price: around $100.

Third,  the master lawyer  would  produce a lawyerk
dejinse  manual. It would contain relevant precedents,
information on which arguments seem to be work-
ing, transcripts of testimony from successfid cases,
kind a histofy  o! the’ legal battle. This would be sold
~o lawyers directly by the ‘master lawyer, or sold to a.
Christian  school,to  give to a local lawyer hired by the
~chool. The idea is to save the local lawyer time in
looking  up’ the cases. At. $100 ~er hour, the school
needs to save the lawyer all the time it can. The idea
is to avoid n+nventing  the wheel at $100 per hour.

price:  $1OO-$2OO.
~ Rnuth, the master la.~er can supply u@ates  to the
lawyer’s  “manual’. -He can keep up with precedents.
fI’hk new,  infcirmation  would become a source of con-,

~iuing  bcome forhiin. It would help finance his,.~,.
.,

,’,

}
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continuing research in the field.
F@, sell a monthly newsletter, or raise tax-

deductible money with a free one, to alert pastors
and headmasters, of the problem.

All of these projects could be accomplished through
a profit-seeking organization run by the master law-
yer. It could also be accomplished through a non-
profit legal defense organization. The idea is to ‘get
the bengfis  of legal  specialization along with the benefits
of decentralized multiple  &fwe inittitiues.

I want to ,make it perfectly clear  that my tactic is
not aimed at clogging the courts. Clogging the courts
as a tactic is illegal. It is classified as !’obstructing
justice.” People who publicly recommend court-
clogging as a tactic can “get into trouble with the au-
thorities, just as black people in Montgomery,. +la-
bama,  could get in trouble in 1955 for promotmg a
boycott of the local transit system. In contrast, my
tactic has a strictly economic goal: to lower the-costs of
&fmding  our Constitutional liberties, on the one hand,
and to rahe  the costs to the State of inzinging  upon our Con-
stitutional liberties, on the other.
Our goal should be to make it almost prohibitively
expensive for bureaucrats to initiate unconstitutional
attacks on our little institutions. If we can do this,
then the State will begin to reduce its reliance on
judicial harassment to drive innocent victims out of
existence.

1 haoe a dream, as one former media manipulator
once said. I have a dream of fearless Ghristian school
headmasters walking arm-in-arm with fearless
laymen, whose legal training has been sufficient to
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~qual $1,400 worth of legal talent. I have a dieam of
z+voiding  the use of ‘defense’ lawyer~  in. 6070 of the

‘ Harassment cases:  I have a dresm  of headmaster be- “
~g able  to hold out :until  t+e last-minute beforP-hav-
qg toliire  any lawyer, ad then paying hirn-d~  little
zispossible  to” do his pielim-mary homeworkl.  I ~ a

dre~ of makihg  it so expensive for prosecuting at-
+rneys to .Mce on a Christian school  that ,they will
spend  more of their ~ime prosecuting’ murderers,

‘ ‘-dapists,  and burglars, if only because they will~spe’nd”
less time and achieve greater success,. me for case;’
~an  prosecuting Christians. I have, a,. dream of
~sperate  local education officials, bogg+  dov@  in a
mountain of paper, trying to figure out how all, *ese
evils came upon them. I have a dream of, weary

judges reading defense motions to dismiss, and be:
ing driven to distraction by skilled defense lawyers
~h.o follow la~er  William Kunstler’s tactic of ,objec-
ting to everything the prosecution says all da~ long.
Ad I have a dream of being able to buy the kasic
tools in two manuals for no mote  than $300. ~

My.dream  wouk be the State-s n~httnare.  ‘
~ Why is it that no lawyer has produced this” sort of

program? I ‘wtih 1 knew. The money is there. The,.
institutional pay-off. is there. It is clear that the

clients will: soon be there, if harassment escalates.,,
Why don’t we see Christian school defense m~uals,  ~
dnd anti-abortion tactical manuals, and how to de-
kcorpoiate  your church manuals? Why do ,Chris-

,. +m legal’ groups feel compelled to do,everything  ‘ln-
Iiouse,?  and not decentralize the whole Christian
defense system though the use of training manuals?

!:, ,.

i
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Have our Christian la~ers apopted  the mentality of-.
empire-builders? Have they all decided that if they
cannot personally oversee a case fi-om stiwt  to finish,
that it is better that the victims not be defended? It
looks that way. “ ‘

TAKING  THE OFFENSWE’  What we desperately
need is ‘decentrahkatzim.  We need to take advantage of
our numbers. If one church or school is threatened,
then every church and school in the re~on should
publicly state. that it is doing precisely what the
,school  under attack is doing, and that the authorities
had better” take them to court, too. Then each group
begins a counter-suit under the civil rights statutes.
Each church ,sues the bureaucrat who takes steps to
challenge a particular group’s civil rights.

We need brush-jire  wars,  all over the country. We
need to show the bureaucrats that they cannot stop
the spread. of the Christian fire by putting out one
blaze. They have to’ put out hundreds of blazes.
They cannot do it if enough of us get involved. (I am
not suggesting that this tactic will work only if
everyone gets involved. No tactic should ever be
begun which relies on “getting eve~one  involved” to’
achieve success. But the more who start getting in-
volved, the tougher it will be on opponents.),

: If you area headmaster or pastor ‘who would want
to buy such a defense package, or if you are a local
lawyer who wants  to getinvolved  in defending Chris-
tian causes, or if you think you are s@iciendy  sk~ecl
to beco~’ a master lawyer who will publish such ma-
terials, contact the John Whitehead’s organization:
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~ Rutherford Institute

P. 0. Box 510:.
Manassas,  VA 22110

Until Christians are ready to enlist the support of
lawyers in some system of decentralized defense,
there is little hope that a systematic, concerted effec~
tive national campaign against local harassment will
be launched. When churches begin encouraging one
pr two members to learn the rudiments of legal
~esearch,  churches will become less vulnerable to at-
kack, When ‘there are lawyer-directed home study
~ourses  in how to become a Christian paralegal activist,
‘we will know that a new day has dawned. This may

~e a decade or more away, but it is eventually going
$0 come.
~ [For more information, seethe book I edited, T3c-
tics of ChnMqn Resistance, which your bookstore can
prder  from Geneva Divinity School, 708 Hamvassy,
Tyler, Texas 75701.]

,,
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CHURCH NEWSLETTERS

u . . . they are effective because they are read?

As you might imagine, I’m.4 firm supporter of
newsletters. I support myself by means of Remnant
Review, my economic report. I keep people in-
terested in the Institute for Christian Economics by
means of the various letters put out by I.C.E,  I have
found that my newsletter essays are quoted more
widely than my books. So @ terms of short-run im-
pact, the newsletter is a better medium than books.-

Why newsletters? There are a lot of reasons., Let
me list the readers’ reasons: 1) time constraints; 2) at-’
tention span; 3) ease of. reading or skimming; 4)
timeliness; 5) specificity; 6) ease of lending;.  7) per-
sonalism  of communication; 8) ease of filing;’  9) ease
of reviewing; 10) action-orientation.

Now let me list the advantages for the publisher:
1) time constraints; 2) research limitations; 3)
timeliness; 4) specificity; 5) training programs; 6)
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‘~ame  identification (personal and institutional); 7)
ti,ariability ‘of the number to be printed; 8) local pro-
duction; 9) costs of mailing; 10) rkinforcernent  for

~ ‘ ~mons;  li) reminder of institution’s “existence; ’12)
@ersonalisrn  of.communication;  13) speed of publiea-
t~on;  14) action~ofiented;  15) division of labor kctor;
l@ tiational.ministry  becomes possible.

! ‘Almost xl of these benefits can be achieved by
rheans of a tape minis~,  but tapes have distinct
limitations, ~ost notably tie~ cost of .pq~duction
dnd distribution. The newsletter is much less expen-’
sive per person reached. .
1.. ,,

CHRISTIAN REA~ERS  Christian readers, don’t
r~ad very much. Anyone  who has read Mortimer
Adler’s  book, How to Reada’Book  (1939)- and anyone
*ho expects to be a writer had better read it — knows
flow difficult it is to read analytically. Few people
e.y?r learn how, including college graduates. He
draws on his experiences from the college classroom
- the pre-World  War H college classroom, when
+ings were far better– to prove his point. Readers
are used to simple, passive reading. They read the -

. ’ sports pages of the newspaper, or possibly brief ar-
ticles in magazines, but seldom do most Americans,
including Christians, read a 400-page book, other
than-novels. The newsletter, even when dealimg  with
dfficult  material, is’ less foreboding to the reader,
since newsletters are short. A 4-page  report, etien  if a
bit technical, is not the threat to the reader that a
book is. He may tackle the newsletter; he probably

won’t tackle a book on the same topic.

. .
,’
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The reader believes that he has no time. Women
are too busy with children, and men are too busy
with business. Everyone is too busy watching televi-
sion. The writer has to compete with the brain-
mushing effects of modern television. The newsletter
is a better competitor.

Christians need to be educated, yet you cannot
start their educations with 400-page  books. You have
to begin with their present level of achievement and
their present level of motivation. Newsletters are
motivational in a way that books are not, since they
tie issue-oriented and immediate.

You can educate readers ~tep by step. Newsletters
can be used in a systematic educational program,

.[
such as a doctrinal training program. Or they can be
used to alert people to important current events in
the church or the world.  There are many applica-  ‘
tions, but the key fact to remember is this: thg are

“ #ectiue  beca~e  ihg are read.  It does little good to write
if no one reads, except as a self-improvement exer-
cise. The chief goal of writing is to be read. ~
If many people in the church are reading a news-

letter on a regular basis, they will tend to draw
others’ into the circle of readers. Peer pressure is far
better as a motivating force than endless reminders -
from the pulpit that people, ought to read more. ‘
They,also  ought to exercise more, spend more time
witi the kids, fix up’.the  church, and evangehze  their
neighbors. There are lots of things. they ought to be

‘ doing. What they will wind up doi.rfg is whatever is
traditional, easy, and, acceptable to their peefi.  By
getting many people reading, the writer encourages
,.

,
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~others  to begin doing sornethhg  which most people
Ik history haven’t had the ability, opportunity~  or lei-.
pure time to do: read.$.

\PASTORALGOALS  ‘W right, l~t?s not ihill~-shally’
Iaound.  Pastors want more money, more @uence,
Imore  people to take over the cruddy jobs aro~nd the
]church ~ a“ larger  building, less debt, a steadier source
‘of income for the church; a new” evangelism” pro-
gram; more hiformed  members, less bi~eiing
lamongthe  elders, agoodreputaticmoutsidethelocal  ,
~church,  and potential employment opportunities if
~they can’t get their present churches on their feet.
~Newsletters  can provide all of’ these. I stress the
Iplukal.  Churches need more” than one newsletter. ‘
‘‘ People outside the church are unlikely to give to a
‘church- unless that church is supplying them with
/something they appreciate. An informative news-
letter is Something people appreciate. It reminds
tiem, month by month, that the church is alive and
,well.  They become personally linked to the church.
Finally, this sense of familiarity’ can increase the
church’s  income. A newsletter can be a kmd of
,outreach  to +e uninformed, whose name is le@on in
American Christianity today.
~: Pastors, what are your personal interests? ‘Marital
;counseiling?  Evangelism? Church find-raising?
~Book  reviewing? World ailairs? Literature? There
~must  be something. If there isn’t anything. special
~about your rniist~, you, should” either develop
something  or get into a line of work to.which  ~ou can
~ontribute  something unique. Find that ni~e, and”

,,.
,:. ,.
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then start reading widely in it. Keep your readers in-
formed. Send copies of your letter for six months or a
year to those who have expressed some interest in it.
Rent mailing lists, if necess~,  to identi~  these peo-
ple. Take names  and addresses when you speak at
other churches or at seminars. T&e along copies and
sign people up. Don’t let a spea.khg  opportunity fail

to become a source of names and new subscribers.
What kind of newsletter should you consider?

There are many possibilities: 1) local churchnews;  2)
world or national events relating to ~hristianity;  3)

specialized letters on common problems, especially
family or financial problems; 4) training letters that
can be used repeatedly; 5) reprints of classic sermons
or other out-of-print materials; 6) letters aimed at in-
forming pastors in a denomination or association; 7)
Christian school events; 8) book reviews or other
cultural iiforrnation;  9) motivational letters (evan-
gelism, etc.); 10) devotional. You can make inserts

,. available to other churches for their bulletins. But
spectilizah”on  is important; it is generally a mistake to
mix up the categories. ~ou want a clearly i.ientj$able’
newsletter, one which is.opened,  read, and saved by
the readers.

One of the most successful letters is puliislied’by
@e Calvary Temple in East Point, Georgia: Tmple
Times. ,It, reprints sermons, other newsletter articles,
and news about the Federal ,bureaucracy’s  invasion
of Christian, liberty. It is sent all over the country. It
,was the, first newsletter to report on the attempt of
the IRS. to establish racial quotas,- for Christian
schools (Au@st, 1978), and as a result of the new,s-
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letter networkt over “150,000 letters of protest were
generated, and’ the IRS had to postpone the action
(although it is still pending). This indicates how the
newsletter industry is becoming a kind of under-
ground information. network. The newsletters are
the modern equival~nt of the “Committees of Corres-
pondence during the American Revolution.. (Ad-
dress:  Temple Times, 2560 Sylvan Rd., East Point,
~A 30344 . ) .
~~ There is no reason why a church ‘can’t publish
several letters; each aimed at a specific group. There
is no reason for the pastor to publish a church news
~eport;  that task should be delegated. The pastor
should specialize. His teaching ministry should in-
creasingly become a written and tape recorded
ministry, with graduates of the training sessions
leading the ‘new sessions~  A newsletter program
allows a continual upgrading of any teaching minis-
try, The newsletters become inserts for instructional
packages later on.

THE CLEARING HOUSE The church which tidopts
my issues-oriented program of local evangelism can
use newsletters as an integral program of follow-ups.
This program is outlined in The Journal of ChnMan
Reconstruction (Winter, 1980-81): “Evangelism.” Send
‘$7.50 to: Journal of ‘Christian Reconst~ction,  P.O.
Box 158, Vallecitoi  CA 95251. In” this program, local
$anvassers  ‘contact residents, block” by block, neigh-
borhood by neighborhood, with a questionnaire
geared to specific topics of interest to activist Chris-
tians: abortion, national defense, inilation,  etc.

. .
,,
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They find out what the “hot buttons” are in the,com-
munity. Then the ~cal church begins to mail ‘a

specialized newsletter three times a year or so that
deals with e;ch of the most popular topics. The
church uses its timely newsletters to follow up with
those identified as concerned citizens. This is single-
issue targeting, but it works. You use the issue which
most concerns a citizen to. interest him in a total
world-and-life view.

Your newsletter program can be-geared to attract-
ing outsiders to the church’s ministry. It can also be
,geared  to strengthening those within the camp:
What we need is for several pastors to specialize in
special-interest areas, so that they c,an exchange let-
ters with others of a similar vision. Each can pull
items  from other letters ,’ m use the other man’s letter’
in his own publication schedule. If we had 20 writers
who “could produce a single-interest’ report three
times a year, those pa5tors  co-operating in the ex-
ehange  could put their own masthead on a report
produced by another pastor and mail it out under
the local church’s banner. No restriction on.usbg  the
information in any letter~would apply to others in the
network who were also contributing letters to the

~: group. Special interest letters could be produced by
20 men, and 20 churches, would then be in a position

to produce reams-of material for the various age and
interest groups within &e community at large, and
also within the local congregation.

A monthly, magazine that covers the high technol-
ogy -revolution in newsletter publishing, especially
the “graphicsn aspect of the field -low~cost-  micro-- -
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‘kompnters,  laser printers, “sofmtie?  (programs),

)ayout  — is ~ ‘.k
Personal P,ublishlng  ~

., ~ ‘- 549 Hawthcsrn”-
1 B@ett,  IL 60103 $30/12. issues’,“
1,

/ The costsof  “~setting i+e ~ginning to @p as a
‘~sultof  computerization.. With a capitd.ivestmentof
~as Iitile as $6,000, it is now possible tO produce

. ~am~=readycopy  which looks professio@ly  typeset.
p., ,,
PRODUCTION : YOU ‘need an electric typewriter,
~Pref..ably  an IPM .Selectiic  III or itse@itialent.  I
Irectimend  the,’’Letter  Gofhicn.typewriter. element.
}Mimecigraph  your letter, or. offset- pr~t it {prefer-

L
‘ red).’  Typeset it if you can find someone loc+y who
-1 ill- do it for a reasonable fee (afiythihg  under  $25
per -page in late-1985 was reasonable). Print extra
~opies for ‘future distribution. The standard, format
of 8 % by 11 inches is good, although 11 by 17j folded
~(like  I. C:E.’S Biblical Economus  l%~ay) looks better.
k’s usually more expensive to print, however,
~ Even better, get a microcomputer, such as a
iLeading.Edge  Model D (.$1,495), an IBM PG, or an
Apple  Mc~tosh (“Fat Mac” model).’ If you do, your~
\writing  and record-keeping will be vastly s~’plified.

“~ If a church finances a church news bulletin and a
~arrent  afbirs nqiortfi  it?s doing well. Better  the kurrent
@laiis  rkport  (along ‘the lines of. Tmp~ IT*) @  a

Ilocal church newsletter, if you can Word  only ,one.
We need as many churches in the program of

publication as possible. As the tightening grip of the  I

t, .’
.
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State sets in, the independent newdetter-network
will take on ever-growing importance. The existence
of Xerox machines  and mimeograph machines poses
a major threat to any government that would at-
tempt to centrdlze  authority in this country. Corn-,
munications  are fm more decentralized in free.
societies than in tyrannies.

One way of staying out of the limelight of the Fed-
eral bureaucracy, if you area small or new church, is
to avoid applying for IR.$approved  churth statw The
Post Office requires such approval for its non-profit
bulk mail rate. It is wiser to use the more exfimsive  second

CLZSS mailing permit  whkh is available to anyone who ,
.rnail/i out 200 at a) time. That way, the IRS isn’t
alerted to the formation of a new church. The IRS
does not have to approve your church for it to be tax
immune. By applying for exemption, you identify

~‘ yourself. Better tg, pay the higher mailing costs and
preseive  a greater degree of invisibdity.

Another advantage of newsletters is that you can
stick in a ieply  envelope $or contributions. You can
also offer books or other mateikds  in flyers that ac-
company the newsletteii  Warnirqy  if you mail using
the non-profit, third class bulk rate, any enclosure
must be limited to some organization that also has
the kgal right to maii on the th~d class, non-profit

basis. Pig~backing is illegal. But an enclosure is
legal if you pay the-extra money to mail second class
for one mailing.

MAILING LISTS A revolution has taken place in
fund-raising over the last decade. The advent of the,
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~omputerized  mailing list has made it-possible for
+urches  and especially parachurch organizations to
target new sources’ of financial suppoit.  The enor-
mous costs of “shotgunning”— radio;.  television,
newspaper display advertising, etc. — have made it
prohibitively expensive for smaller ministries. It is
costly to announce the existence of a program to te”ns
of thousands of people who really are not that in-
terested, in order to locate and motivate a few hun-
dred who tie. ~

There are ways around the. problem. One way. is
to develop a ~hone-in?  ministry, where a daily
prayer or message is presented. You can advertise
~e existence of the phone number cheaply enough.
Then, at the end of- each message, there is a
15-second  pitch to mad in for something at a P.O.
Box. I built up Rcrnnunt Reutiw in the early years
fkom 50 subscribers to, about 450 by gitiirig a weekly
telephone update on gold, silver, and the money s,up,-
~ly.  -I could run -a ‘one~column-inch  ad in the Los
Angeles Tima  for $50, and I always- generated four
6r five $45 subscriptions: fi-om each ad,. That was
cost-effective advertising. - “But it was a financial
newsletter I was selling; not the gospel. Motivating
people to respond to aq appeal to the gospel takes
longer and is not immediately self-financing., How-
ever, I still recommend the 24~hour a day recorded
inessage ~ Code-a-Phone sells some good equipment,
tir you can rent imother  unit monthly horn the
telephone company.

; To get the phone-in ministry to work, you need to
get the caller to respond in some way. The idea is to

. . .;:. j..
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target the audience. The newspaper ad is your
“shotgun.’” The caller self-targets himself and calls
in. Those who are not interested drop  out. Those
who are interested w~l probably call again. i’le goal
is to use the messages to screen the audience. Those who
finally respond to an offer  are far hotter prospects.
They represent what the sales industry calls ‘(quali-  ‘
fied prospects.” “

The recorded message is somewhat more. personal
thah the printed page. The human voice has a
greater degree of personalism.  But people are not
going to walk in the church door just because of the ~
tape, unless the tape does something related directly
to church services, such as offer a brief summary
(with tantalizing questions) about next Sunday’s ser-
men. What’ people will normally respond to is “the
offer of literature of some kind. They may hesitate to

, ~ehedule a visit with the minister, but they are will-
ing, to take the next step: writing for a free tract,
newsletter, or whatever.

The person who responds to an offer has taken an
important first step. He has requested something.
You .are.~ot shoving anything down his throat. This
is very Important. Your goal ii to bring the person
into fellowship on a step-by-step basis. He needs to
know at each stage that he is initiating the next step:
Your job is to encourage him to take each step. But
you need to do’ this on a cost-effective basis. You.
should not waste church resources.

With a mailing List, you can. target youiaudience.
You can mail questionnaires. You can contact the I

,, person to interview him. ” This enables you to get
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Some  idea of his needs and interests, his opinions on
katters  of life and death, -business and leisure. But
~khe  more complex the data, the more difficult, it is to
keep track,of  him. This is where the microcomputer
tomes  in handy. ,
~ Furthermore, you need to ,send out newsletters,
tracts, or other materials to show him the relevance
~of Christianity. (This will be difficult for churches
lihat  do not see the relevance in every area of life of
tie gospel.) HOW can you do this effectively?
~ The first, least expensive step appears to be the
old “shoebox”  system. You need a card file of 3 by 5
inch cards. These are purchased least expensively at
;a local college or junior college, rather than in an
05ce  supply store. Thin you ~ need access to a
photocopy machine; You-need to run off labels with
the person’s  name and address. One goes on the I.D.
‘kard (alphabetical), and perhaps ano@er on a
~topical interest” card, if you have identified him to
that extent. This way, you’ can get an idea of what
itopics  most interest readers.
~ You keep the other sheets of labels in reserve, for
@ailing purposes. You need to put on your
~nvelopes  this message: “Address Correction Re-
@ested.” The Post Office will send a dead letter
back, but at a fee. This keeps your list up to date.
~roblem:  corrections on your master sheets can be a
~assle,  once the list goes over 300 names or so. You
have to paste on new addresses over the slots on the
@aster  sheet (33 names per sheet, e.g., Avery lab~l
sheets). Then you have to run off anew set of sheets.
~ you need a separate sheet of corrected addresses,
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but then you have trouble with zip codes (which you
need in sequence if you mail bulk rate). The zip
codes must be sorted, then arranged numerically,

I recommend a mailing at least once a month, to
remind readers that you are still around. A church
newsletter aimed at topics of gener~ concern is, im-
poritit.  You should not be sending out an “in-house”
letter to those outside the -church family. You must
demonstrate your -relevance.

You also need a mailing list to announce special’
meetings, a conference, a movie, or other occasional
programs. If you have the person’s phone number on
your data file, it helps. But you do not want it on the
actual mailing label that goes in the mail. .,

Not many churches will ever develop a mailing list
the size of Calvary Temple’s in East Point, Georgia.
The Tmple  Times goes out to over 10,000 people. But
there is always the possibility that your church will
develop a list of 2,500, if you work at it all the time.
Any time you go over 500, you have to start thinking
about computerizing.

CONCLUSION The newsletter is a new tool of com-
munication. Why shouldn’t your church get one
start?d?
‘ And if your church

do. it personally?
isn’t interested, why don’t you
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?Some ministers have.used tapes effectively. -.
‘Most of them, from what 1 have obsewed,  have ,
l,not .“

~ It takes a great deal of effort, to produce, a compe-  ‘
tent sermon. Since pastors invest the time and effort

. . to get educations that enable them to produce decent
sermons, plus the time and effort invested in each ~
sermon, it ‘seems foolish to, waste the results. It
should be clear  that while ‘the walls have ears,”
church members sometimes don’t. Complex sermon ,
oui.lines are lost on people who are not trained to
listen carefidly.  The kind of memorization described
in Be.ni.ie  the Bonnie Bnizr Bush — a novel about the

Scottish church of the last century– is no longer ~
common in today’s congregations.

Then them arethe shut-ins, or the vacationersY.or”  ~ ~
~e people who will join the church in ten months or
ten years. What about “their needs? What about

.. ‘

1,
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those who live in another region? Pastors with a uni-
que outlook on the Bible may have a considerable
audience in distant homes. Some ministries are

.goted  more for their tapes than for their congrega-
tions. - Col.  Bob Thieme of Houston pioneered the
tape ministry, and Albert Martin of New Jersey has
built up a large following.

It is obvious-that the cassette tape has brought a
technological revolution to the churches. Som,p-min-
isters  have used tapes effectively. Most of them, from
what I have obsei-ved,  have not.

.
LfilNESS It takes time to develdp  ‘a successful
church tape ministry. It also takes more care in
preparing sermons. If people are going to listen to
sermons over and over, or if others. who are more
careful listeners start subscribing, then flaws in the
presentations will become public knowledge. Some
pastors prefer not to let their actual abilities be

broadcasted widely. ,,
Then  there is the problem of getting someone to

produce tie @pes. It takes a considerable capital’ in-
vestment. The tape reproduction equipment,is  expen- ,
sive, and these units must be maintained. ~so,  few
pastors, know which units are the “state of the art” in
any price range. Not many parishioners are sure,
either. So mistakes are easy, unless someone devotes a
lot of time to reading up on what machines are. best
for a particular church ministry and church budget.

,.
MARKETING Tapes just do not sell themselves. I

have a ‘successful tape business, but it is geared to

.,.,,, ,, ,
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~nancial  advice. I can charge more because I am
providing  advice which .(presumably)  pays the buyer
Iback in dollars. Even so, I am only guessing about
l~e future potential for expanding the business ... I
also have a very large subscriber base to which I can
advertise my tape services very inexpensively., So my
case is not normal. ~ -

~ I know of few tape ministries that are larger t~n
~50 tapes per week. Yet it takes hundreds to make it
commercially profitable. Tapes must be, advertised,
‘either. by word of mouth (the least expensive, and

the’most rare), ,or  by renting mailing lists, or by en-
~couraging  church members to buy them. Cults and
sects have a better market, since their audiences are
geographically dispersed, and its adherents become
dependent on information fi-om, headquarte~:  But to
~tie extent that a minister’s theolo~  is explicit, he has
differentiated himself fmm most other ministries. He,
~has a better’ opportunity to market his tapes.
~ Initially, the market is local. A few congregation
members  may want the tapes;  A set can be produced.
~for  shut-ins. A set can be produced. for training. If
khe minister ‘speaks at conferences, he can market
tapes  there. But normally, the initial audience is
limited  to those who have heard him speak in person

I at some point. ,, ,,,’
!TtilNING  Churches that rely heavily on formal in-
struction to screen members have a built-in need for
tapes. We live in a society with few careful readers.
People like to absorb information’ more passively’
~than by reading. We meet their neecb by means of

1 ,.
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cassette tapes, possibly coupled with pr”mted  training
outlines or other teaching materials.

Every pastor who expects to be burdened by
marital counseling sessions needs first to produce a
series of preliminary tapes geared to general- prin-
ciples of righteous living: Then hemeeds  a second or
third series on specific family counseling problems.
These should be given to prospective counselees be=
fore the actual face-to-face counseling, ‘begins. “It
saves vast quantities of time, ‘since the fimdamentals
have been reviewed by the counselees  in advance.
Even if they have forgotten most of the tapes –90%
of the information will be gone in 24 hours — the in-
formation can be recalled during counseling more
rapidly. It is foolish to meet face to face when prob-
lems could otherwise have been solved in advance by,
means of a carefully produced tape series.

Pastors are short of time. People see the pastor as
a source of free counseling; At zero price, there is
greater demand for his time than supply-of his time.
The tapes increase the cost to the user by forcing him
or her to sit down, take some notes, give some
thought to the problems, and then show up for coun-
seling. If users are unwilling to invest the time in
listeningto  tapes, then they are either in the middle
of a life-and-death crisis, or not really deserving of
any free time at all. -

What about tapes on’ the history of doctrine, or the
catechism, or on the confession of faith? What about
courses on the doctrine of the church? Why should
pastors  spend ‘endless repetitive hours teaching the
basics of the faith to newcomers, when the new-
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corners could .list~~  to tapes in a few afiernoonsi  .or
d~ving to and fmm work, or while cleanihg the kit-
chen?Shouldi-/t  the fundamentals be put on tape, in a
s~mple form, with the detailed instruction coming.
later on, once the listeners have a grasp of the basics?

When pastors treat their own time as a fkee good,
~eir parishioners will do the same. Pastors of large
churches have assistant pastors to take care of the
personal problems of most members in most in-
stances. But to make good use of his time, the ~astor  .
of a small church has to find substitutes for a team of
assistant pastors. His time should not be devoted to
any project for which a substitute — a less expensive-
stibstitute  — is economically possible. Screening should
bk done more mechanically, by means of tape teaching.

QUALITY PRODUCTION The audio cassette tape, ~
being cheap, is used by tiany people. -Yet few people

really ever listen to the tapes produced by cheap.
hand-held machines, with their pitifhl  built-in con-
denser microphones. The reproduction is atrocious.
~ese are the sound equivalent of the 1898 Brownie
camera. You simply would not want to spend time lis-
tening to them. You could not hear these lectures in a
car, given the noise of the engine and traffic. A cheap
cassette tape recorder is a toy for actual recording.

Something worth doing at all is worth doing well.
Never use a cheap mimeograph machine and a man-

~ u~ typewriter; when you can use an IBM Selectric III.
and an offset press. Never use an IBM Selectric 111
when you can use a microcomputer and a good word,. !

t processing program. Use the best tool you can afford
,,. .

!,
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in order to make the products look professional and
to save you time. Cheap is seldom  best. I am tired of
seeing those who do have the truth at their  disposal
continue to proclaim this truth in forms that are w
embarrassment, which look as though total in-
competents had produced them. It is not glorifying
to God. Christians need more pride in the~ work-
manship.  Quality counts.

When it comes to audio tapes, two pieces’of  equip-
ment are vital. First, a high quality microphone. This,
will do more io improve the quality of the product :
than any other piece of equipment. ,Good quality
units are sold by Shure, Sony, Sennheiser, Electro-
Voice, and other companies. Expect to pay $80 to
$250 for a good mike. Second, get a good cassette
tape deck.  .Sony,  Aiwa, Technics, Akai, Superscope,
and many other companies produce suitable units
for $250 to $600. Pick up a copy of H@h Fideiip or
another magazine aimed at the stereo equipment
market. Look at the ads. You will get a feel fti what
is available. Any unit with Dolby circuitry (especially
the new Dolby C), with wow fid flutter under
.08%; and push-button controls, is fine. Auto-
reverse is convenient, but the sound reproduction is
not as sharp. If you use auto-reverse? use tapes that’
don’t have plastic lead-in sections at each end.
One other item is usefhl:  agnz.hti egudzez It can.be
‘tuned” to filter out low rumbles, such as the church’s
heater or air conditioner. This makes it easier to play
in h automobile, too. The mid-range frequencies,
where the human voice operates, are “punched out?
&r more effectively. Expect to pay $100-$200.
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I A tiinirqurn  investment to produce decent mb.ster
kapes is about $400. It would be’ nice to get started
~med~ately  by recording good,  clear  master tapes,
Iwhether  or not you plm, to’ market the tapes;’  ne
~z&li@’  @’ & hia.ster  will determine’ the q@itj  of the
&@d~tion.  The rep.wduction  is never quite is good
~m die master.
i What is absolutely not acceptable is a mas~er’pro-
‘@d by a battery-powered cassette recorder with a
@cap  plastic mike. Forget about these as anything
‘more than play-back tmits.  They are useless for
~serious,  recordikg.  The church has to put some “
capitsl  into proper recording’ equipment.
~ High-speed, tape duplication can ,cost anywhere
~from  $300 up. A master tape is placed in one slot,

. and anywhere from two to eight “slave” tapes we
!placed in the “reproduction” slots. It takes ,only a
~couple of minutes to produce several tapes. These
~units  require regular maintenance. Wollensak  is a
~pular brand. Buy a high-speed rewinding
machine,,  too, so that the tapes are sent out “ready to
play?  The duplicator should be used for duplic~ting,
not rewinding tapes. Be sure to set up a cornprehen-
sive record-keeping system, including topical infor-
;mation for each tape. Buy a computer and a data
base program (ZyIndex  is the best). (-

,@STS A tape minis&y does have one great ad-
~vantage over other media forms: you only-produce
~as many copies as you have orders for. You do not
~have to risk ordering a hundr4d in advance, and

,.
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then sit on unsold inventory. You can produce a
good quality tape for about $1.25 to $1.50, depend-
ing on quantity ordered. Large orders would cost
about .$1.00, plus postage to get your tapes back to
yo,u. This means that you send a company the
master,. and the fib then turns the master into a
specified amount of tapes. .. . .
The-advantage with having an outside producer
riiake  the tapes is that he makes the initial capital in-
vestment, keeps the equipment maintained, and
guarantees the quality of the tapes. He also buys (or
rents) the computer that prints up the tape labels.

,“This keeps the church’s initial costs much, lower. The
disadvantage is the Ioss of time.

Volunteer labor seldom works well. You are never
quite certain of product quality and fast production.
If someone in the church “does it for pay, make cer-
tain hat you keep getting outside ‘bids, so that you
know that the amateur inside the church is not over-
charging you. Blank C-60 tapes in bulk, for exam-
ple, cotft about 50 cents each.

The tapes can be used for several purposes, as I
have mentioned. Not every tape may be worth sav-
ing, except in the form of a master. Not every series

‘ is-

worth reproducing, but some series should be per-
manently available for listening.’ A master tape
should never leave the church’s premises. It should
be kept in a master file, and used only (if then) when

people come in to listen to cassettes. The church
library room should have a playback machitie  and a
pair of lightweight earphones for pfivate  listening.

Use high quality tapes for the master: Scotch;
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$!b.xell UD; TDK AD Series; or other brand
equivalents. Stay away from i20-m&ute  ‘tapes
(stretching, breakifig).  Put only one sermon on a,,
tape:  easier cataloging, circulation, etc. If you have.
to ‘fill up a tape, put on some explanatory material
after the sermon iS over. Or add questions and
answers, if it is from a Bible study. (Use a separate
high quality mike for the audience’s questions.)

: The rule is this:’ put yotir  money into the “front
end” of the production process, meaning the mike, .
tape deck, and cassette masters. This gives you the
quality master tapes. You can buy top quality ~
reproducing equipment later on. In the meantime,
you can contract out the production job’with  an in-
dependent producer.

.
,<
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“It is time to take advantage of the power that
inexpensive computer technologies have
delivered to middle-olass people and their
organizations.”

You ‘have heard a lot about the computer revolu-
tion. Adam Osborne’s little paperback, Running
TfW,  describes how it took place, 1975-80. You may
be thinking about what .it ~n do for your church. If
you have not thought about it, now is the time-to
begin.
.- The processing of data is inoperative. We need
greater speed, reduced cost, ” and simple-to-use.
equipment. At last, we are getting it. The best corn-
puter ded for the money in late 1985 is the Leading
Edge Model D, for. about $1,495 (retail). You will
also need a printer ($400-$1,500) and operating pro-
grams (software”). Prices keep dropping. If you pay
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~etail, dernkhd full set-up  and two hours ~f instruc-
,,.

~ion,  min~rnum.  Wholesa+  prices ak 20’% less.
~ For maximum availabdity  of programs arid easily

~vailable  repairs, the IBM PC or PC AT (b~t with-
,but the” bu@in ha~d disk drive-cheaper o+es are
kvailable).piohably  woukkbe  best.. There.  de’many
~BM”clonei~tirlook-dAes.  Compaq  isag~qdunit.
PO is Leading Edge. But IBM has set the mlcrocom-,
~uter standakd. ,’,

~ My favorite word-processing program is Word-
Perfect. WordPerfect is available for $250 from 47th
~treet  Computer, 36 E.: 19th St., New York, ‘NY
10003, or call 800-221-7774. Huge “discounts for
p o p u l a r  c o m p u t e r  p r o g r a m s !  -

,; The advantages a computer offers to a growing
~hurch program cannot be civerestimated.,  C~nsider
‘the ‘following’ fieldi:  mailing list development and
knaintenance, WON processing, publishing, bfidget-,-
~g and records, and a legal defense program (see
“Brush Fire Wars.”) Churches that -ignore @e bene-
~ts of a computer may wind up paying far more ‘in”
fti~tti  of@ti.nittis  thaq the computer would cost.
(What the tool offers deacons is remarkable: (he
pbility to help struggling families think about the
family budget, de.s@ a bu~etingprogram,  and a means
for “housewives to manage it monthly. Could each
faniily help finance the computer by donating money
~ time used for better  budgeting?) ~
The microcomputers, are powerful tools. As soft-,;.
Ware improves — and thousands ,of geniuses, all look-
~g for a profit, are out there developing new
programs - the data-handling of existing “toy” com-

,., .,
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puters  will escalate rapidly. They are “toys” only
because the programs are poor. ‘Electronically, they
represent a’ revolution, today. Now that IBM,
Hewlett-Packard, and other computer giants have
entered the field once dominated by Radio Shack
and Apple, the market will expand,’ which means’
that software will improve dramatically.

WORD ,PROCESSING  The $ljOOO  typewriter is
really obsolete. By late~1984,  it was possible to buy a
very useful portable — well, at 20 to 25 pounds,
moveable  — computer for under $1,000. These units
include a word processing program, a mailing list
program, and other software. Couple one of these
with a fast printer like the Epson LX-80 (in the $300
price range) and a letter-quality printer (anywhere
from $500 to $2,000), and you have a powerful tool.
A good letter-quality printer is the Panasonic
KX-P3151 (around $650). Even less expensive sys-
tems are now available: under $700 for everything.
But you get what you pay for. To spend less than
$2,500 in 1985 is ‘probably unwise. You can put ser-
mons, outlines, quotations, Bible references, infor-
mation from huge, commercial y inexpensive data
storage banks (UPI, Wall Street Journal, and library
information), tid r anything else on -a little plastic
disk. You can recall these data by topic, or date, or
writer. You can format them into paragraphs, and
have the machine shift them around. The better
word processors have built-in ppelli”ng  checkers, and
SSI’S WordPerfect even has a synonym thesaurus.
“Writing is a lot easier tdday.  A Hewlett-Packard
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LaserJet printer ($3,000) and the I?o~tScript  p~o-
gram ($500)’ ,-aljow you to. create camera-ready’
newsletter copy. In short, a revolution in newsletter
Pg, article. writing, and book prodtictio~is  here
, for under’$3;OO0.  - ~ ~~ “ “,” ‘ - -’:..
rSay you want to write up weekly. sermo~. You

put them ‘into the, computer, just by typing (which’
plows  you to type far faster, by the way). Then you

. decide to update them, correct them; and put them
into ~ a book. You just call back the originals make
the corrections electronically, push a button, and get
copy-out of your printer. Or you can locate a t ypeset-
ting- company’ that allows your computer -to talk
directly over the phone to,  their typesetting com-
puter. ,Presto:,  you can demand abdut a 30% dis-
kcmn~  (they pay no one to type  the manuscript into
the computer), and the total entry time is about an
pour,  possibly  less.. Within days, you have ~ your
possession camera-ready copy, without spglling er-
~rs (thanks to your electronic dictionzy-y),  and-foi-
rnatted by your professional typesetter. A bdok  can
go from raw sermons to’ a finished product in less
than two months– possibly z month, if the book
printing company co-operates.

, .

,“.
~HURCH BUDGETS Want. to, know - where the
money is going? Want to be able to budget more
effectively? Want to be able to see graphically where
~e money is going?, Want to be able to call up the
names of everyone who has donated over $400, or
$1,237158? YOU can get an instant report. from a micro-
computer.

. ,, ., . ,
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Want to send out year-end reports to each mern-
ber telling him how much he gave, for his tax ret<

orals (or conscience)? Easy with a computer. lYour
secretary can do it in an afternoon. Or a deacon can.,, I
CONCLUSION No church can afford not to have a
computer. Buy ‘an IBM PC or ‘clone .n If you can
afford $3,000 for a “Bernoulli Box” from Iomega  —
the best ‘hard disk” mass-storage system – so much

the better. A Hewlett-Packard LaserJet ($3,000). is
magnificent. But get started. A revolution has hit the
communications field. To ignore it now is to retreat
into impotence. Churches need computers: for re-
search (electronic data bases available through the
phone iines);  for budgeting, for sermon preparation,
for scheduling events;  for developing mailing lists,
and -for producing books and newslettiersi  It is time
to take advantage of the’ power that’ inexpensive
computer technologies have delivered to middle-
class people and their organizations.,.

,,

,,‘.
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~ “What, we need iS a technological “end run”
around today’s entrenched,, centraliid,
~ humanist institutions.” .

..-.
; ‘: Isolated individuals. need to know- that ,they are.

not alone. The isolation of churches ,ad  Christian
day schools today is very great. There are afew co-
ordinating  organizations, but they are very weak. A

,. good way to go bankrupt is to mail unsolicited mate-
@ls to churches or Christian schools. Heqdrnastera
have not been willing, to fight until their own schools
are being attacked. By then, it is too late.  The SiZeuen
fuse  in Nebra$a is the first one in which this pattern
of isolation was broken.

We need to examine the cause of Sileven’s  notoriety:
one  word describes the diRerence:  teleuis@n.  Several

‘ bf the “electronic churchmen devoted time on their
~hows to Sileven’s plight. This media coverage did

,.
,,
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for’-Sileven  what it did for Martin Luther King. It
brought to light what the bureaucrats were doing. I
was amused at a 1982 ABC TV report. They inter-
viewed one woman, a supporter of the local public
school, who said, “I think Nebraska’s affairs should
be run by Nebraskans; not all these outsiders.” This
was the same argument Southern whites used in .
1962,,, the “outside agitators” argument. Television
coverage made the difference for King. It ~ could
make the difference for Christians who want to re-
capture the nation.

The existence of satellites and’cable  channels has.
at last broken the hold of the major TV networks,
The level of information provided by a 30-minute in-
terview is far greater than that provided by a
Z-minute news snippet. ‘News snippets are designed
to hold Z+ impersonal audience’s attrition long
enough to sell a percentage of them some soap.
There  is no dedicated group of viewers who are emo-
tionally committed to + anchorman. On the.  other
hand, the~ are millions of viewers who,are  personally ‘
committed to one or another of the electronic
churchmen. Thus, they will -sit in front of the screen ,
and listen to a lengthy interview, and even try to un-
derstand  it. This puti  a major educational tool ;nto  the
hands of Christian leaders-a tool which the humanists
cannot match on television because of the “least com-
mon denominator” principle which governs the
Nielsen rating wars.
The lever of television gives the local Christ”&n
soldier hope. He knows there is a potential army of
supporters behind him, if he gets in a difficult situa-
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t~on.  H’fi supp~tiers”;~  be” rn.6bilized:  iapidly  and
+-expensively  if ‘kt(@rticula~,  ,eleetro”nic~  thurdhnian
~..~k:.~~e  b fe ,ore’ be -viewers.. .The ,.problern of

T
on-ymi~ which  the local Christian  p+tor <i+pes,@

a y ‘confrontation “with the bureauqats  jcan now-~’ ‘”
okefcome,  overni@it:  ‘“This is ..what  Mariin Luther’
King discoveredi,and  it “led-to .the,qeation  of a SUC-
c@d resistance, movement ih 1956.  ‘Btireaucratsn  ru~,

from, adverse @A2i~ the &ay cockroaches run.~orn’  Gght.
This weakness must be ‘exploited by. Chiiit@ ac-
tivists. . .  ’ , ”
~ The very existence of tie CBN satelli~e  iniiself  is
~ mobilization tool of. great importance, -~i” is safe to
stiy that few men.  are willing to”day  to take the risks
.~cessary to stand up to the various. state;  and Fed-
~al bureaucracies: The very.presence  of .ttb satellije  $ves
~13ti an iinpotint  edge. in getting its peo~le  invotid -in
.@ri@im  activism. .Without  a means of’putilici@g  a ~
c+sis, few pastors will take a stand.: The” ‘CBN-
mobilized leaders could easily -take positions- ;o’f ’
leadership locally that other pastors would.  mot dare
to take, since they would not have the potential
~ack-up  of the CBN. Satellite. The satellite is like-a
howitzer  on a battlefield in. which Christians have
been fighting with pistols and slingshots. And no-w
@er Christian ministries are getting thew own
satellite  channels. ,,~ ,---
Men need motivation. The existence of the

Satellite network offers men motivation. They ~n
join together in a co-ordinated effort to till back hu-.
rnanism at every level. This is. the approach I cd
hmsh-jire wars. It can work well for legal resis@nce,

.,
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but it can also work for political action, education,
and almost .every,thing  else. It is a fundamental tool “
of resistance. But it takes a combination of centmhzed
strategy and local nwbdi.zatwn  and executwrt.

THE FULCRUM Those who have been most suc-
cessful in developing the lever of satellite com-
munications -and cable TV distribution have been
skilled practitioners of media communications. Un-

., deritandably,  there has been a tendency to em-
phasize  the impact of the media. But a medium
needs a message;  it is not (contrary to McLuhan)  it-
self the message. The message has, until recently,

been limited: personal salvation, personal -healing,
family solidarity, and musical entertainment.

Those who have been in the “fulcrum production
business” have been inept at developinglevers~  They
have not written widely read books, nor have they
pioneered the use of TV communications or motion
pictures. The’ few exceptions: the Schaeffers;  tle
various Christian counselors — Dobson,  Gothard,
and Adams — and the six-day creationist movement
,(including the old Moody’ science films)”. But with
respect to positive progi-ams  of Christian reconstruc-
tion, there has been no successful pro~am so ,far  -
“graphically or politically. .

What is now needed is a bringing tog+her  of the
~ lever and the fulcrum. Those who have built up

large audiences must begin to join hands with those
who have ‘developed sp’ecific  programs of reconstruc-  :

tio”n:  education, legal defense, political traiging,  etc:
‘, The “elec~onic  churchmen” have got- to begin to

I ,, .\
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~arget  spec~c’  segments of their audiences Who are
ready for specific programs: first by. education, se-,.
pond by organizational mobilization. Iq short, we .,

, and ges, and eagh sub~oup ~~ithin~d+et,  harw!.i”
various ~‘ large television audiences’ needs sjMcific ‘
‘~idance  and traiiiing  in order to’ bqcorne’proficietit:  ‘

~ T~e~e,iS ~0 d~ubt that CBN would be~ett?r  able
to begin tlm.  program of specialized trziining  ‘than
~ny of its competitors-as of early 1985. It-has we.
~dest  auilience:  Scattered within any given
prime-time ‘audience, there are ‘more people who
kight b.e brn,terested  in” getting ihvo@d. in a particy-
i

,,
I ar tic’tion  piogr~.’  CBN’ is on the air 24 “liours a
by. It “can therefore devote specific time~s~ots  to
identifying and developing segments of the overali
kiewing  audience,” but without alienating the viewe~
~as a whole. ~so,  Pat Rob’ertsor+  not being a pastor;
~is less of a threat to the egos and programs of the na- ‘,
;tion’s pastors. ,,

CBN University offers ‘an .ins,titutional  litie for .
launchlng an educational program. Robertson’s
~Freeclorn  Council offers ah institm’ional  base ‘for ~e
,cre,ation  of political education and training. If each .
‘of these two organizations can recruit the services of .-
ioutside specialists in the -particular areas,  then the
~exfirtis~ of the “fulcrum developers’” can be, put to
~use. I have-in lriiqd such -non-profit organizations as
]the Free Con&-ess  Fotidation, the Rutherford In-
: stitute,  the’ i4merican  Vision, the Foundahon  foi ,
y%nerkan  Chfistian  Education, the Foundation for
Christian  Self-Government, the Institute for Chrii-
~ tian Economics, ihe various creation research organ-

,.
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izations,  Chalcedon  Foundation, and other educat-
ional groups. A body of explicitly. Christian litera-
ture in several areas has been produced over the last
two decades. These educational resources .should be
integrated into an overall program of education and
mobilization. . . .

In the past, there has been ~ a problem of com-
munication between ‘lever builders” and “fulcrum
builders.” The “lever builders”. have been fearful of’
becoming too intellectual, too controversial, and too
action-oriented to maintain’ their large, essentially

passive Chfistian,audiences.  The risk of controversy
has been too great. The “filcrum builders” have

resented pressure from the” “levers” to “water down”
their message in order to meet the. needs and in-
tellectual abilities of mass” audiences. They have
chosen instead to gather still more footnotes, develop
still more complex theories, and publish ever fatter
books ‘in the quest for the, near-perfect intellectual .
equivalent of Augustine’s City  of God or Calvin’s
I n s t i t u t e s .

In the providence of God, both sides have been.
correct, up until now. The levers are longer; and the
fulcrums are stronger, than they would otherwise
have been had the developers’ in each camp been too ~,

concerned with imitating the other. But now the
levers are in place, and the fulcrums areas ready as
they need to be at this moment in.history.  Christian
viewers are not nearly so passive these days. They
see clearly the threat of humanism for the first ‘time.
Therefore, it is time to meet the newly felt needs of
these viewers. There is always  a need for larger au-
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‘ chenceiaqd’inore  fooktes,  but there is a f= ~ater
n~d.ttiay  to get the existing fdotnotes  in bite-sized
portions to-the  existing hungry multitudes. ~,tii~
fdd .?he’ rn@@~s-wi~ two fish Wd five ioayes of
@e@ we can feedtiem  with our existirig  *y of
+ter@ls.  . W#ile,  they. tie. digesting what-,  we cam
d+iver,.  today,,  the -f~c~ ..experts  can :raqk out

more ftitnotes:  . - ‘.

$i I+ECHN0L0GIf2AL  END RUN” The hum~kts
ha~e tiptured  @e mainline denominations, the
umversities,  the major news media, the ente”Ain-
rnent media,  and the public schools. In short, /uqnan-
ists have captured the giant institzitions.  But look at what
i$ happening. The generalized institutions are losing
their share of the market. What is clearly taking
place is a shift: from the generalized to the specialized,
f~om the large-to the small.’ Lye and Look, along with
+e original weekly Sahmiay Ewning Post, did not sur-
vive. The -proliferation of special-interest magazines
and newsletters has enabled advertisers to target,
s~cific audiences and increase their revenues per
‘a~v.ertising  dollar spent. Now the same phenomenon ~
is .takrng  place in the television industry.’ Like the’
~6del  T, Ford, which  could not compete once
General Motors offered five or six cars with numer-
ous models, so is the modern TV network. The net-
works look strong today, just as the Model T looked
iii 1914. Looks a,re  often deceiving.

‘ .The humanists captured the national political par-
ties, but today we findlhat single-interest voting pat-
t$rns are tearbg the national parties apart. Direct-

1,
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mail campaigns allow these groups to target their au-
“diences,  produckg  more votes per invested dollar,
and more ulcers per elected politician. What Alvin
Toffler  has predicted in 77ie Third Waoe, and what

John Naisbitt has predicted in MegatrenA:  Ta New
Directwns  Transforming Our  Liv<, is the coming decen-
tralization. In short, in the face of excessive cen-

,,. ‘tralization and statism,. we are seeing a counter-
“trend, or-better put, multiple countertrends. We are .
being given an opportunity to attain a better balance
‘between  centralism ,and localism.

Christians are in an excellent position to take ad-
vanta~ of,this  reversal. Christianity is decentralized
— indeed, ‘fragmented” better describes our condi-
tion. If the Christians can assemble themselves into,
Itisely organized but well. trained special-interest
blow,  while today’s centralized humanist culture is
disintegrating, the result could be ~e ereatim  of a new
cw!tural  synthesis,  one based on biblical law rather

than some version of humanistic natural law, mean:
ing aversion of the myth of neutrality.

What we need, thwefore,  is a i.whnological  ‘m-d run”
around tohyk entrenched, centralized, hwruwtit  i@itu.-
ttins.  We have begun to do this in television. .The

,development  of an alternative information network
through newsletters has also made an impact. The
development of direct-mail lists has increased our
ability to get a specific message to a specific au-
dience. We have a real ed~ in communications. The
Christian day school movement has made a substan-
tial dent in the humanist monopoly of information.
Where we have not yet_been successhd  is in the areas

,.
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~f higher- education, political” training, and legal
defense. ~” ,,

~ As the ntimber  of Chrisfian  broadcasting aher-,.”
~at~ves  expands, we will be able to create ‘a new edu-
cational system. Communications a~ cficial.;  When
~lu%tian  broadcasters know that they can readh an
audience  of thousands of churches, eath armed with,
a satellite reception dish and several videocassette
recorders, they will be able to restructure modern
Christian education, including political education.
The monopoly of the humanist media will be defini-
tively broken. The sooner your churchbuys  a.recep-
~ion dish, the sooner this monopoly wil~ be de-
~troyed.
Since late 1982, several part-time “networks” have
sprung up. Robert Tilton’s is the largest, the Word
of Faith Church’s network. It is. received by over
~,800 lot@ churches. This will be imitated. A revolu-
tion in Christian mobilization is imminent. Buy a
dish.

What size? The larger the diameter, the betterk
‘tie reception. The farther north you live, the larger
the dish you need. Never buy a dislrsmaller  than 8
feet in diameter. I prefer a 10-foot  dish. In the north,
you need a 12-foot dish. Also, I recommend a power
rotor. Getting out at 10 P.M. in December to hand-
crank a ‘dish to change channels doesn’t appeal to
me.

. “ .
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OPTIMISTIC CORPSES

“There is hope for the kingdom of God on earth,
precisely because there is no hope for God’s
people to escape the sting of death:

Few concepts are more important to a man or a
civilization than the idea of time. Much of what men
and whole societies do in life is influenced by men’s
views of how much time they have in life. For
apocalyptic thinkers, the very idea of time ~is called
into question: time will run out. Eterni~”  beckons.
‘Secularists have no ultimate faith in time. Time is

man~ irzeuit.ubZe  uictcy  Bertrand Russell?  the British
philosopher and mathematician, has expressed’ the’
faith of the evolutionists quite well: “The same laws
which produce growth also produce decay. Some

~~ day, the” sun will grow cold, and life on earth will
cease:  The whole, ep,och of animals and plants is only

an interlude between ages that were too hot and ages
that will be too’cold.  There is no.law of cosmic prog-

,.
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iess,, “but only an oscillation upward and downward,
with a slow trend downward on balance:owing  to the
diffusion of energy. This, at last-;  is what science at
p~esent  reg~ds  ~“ most probable, and iq our.dis~lu-  -
s~oned  generation it is easy to believe. From evolu- - “,,
t~on,  so far as our present ?@owledge  ‘shows;  no ulti-
~ate.ly  optimistic ph~osop~y  can be validly inferred” ~,
(if?.digwn  ad Sa”ence  ~New-”York:.  Oxford University
l?~ss,  (1935) 1972], p. 81). Man and life are defeated ~
by the second  law of thenpodyna,mics,  @e raw of en-
trbpy. Our genera~on  may survive mti-made ther-
mfmuclear  holocaust, but only to lose to the ultimate
thimmonuclear holocaust. The sun will go out.

‘Obviously, “few evolutionists sit around consciously
creating their  life’s work in terms “of this philosophy.
They know in principle that all meaning will be
swallowed up in the meaninglessness of entropy’s
cold death. Man only can get as much meaning out

,of life as he puts into it. But from what source does
man derive meaning? Only from:himself?  Then one

miin’s opinion is as good as any other man’s opinion.
How, then, ,do we choose between .a Hitler apd a
Gandhi? Relativism can hmn into nihilism very
fast.  So while the specifics of this entropy-based

. ‘cosrnolo”~  are not that important, the general  @tu&
, of meaninglessness filters down into the outlook of

evolutionists. .,.

The evolutionist knows that he must die. All ‘men
must die. The whole race, and al traces of it, must’
die. ,They can bufid for the long term, however, and
modern, Western, “scientific evolutions do build
for *e future. Humanist civilization is a testimony

.,
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~o’ their willingness and ability to build for the
; future. T%ey have borrowed an ethic more’ properly

described as Christian, a future-oriented philosophy, -
and they have not faced the reality of cosmic meani-
nglessness  too comiktently.  As they grow more con-
sistent, their implicit relativism will destroy them.

But at least the evolutionist knows he must die. He
can “defer the implications of.meaninglessness  until a
m“illion or a billion years into the future.
Ho”w, ‘hen, does he try to escape from death?

Many ways. One way is to adopt the attitude which
says, “I’ve  got five good years left.?
.

F1l/E  GOOD YEARS This, is a very common atti-
tude.’ Men in positions of authority in one-man
outfits, especially non-profit outfits, - hold this posi-
tion quite frequently. As they grow older, they. refuse
to consider the future ‘of their little organizations.
They say to themselves, “I’ve got five good years left,
maybe  even ten. No need to start thinking about a
successor. No need to worry about a plan’ for the

‘ future. I’ll think about all that ‘when I’m at the end of
my”, work. But right now, I’ve got five good years
left.” ~ -

They have another tendency. They equate their
little organizations with themselves. They .Ure the
organization. Then they equate the orgamzation
with civihzation’s best and’ most enduring features.

‘ But when they die, the organization dies, so civiliza-
tion will probably die, too. Therefore, @ ternis of
their time perspective, they think they are as immor-
tal as civilization. They take no ,thought of twenty

-,
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~earsfmrkrmw,  forthey~econvkced  that civfliza-
~tion,  like themselves, has only about five gocid  yeti
left. After them, the deluge.

Methuselah lived longer than any other man. He
died in the year pf Noah’s flood. (He was 187 years
old when- he begat Lamech, and 182 years later,.
Lamech begat Noah [Gen. 5:26-27].  Then, 600
years  later, the flood came [Gen.  7:11].  If you add

187,182, and 600, you get 969 years, which was what
Met@selah  lived [Gen.  5:27].  He therefore died in
~e year of the flopd.)  More than any other man in
!h~tory,  he had the most opportunities to say, at-” -

:curately,  that he had at least five years” remaining,
~so more than any other mari in history,he  had the
right to say, ~’After  me, the deluge.” Yet life went on.
A new civilization lay ahead, through the waters of
‘the flood.
~ Those who assume, as Qeen El~abeth I assumed,

‘ ~tiat  they have five years left, are very short-sighted.
Elizabeth refised  to name a successor, so her sur-
jtivors named Jam’es 1, who turned out to be a disas-
ter for EnglandY as Otto Scott’s biography of him
~demonstrates.  Things do go on. They go .on,with  or
‘without any individual. They go on with or tvithout

~tiat  individual’s legacy. The man who, continually
~xsumes  that five years are. ahead of him, so, he can
~safeiy  defer a decision on who or what will survive
~him,.  is’ a short-sighted man! ,Others’  will use his
legacy to their own advantage, but the 1+ss  he leaves
‘wi~ instructions. for the perpetuation of his capitil

,‘ ~or work, the more will remain for his ‘heirs— spk-itu+,
genetic,  ideological, or bureaucratic-to dispose ,of
1.,- ,,
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as they please. The inheritance survives; the ques-
,. tion ,is: What will be done with it? Survivors decide.

TV to train and name your survivors.

CHRISTIAN IMMORTALITY: TRUE’ AND FALSE

There are ,literally  millions of Christians who equate
biblical immortality with physical survival. This
may sound ridiculous. Don’t all Christians long for
eternal life, the life beyond the grave? Yes. However,
fie vast majority of those who call themselves fun-
damentaIists  think they can and will avoid the grave.
They expect to be raptured into the heavens, with-
out first tasting the sting of death. They think that
they are the member: of “the terminal generation,”
as Hal Lindsey, America’s most terminal thinker,

., has put it. They will be the “Iueky” people who will
pass from corruption to incorruption without dying
, (I Cor. 15:51-52;  I Thes. 4:15-17).  “Go directly to

heaven; do not pass ‘DEATH.’”
What will they leave. behind? Pretribulationist

premillennialist think that they will leave behind a
world .of war, famine, and terror. Then, seven years
later, they will be returned to Planet Earth as sem.i-
gods, in filly inco&uptible  bodies, incapable of
death or sin; to rule over those people who still live

in i corruptible flesh. Post-tribulation premillen-
nial~ts think they will go through the period of ter-
ror, but will be raptured out at the end, only to.be

returned as semi-gods immediately after their
transformation into @corruptible,  sinless’ rulers.
Amillennialists think that ~e resurrection takes
,place  at the same time as the rapture, and that the
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kn~ judgment follows. There will be no era d semi-
~od status, mixed in with’ people who’had  not been
raptured as- saints. The rapture means the end of
~me in the amillennialist  perspective. No earthly,
sin-influenced millennium folIows  the rapture.

In any case, whatever is -left behind is not worth
much, compared with whatever follows. It is not
worth saving. It is not a down payment on the future
era of bliss. It is only the stained-rags of life which we
iare all trying to escape. What we leave behind, in
short, is bio-degradable  trash. Our legacy will rot.
Christians seek immortality. They want to avoid
death. They are generally convinced that the end is
‘in sight, that there is ‘light at the end of the tunneln
The rapture draws. nigh. Escape draws nigh. Im-
mortality draws nigh — an immortality which ii not”
stung first by death. Literally millions of Christians
believe that they, as members of ~e terminal genera-
tion,  will experience this death-free way to immor- ~
ta.lity.  I call this pessimillenntilism.,,

‘OPTIMISTIC FUllJRE CORPSES Only one t iny
~oup of Christians firmly believes that they will die.
~In fact, they rejoice in the fact that there are more
‘years  ahead for society than there are’for  themselves.
They know they must plan md build in terms of
their  own death. They know that someone wdl read
‘heir last wills and testatients,  in~uding institu-
tional  last wills and testarhents.-  They” “know that ~
theie  is no escape, that ‘insofar as life is concemed,in
our day,, nobody gets out of it alive. These people are
@led postmillemialists. They are optimillenntilists.

. .., .,
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David C4ilton,  who wrote Paradise Restored: A
Bibl(cal  Theolo~  of Dominion (Reconstruction Press,

,. 1985; $14.95), once remarked that the day he ac-
cepted postmillennialism, he fi@.lly realized that he
was going to die. He said that. this awareness was
unique. Nobody had ever told him this before. He
and his premillennial peers had always believed that
they were going to be raptured. He said that this
new perspective on his own personal future changed
the way he thought about his life’s work. Indeed, it’
had to. One’s time perspective is crucial to one’s view
of work and work’s legacy. The problem today with
postmillemialism,  perhaps more than anything else,
is that it is a philosophy of personal, physical death.

‘ That sort of philosophy really has a limited Christian
market in our era. Marxists have a secularized ver- ,
sion of this faith, which is why they are such potent
ideological opponents. Most Christians have no such
outlook. They prefer not to think about death. They
prefer to think about the “rapture.

Death is the backdrop of all endeavors by postmil-
Iennialists.  The death of the sin-cursed body is the
starting point. Then the question has to be asked:
How should we then-live? What kinds of institutions

‘ should we build? What kind of edtication should we
impart to our children? How much capital should we
kvest in long-term. projects? What kinds of books
should we read or write? How, in short, should we

jight? What can anyone leave behind that his own
death will not swallow up? -

. Because postmillennialists know that they cannot
assume continually that they have five good years
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~ft, and that they should assume that their organiza-
tions are not going to be,left  behind in a world with-
out the presence of other .Christin workers, they ,
“~ to think about-the fhture.  Because they know
~ey will die, they can beoptimistic  about the future. ‘
They’  know tit other -Christians will. persevere.
They  know that Christian institutions will survive to ‘.
serve as salt for a world civilization. Because they
@ll die, they think to themselves, they can bufld for
~e earthly future of others who w~ also.’ die.
Because the~ view of their own efforts is necessarily
short run — one lifetime, at most — their view. of the
~g-term e~ects  of their ~orts  * implicitly. long run.
~ NO one in this world gets out alive. None of us will
~ raptured. No institution is left behind without ~
any possibi@  of extension into the ftiture.  God will
not pull the plug on histoi-j until the whole ,Vorld’  is
brought under His institutional sovereignty. There h

pope for the kingdom of God on em, precisely
because there is nO hope for God’s people  ,to escape
the 5ting of death. Postmillennialists can rejoice in
lheir  own physical mortality. Their effo;~s  can
multiply over time, long after they are deiid  and
gofie.  They are optimistic. They know, .in principle,
*at ,they +e future corpses. There is no:’ escape. -
~nce this 1s firmly in one% mind, one can get to
~ork--work  for the long haul,. By G’od’s  grace, the
results of such work will” su-~ive “and prosper.~.

?O PLANT A TREE When men look.to  the future, .’
*ey can make minhid  @ves~ents  that can, if
&ven  enough time, become major sources of sph5t-
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ual or financial capital. If the comp~unding  process
begins, ancl continues over a long enough period,
the whole world can be influenced. The fact that we
have ‘short lifetimes does not mean that we cannot
make long;run  investments. In fact, this under-
standing encourages us to make these sacrifices to-.
day. We plant cultural seeds for thechurch’s future.

~ We derive our ‘meaning from God. Our work on
earth survives, if it is good work. It survives in

heaven (I Cor. 3:11-15),  and it also survives on earth.
The- Christian who is an optimistic future corpse
does not worry that his work will go the way of the
evolutionist’s work, to be overcome by impersonal
entropy. He does not worry about leaving behind a

Me’s work that will be swallowed ,up in the horrors of
the seven-year Tribulation., He looks to God in faith,
knowing that Christ  will deliver up a completed
~gdom to the Father (I Cor. 15:28).  ‘

We. can plant a tree, and if it is cared for by those
who follow us, it will bear fiwit.  We can plant today,
knowing that there is sufficient, time, this side of the
final judgment, for it to mature. It could be cut down
in a war, as any good work can beat any time, but we ~

, know it will not for certati  be cut down in absolute
destruction during a Great Tribulation. That Tribula-
tion took place when Jerusalem fell to the Roman le-
gions’ in 70 A.D. (Luke ‘21:20-24). The work of any
godly man has a possibility of survival into the distant ‘
fbture.- The rate of growth need not be large under

such circumstances. Little by little, line upon line, his
capital investment can prosper year by year. His spir.-
itual  successors can see to its care and maintenance.
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~ Those who view God’s history as a giant scythe
which will cut down all the works of Christians .on
~e final day (or rapture) except for internal, %pirit-
ual” works, cannot plant cultural. seeds with the
same confidence, and therefore the same enthusi-
asm, as those who view themselves as future corpses
whose work is long-term capital that can survive. On
the day of judgment, the garden pro@ced  at last by
Christi~n dkcipline  and Christian capital will not
experience a silent spring. It will be a thing of
beauty, delivered’to  the Father by the Son as His ful-
~ment of the dominion covenant (Gen.  1:28).  His
people ,will share in His pride of workmanship. As
~is stew~rds,  they will have a part in its historical
fmitfhlness.  That fiwitfulness  will extend into the
New Heavens and the New Earth.

~ [The best introduction to an optimistic view of the,.
kture is David Chilton’s  book, Pardise Restored: A
$iblical  Z%e=rdogy  of Dominion, published by Recon-
struction  Press, P.0: “Box 7999, Tyler, TX 75711;
$14.95.] ~: :
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HOW MUCH TIME?

. .

“Aimhigh,a imcarefully,a ndshmtlong? ,

Itshould”be  obvious that asuitable  strategy foia
marathon qunner is considerably different from a
sprinter’s strategy. If you have 26 miles to cover,
your pace will bea lot-steadier, and you wilkbe  called
upon to maintain considerably greater reserves of
energy. The sprinter will. give a lot more  attention to
the grouch, the starting blocks, and the signal to
start. The distance runners do not even bother to
crouch; there are no starting -blo,cks;  and you never
see a false start by “those anticipating the starting
run. It is endurance, not speed out of the blocks, that
will determine the success of the ‘marathon runner.
The Hebrews were promised a kingdom land in

Canaan. Yet the promise took several centuries to
come true, from Abraham’s day to Joshua’s, and the
period of training involved years of captivity and
four decadesin  the wilderness. So while their advent
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@to ke. promised’ land’ was ‘a sharp discontinuity
from the point of view of the Canaanites of Joshua’s
day, from the point of view of the Hebrews,,  it was a
long+erm  process. The foundations had been laid
.~nveen  Abraham’s era and Joshua’s; the seemingly
rapid completion of the conquest was possible only
because of the centuries ,of theological, ecclesiastical,
and institutional investment that had preceded it.

The kind of institution a- person or a group builds
depends upon their estimation of me capital, skills,
~d time available to ‘them. If they are convinced
~at there is insufficient time to bring the project to
@ completion, then they have the architect redesign
the plans. Similarly, if they are convinced that the”
sktis  or the capital available are minimal, they will
design the “plans- accordingly. It is senseless to start
~onitruction  without estimating in advance the
likelihood of its being possible to bring the project to
completion (Luke 14:28-30).  Furthermore, if a per-
son” thinks the structure will be in’ service for 50
years,  he will use one set of construction materials. If
he ‘expects,it  to be in service for several centuries, he
id select a dtierent  quality of building materials.
; Does it make sense to criticize the short-rim
)mlder?  It depends. The British ii the early nine-
teenth century built the~ rails  with the best, most
expensive  steel avadable.  It consumed large quan-
~tities  of financial capital. Americans built their
kailroads  using cheaper materials that were only ex- .
petted to last a couple of decades. Meanwhile,
Itiemendous  gains were made in metallurgy, and by
~the. time the Am&-ican rails were worn out, they
!.
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could ‘be replaced with far better rails than the
British possessed, and at a fat lower expenditure of

‘- capital. Throughout the intervening years, the
~ builders had the extra capital to use for other pur-
poses. They “built cheap; and let technology come
up with the better product later on. The same th~g
has happened in’ our era with computer technology.
-It is not sensible to “buy ahead” when you buy a
computer; increased needs in the fiture should be
purchased in ,+e future, ,when prices will be far

lower  and performance will be greater.
But what about the long-run builder? Is he

fooiish?  It depends on whether or not we really have
a lot of time remainhig  to us — collectively, as a race; ,,
nationally; or geographically, where we are building
our structures. Maybe there were Canaanites who ‘
went to considerable expense just prior to the exodus
to build family estates that would last  500 years. Not

too smart, in retrospect; they were just increasing,
the capital value of the Hebrews’ property. If we ex-
pend huge quantities of long-term capital, and dis- ,
cover that it is blown away by short-term forces of

history, then we have wasted our capital. However,
if we blow away our. capital on short-run projects, ~‘

only to discover that we have run out of money a
long time before the end appears, then we have aiso
wasted our resources. It is imperative, then, that we
make accurate assessments concerning the time re-
maining to us.

It should be obvious that in the, twentieth  century,
very few Christian groups think that we have a lot-of
time remaining,  This has drastically influenced the
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k+ds of institutions Xey “have constructed, aqd are,
~ the process of constructing. (Why these gkoups
continue to encoura~ pension. fired: program?  and .
annuitiesfor  their pastors is a mystery, but they,  do.
Nfaybe-just  maybe-the. administrators of tie ~
~nds think -mey &m-- get access to the ministers’
money today, and iivoid  having  to pay off later,  in
the post-rapture ‘period. Of course, the’ fund maria-

~rs may de~ide  10 invest the finds ‘in terms of this
operating assumption, praying fervently that Christ’
r&urns  in glo’~ before “the do~ar  goes beI1y-up and.

‘-~ finds @ bankrupt. It is my contention that a
majoriiy  of pension  investors and annuity holders

li~ing way will learn to their dismay that time has
@n out for th~ dollar, not the dispensation.)

~ In mediev~  times, communities built cathedrals
“ ~at were expected to last for a thousand years, and
s@ne of them have. Generations of local contributors ‘

and craftsmen would add their money, goods, .or ser-
v;ces  to the long-run construction project. These
@ajestic  buildings are no doubt being used-today by
p~ople who do not hold dear the religious beliefs-held

, by the builders; which is the best argument against
what they did, but at the same time, these structures
~ttest  to the long-run vision they shared, their hope”
fpr’ the future, and their willingness to sacrifice p;es-
ent in~orne for the sake of the beauty which” many
generations after them would enjoy. If they’ built -

+eir cathedrals for narrowly ecclesiastical reasons-
d vision of the church and church worship =-then
they may have ei-red,  for the church in our day has
Abandoned  the kind of su@-naturalism..  that” the,.

., ,..
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builders revered. However, if they built in terms of a
broader-based kingdom ideal – an ideal encompass-
ing beauty, majesty, craftsmanship, and architec-
tural skill – then their efforts were not wasted. Of
course, it seems likely that they built for both
reasons, for the kingdom clearly encompasses the
church as an institution, so part of their desires have
been frustrated. But time fi-ustrates almost every
human vision to some extent, and theirs at least has

~ persevered in the realm. of aesthetics. Like the
builders of the ‘tabernacle,- or Solomon’s temple,
their efforts were later misused by evil meni but they
left a heritage nonetheless.

TRACTS ANDTRfiTISES  Is it preferable to spend
$10,000 on printing up a million tracts, or-is it better
to print up 7,500 books? Again, it ‘depends. The
tracts. will not survive the test of time. The gospel is
fiuthered  in a. particular era, assuming the tract is
actually distributed and read:  But the tract is short-
lived. Its effects will be brief, except insofar as those
converted by its message  go on to write more tracts,
or evangelize on a face-to-face basis. The prhiter  of
tracts knows that the results will be visible soon, or
not at all, for a tract is like a shooting star: bright, ~
possibly exciting;  but soon dimmed. - ‘

The book producer knows that hisbook  may stand
the test of time. It may survive and become the foun-

dation of a new movement, a new school of inte~
premtion,  the basis ofa new civilization. Certainlyj ~
Augustine’s writings became just that (William
Carrel Bark,, O~gins  of tie Medieual  World). So did ~ .,
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~quinad books, and Calvin’s. Would they have bet-
~’ spent their time ‘writing tracts aiorie?  Would  our
heritage have been greater? Few people would say so
~oday,  I suspect. One thinks  of Gregor  Mendel,.the
+bscure monastic, workh-ig with hii peas. NO one
$ead  his report on genetic variation when it was first
@blished over a century ago in an obscure scientific
journal, but his research became the basis of modern
genetics a generation later. Was he -wasting his time?
From what he could see when he died a century ago,
he might have been, but he would have been wrong.

Anyone who has looked at.the  library of a deceased
typiczil  pastor discovers very fast that the bulk of his
library is worthless. The books on pastoral counsel-
ing, on preaching, on psychology, on church ,man-
agement,  even on historical topics, are all too often
@d-rate  studies by fourth-rate writers. Their books
did no better than a tract, possibly not as well. If the
pastor happened to be a theological liberal, and if he
collected his books from 1900 to 1930, there may not
be a single volume that anyone, liberal or conser-
vative, would read today, except as an historical
curiosity. Twentieth-century fundamentalism has
done far better witi  its tracts than its books; its tracts
gather  converts?  but its books gather dust.
,, One reason for this is the time perspective of
modern  Christianity,. If the end is near, the
evangelist seeks the %iggest  bang for. the short-term
buck.” He seeks visible converts, filled pews, and an
,army of tract-passers. While everyone acknowledges
that “Explo-72”  (or some other crash-progiam  in
mass evangelism) is little more than a faded memory

I ,. ,.
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in the minds of ,most American Christians a’ decade
later, and was never even noticed by the vast majority ,
of American pagans in 1972, there is always hope
that next year’s carnpaign,will  gain that last convert,
after which Christ will return, either in judgment or
secretly, before the Tribulation. The kingdom is ,not
seen as a growing, transforming civilization,, into
which many -are pressing to enter, but as, a kind of
theological” spaceship, into which the remnant is
pressing in order to escape some terrible cataclysm.
When the last passenger is on board, it will be time
for the big blast-off, leaving the world behind. The
kingdom as spaceship, like the kingdom as island, or
the kingdom as ‘fortress, is a negative ‘conception of
the kingdom– a place of refuge, not a civilization for
conques t .

CONCLUSION We do not know for certain when
the end will come. We must be like long-distance
runners who conserve their strength because they
are never quite certain until the very end where the ‘
finish line is. Yet we must acknowledge that we may
not slack off, for our energy is to be conserved for
that final ‘Mck%. that carries us across the finish line
in the lead. We dare not get too far behind. We must
not plan for a victory sometime in the distant fut~re,
and.then  neglect the hard realities of keeping up the
pace in the present. We need tracts to go with our
,treatises,  and converts for continuity.
The sprinters of the theologic~  world have left
very little as an inheritance. Those who have planned .
to ‘evangelize Africa in a generation,” or ‘win the
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youth of the nation by 1976,” or whatever, have pur-  ..”
sued a demonic goal — demonic because it sidetracks
the construction of long-term. Christian projects in
favor of short-term, unrealizable, and very expen-
sive c~paigns  that are, of necessit y, concerned only
with the surface of Christian faith and Christian CUI-  .
ture. Better to plan for a long-term program to sul5-
due the whole earth, generation.by ~neration;  than
tQ squander our capital in a short-term sprint to save

‘. a remnant and then leave the world to the devil. Aim
high, aim carefully, and shoot long. Time is on our
side because God controls time and has given to His
~eople  all the time they need to carry out the terms
of the dominion covenant. It will take time for our
capital to become totally productive, like the or-
chard. Maybe that is one reason why God forbids us

to eat the produce of the orchard until its fifth year
(Lev. 19:23-25):  a reminder that we have plenty of -

time left to enjoy the fiwit of our labor. Therefore,
get to work planting, today.
,,.
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THE LONG, LONG HAUL

“Two steps forwanl and one step back is a
perfectly reasonable strategy, if you think you
have time on your side:

One of the strange anomalies of mode,rn  social
and political life is the sharp contrast between what
conservatives believe and what they actually do, and
an analogous contrast between what revolutionaries

say they believe and what they actually do. Both
sides are inconsistent, and these inconsistencies go a
long “way to explain why the radicals have been so
successful, and the conservative’s have not.

I Consider the radicals’ view of reality. Following
“Marx, they believe that the institutions of modern
life are corrupt. The corrupt environment of man-
kind is what” lies at the root of injustice in social
affairs. By reconstructing man’s environment, they
believe, they can produce, a fundamental alteration
in the nature of man. All radicals share some version
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Of atvironmentd  d@enninism.
~ Marx, however, went ftier  than’ this. He.argued
~at s’bcial and political institutions are so corrupt
,~at a revolution is needed to remove the influence of
+e ruling class. “Revolutions are the locomotives of
history:  he wrote. The history of man has been the
history’ of class struggles, he declared in the eakly
section  of the Comrnuntit  Man@to.  Revolution c’an-
not be avoided. (He made two totally inconsistent
and pragmatic exceptions: England and Russia.)
Marx held to a religion of revolution. Historical

‘change that is significant must be dticontinuous.
Significant social, economic, religious, and political
khange  must be rapid, all-encompassing, and class-
directed. Slow, organic change is not significant;
pnly discontinuous breaks in the contirmit  y of
history ‘are socially important’ in the processes of
h i s t o r y .

This same philosophy was basic to the radicals of
the French Revolution. It was against such a view of
life that Edmund Burke wrote his classic book,
R$ections in the Revolution in,France,  which he wrote in
~1790,  the year following -the opening shots of the
French Revolution. His argument ran as fOllOwS.  All
!meaningful  social  change is cumulative, the product
tof organic development. Society is an organic whole,
~witb slow, steady development of its constituent
!parts.’  No revolutionary regime can maintain per-
konal,  local, and traditional relationships within a
society. Any attempt to upset these relationships by
force will lead to a rupture “of society. Only terror,
oppression, and ‘the centr~ization  of the’ State can

. . ‘.~:’ -. .“$,. ,
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impose a revolutionary break on society, apart from .
war. He predicted the terror  of the French Revolu-
tion several years before it was visible to the West.

Burke’s essay b e c a m e  t h e  t o u c h s t o n e  o f
nineteenth-century conservative social philosophy. A
commitment to tradition, organic change, and
steady progress was, the conservatives’ alternative to
bloody revolution. Only organic change, Burke
maintained, protects human freedom from the
grasping reach of the revolutionary State. Only tie
intermediary institutions — famil y, church, guild,
etc. —can protect a man from the growing power of
the State. When all men are defined strictly’ as
citizens — when d men are told that the only
membership worth  having -is their membership in
the State – the State will become tyrannical. There is
no salvation, personal or collective, by politics. This
was Burke’s conservative philosophy.

RIVAL PROGRAMS If you were to read Marx and
Burke, you, might imagine that Marx’s intellectual
heirs would have given up the fight long ago. Where’
is the promised proletarian revolution? Marx wrote
to Engels in 1858 that he feared that ,the revolution
might come before he had time to finish his book,
Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, which
was published in 1859. Not only did the proletarian
revolution not comein  1858, we are still waiting for
its ,arrival.

Do the Communists still propagandize? More
than ever. Do they still map out long-range
strategies for victory? They do. Are the Soviets .
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hevoting  $hge budgets to milit~ spending; inorder
@ butpace  ‘th~”  West’sxnilitary  machine?”’ They are.
Why do they-do it? Shouldn’t revolutionaries abhor
he long-term, steady, seemingly ieldless  ;task  of
building a revolution?- -Shouldn’t they forget  the
@@le thing and go home? Isn’t it futile..to  devote a
~fetimej”  or severid  generations, to the task. of pro-

qucing one overnight traiyiformation  of socie~
through revolution? In-short, why is it that the Com-

~, hunists.  are so’ dedicated to the discipline of. con-.i.. . . tmuity,  when their faith rests on _hn ultimate discon-
tinuity? ~

i On the-other hand; what about the conservatives,
~hich includes most of the ,evangelical  churches?

What is their program geared to? Generally, the con-
servatives hope and ,pray for a miracle, u~ally a’
-politiczd  miracle, and since mii-acles  are in short sup-
ply ihese days, a national politiqd  miracle. This

“ means electing a President of the United States. It is
somewhat different in parliamentary systems, since
the Prime Minister holds his office because his party
has ‘a majority in the parliament. He is there because
numerous local elections have put representz+tives  of
his party into office. But in’ the United States, ihe

President may be (and often has been) a lone fi@re.
The House and Senate can be controlled by a rival
politic~  party. So the main office can be captured by
one campaign — a campaign whose resources have
been devote,d  to electing one man to oflice,  and not
necessarily his party. (The Presidential campaign of
1972 was the archetype of such an election; when,

- Nixon siphoned off millions of dollars of Republican

,. ..,’ , .1 . - ’ ”
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Party funds to assure his re-election~  thereby
depleting the funds’remaining  for House and Senate
campaigns.)

So the conservatives, who-believe in continuity,
pray for discontinuous events: Presidential or

parliamentary victories every few years. In between,
they return to their normal pursuits: family life,
business, education, etc. The humanistic liberals,
believe in salvation by politics, and they devote large
quantities of their time, money, and energy to this
end. The conservatives specifically do not affirm a
faith in kdvation  by ,politics,  so they tend to be less
devoted to the cause of politics. This has produced ,-
the anomaly: liberals working for years to achieve a
‘smashing political victory across the boards, and
conservatives working sporadically, hoping for an
occasional figurehead victory. The liberals staff the
bureaucracies and the’ appointed positions, even
when a conservative wins the top office. The liberals
have - the experience and the dedication to politics;
. they have the expertise to gain the offices’ staff posi-
tions. Conservatives lack the trained, dedicated
troops to carry through on an occasional political
victory, from grass roots to stafl  positions at the top.

.When conservatives gain a victory, they go home.
They think they have done ~e~ duty for the year, or
even for the next four yeaqs. They turn away, from
politics, not having a great deal of faith in’ politics.
The liberals never stop pushing, subverting, o,F “
infiltrating. They never go home. Conservatives,
because they often have the support of..the mass of
actual voters on many issues, are capable of electing

, .,
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men through the use of, sophisticated direct-mail-
techniques, but their victory ends the night the polls
are. closed and the ballots are counted. They can
elect  men, but they have not demonstrated any abil@ ,
to lead. They have not followed through. Their ability
is limited to the day of the election, not the crucially
important ability of staffing the positions and carry-
‘ing through a legislative pTogram.
~ In other words; if victory does not come in politics
as a result of one act of wil~ the conservatives aren’t
that interested in getting involved. Their faith is not
in politics, so the extent of their vision is limited by a
‘single electoral victory. They preach continuity, but
they act in terms of discontinuity; The liberals and
radicals preach discontinuity y, and act in terms of
continuity. The liberals have won.

THE LOGIC OF CONTINUITY “For which of you,
intending to build a-tower, sitieth not down first, and
;counteth the cost, whether he have sufficient to finish
it?”  (Luke 14:28),.  We have to face the reahty of the
costs.  We believe in the continuity of work, yet we
~dso.  believe that God,intervenes  in the lives and
~affairs  of men. We. believe in biblical law, but we also
believe in miracles. How,ever, UJt are responsible for
implementing the law; God is responsible for the

I miracles. ‘
The proper strategy for Christian reconstruction

~is long-term discipline @ eve’ry area of responsible
action.  We dig in early and. steadily expand  our area
iof influence; Where a person’s heart  is, there he will
~adopt  a philosophy of cohtirwtly..  The f~er working

,. r
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his soil, the businessman developing a market, an
inventor developing a working model: here are ex-
amples of continuity. Since Christians are called into
God’s service, they must adopt a program of ,con-
tinuity in their primary area of service.

The shortening of ‘men’s time horizons as a result
of both premillennialism and amillennialism  has
contributed to a decline in competence among Chris-
tian workers and: an increase in reltince tipon  the
miraculoti.  If men do not believe that they have a~life-
time to develop their skills and’ capital, let alone to
pass down both skills and capital to later genera-
tions,  the must become dependent upon God’s

r’miracles to advance their causes. As meni ~irm
horizons shrink, their quest  for ‘lhe big pa~,-of’  increa+es,
since only through such a discontinuity can they ex-
pect to advance themselves significantly, in a brief
period of time. The man who has time can ex-
perience steady but slow increases in his capital–
however he measures his assets. The man who does
not have time cannot afford the luxury of continuity.

. .
COVENANTS AND TI,ME To count the costs, you
must b’e able to estimate time. Time is a significant
factor in assessing true cost. Tiy to get a home built
in half the time; it costs more money. The same is
true of almost any investment. “The shorter the pay-
out period, the higher the risk involved. short
deliveiy  time schedules cost more.

When men covenant with an eternal God, they
,rnyst have some idea of what He expects them to ac-
cornplish~in time and on earth. They must estimate

. . ,’
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tlke  kind of time horizon God has in mind- for His
covenanted community, including tie  sons and

, daughters of today’s faithful remnant. The coo~ant
“stretches across generatwns.  This is what, gives signifi-
cance to little  trium@s;  they can accumulate over
time to produce exten+iue  results. The compounding
effect requires. time>  but if you have enough time —
and if your time horizon encompasses all the time
you have - then you do not, need large percentage in-
creases each year in order  to achieve your goals. A
little each year goes  a long way, if you have enough
time., .,

The rad~cals  have grasped this. Marx was con-
vinced that there was a march of progress over time,
that the proletarians would. inevitably win, and
therefore it is-worth sacrificing a, lifetime to produce
+e pamphlets and, books that would strengthen the
~roletariat  over. its long-term struggles. Marx had a
yision of history which stretched back to the hypo-
~etical ancient communist agricultural corn-,
.qmnities.  Tiie was important to him — he thought
the timetable for revolution was much shorter than it
~as — but time was not a threat to him. He could set-
tle” for minor victories. So could Lenin. Two steps for-
~rd and one stip bak is a perfectly reasonable
strategy, if you th~ you have time on your side..
The conservatives have adopted a philosophy of

~ontinulty in some areas of their lives — family,
business, church growth, etc. –but not in political
tiairs.  As they lose faith in time, their commitment
to continuity will be reduced in’ whatever areas of ul-
~ir@e concern that they have. Until they become

,’
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convinced that time is on the side of righteousness,
they will remain ineffective politicians, and they will
become less effective in those areas of life that they
are willing to sacrifice for over the long haul.
Divorce and business bankruptcies will increase as
rnen;s time horizons decrease. Men wi~l  not “stick it
out” for the long haul. .,

CONCLUSION Victory is not to the swift, but to ‘
those who recognize that they are in a very long-
distance marathon race: Who will ‘go- the distance”?
Those who see that time is on their side, because
they are covenantally  subordinate to the God who
controls time. They can have a valid faith in pro-

grams of continuity, leaving the miracles to God.
Because they have time, and a strategy geared to
time, they. become less dependent on. miracles and
more dependent on biblical law..  This is what Christ-
ian maturity is all about. It is what Christian recon-
struction is all about. It is what victory is all about.
.:. .,
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~ “Frustration is basic to reconstruction” .

,
For who bath desptied  the day of small things?I

‘(Ze*.  4:10a) ‘.
I

.-

~ One Of the diflicult  ~ings to imagme  ii a ~odern
proponent  of polifical  liberalkm  standwg  up, ,to pass “
he hat for some local social act’ion project. What he
~will  attempt to do is to create a grass-roots pressure
Igroup to promote the financing of the pdticular

. ~roject  with lot@ taxpayer  funds, or better yet,
through Federal grants. The political liberal’s, idea of”
social action is action to increase. ‘tie, power of @e
~State  over lodal affairs. ‘ ~

The political liberal wants to achieve hik. goals
@rough  political action. His religion is ,jhe religion

‘ ~of politics. He is skdled  at gaining favors by the-State
‘for pet projects: His answers for almost every prob:  ~~

,,,,
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lem are political: pass a law, enforce a law, get a
grant. He enjoys politics. He sees politics as the ten-~
tral activity of a civilization. The State is the central
institution.

The political conservative tends to regard politics
as simply one activity among many, and the State as
one institution among many. His interest in politics
is diluted, unless he is a professional whose calling is
politics. The strength of the conservative movement
lies outside of politics, unlike the strength of political
liberalism.

When someihing needs to be done, the conser-
vative tends to ask h~mself, “How can it be done at a
profit?” A second. question is: ‘How can it be done.on
a tax-deductible basis?” The third question used to
be: ‘C,an it be done locally?” The fact that the third
question is not usually asked by conservatives today
indicates the extent to which conservatism has been
influenced by the reigning political errors of the day.

This leads me to the topic of this chapter, namely,
the advantages and weaknesses of the non-statist ap-
proach to social problems. If we reject the premise of
the statist, then we should have confidence in non-
statists approaches to problems. But to overcome the
statist ideology of our age, we have to be confident in
our ability to succeed without appealing to the S@te:

RUFJNING  L~~ Herbert Titus,, teaches law at
CBN University in Virginia Beach, Virginia. This is
Pat Roberpon’s  school: Christian, conservative, and
privately supported. In the Vietnam war period,
Titus was a radical, professor’ at the University of



“+@n.-:He  usedto;.~lp’”students  obtain@af~
d~fer~gts,as’,we~  gs oppose  the warin o~er’yays.

,.

,He.poticed  only years  “latenthat  almost  no~~ eveq
offered to pay him for his ;ishtance.  It was as~ume.d

b~’raciical  sttidents:.that  such -assistance was ,a free,.
.-d “.g@:;@a*,  It’ wps’.+rne~ow  owed to the bene,  ,cmry.

~h~ IS the typical mind-set of-the political hbpml:
‘ The same .phenirnenon  affects  the bulk bf the‘“l “ - . , .

s~lahst-interventio~kt mcivement.s.  of: our”. i time.
WA the “notable exception of the Communi+, @
~ef~ has been generally unwilling to self=fipance-~
t.lpeirpro~ams  in thii  cemtxwy.  -They much pn+fer to
~t ,tie  State to finance them. Thishas  been done,

- t@; ., the ~~sefiative  rally”mg  cry, Te-fhnd  the
I+eft~  is vidid..  -Ideol.ogidly  radical organizations
~ve for’ years been’granted  millions of dollars, from
F@med Parenthood to the Legal Services Cofiora-
tion.

,, .

~... But at some point,,  ,tiis  dependence on the State
backfires. Sources  ‘of private “funding dry up, since
ebmyone knows that the State is writing the checks.
l?or instance, the Left has’ not developed imccessful
direct-mail campaigns or mailing ljsts,  unlike the
c@sematives.  When public opinion finally turns
Against the religion ‘of secular humanism, and voters
start cutting off the funds,” these organizations will
lose access to perpetual funding. When the fiat

monetary unit finally goes the way of a,~ flesh, what
will- they use to pay their employees? The govern-
ment supplies the money, but the money it supplies
is Federal money. What happens if Federal money
becomes worthless? :
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Non-statist movements start small and poor. They
are decentralized. They must compete for the finan-
cial support of a limited number of donors. Most
“donors are on several mailing lists, and many ideolog-
ically conservative groups appeal  to them for funding.
They have to pick and choose among a large number
of. ideologically compatible organizations. ~

This competition tends to keep the conservative
and religious groups lean. They cannot afford much
waste. If they get fat, a downturn in the economy
,can cause, a crisis. Thus, these groups learn to sur-

‘ vive in a competitive market. This trains them in the
realities of communication; if they have no message,,
no packaging, ” no mailing list, and no disthctive
program, they are unlikely to survive, jet alone pros-
per. This keeps them sharp. It keeps them relevant.
There is a price to pay for ihese  benefits: uncertainty.

‘Nothing is guaranteed. There is always the threat of
disaster looming ahead. The fund appeals may take
‘on a tone of desperation, of continual crisis. People
who give money in response to such appeals, and
only such appealsl  are not the kind of people who
make effective long-term associates or backers. The
organization which attracts and keeps such donors is
hard-pressed ever to admit success. If it does, it risks
l o w e r  i n c o m e .

Small religious and conservative organizations are
for years confined to ,a state of total dependence on
volunthry contributions. They” struggle just to stay
alive. - They come and go. They frequently do not
survive the’ death of the founders. But they leave
behind a 7egacy  OJ dissent, and this legacy eventuq.lly
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rn~es itself felt when the bankruptcy of the qxisting
establishment becomes obvious, when the -State can
no longer supply the vote-getting special privileges
and funds.

. . .

The despair which sets in after years of frustrating
losses is natural. It must be resisted. Frustration is
bask to recotitrtiction.  The seeming imperviousness of
he existing social and political order is overwhehn-”
ing at times. But Gandhi’s experience in India
~hould remind us that a lifetime of seeming futility
yas rewarded with success, at least in the sense that
Gandhi achieved his stated political goal, rlamely,  ,
independence from Britain. He ran very lean’. Actu-
ally, he walked very lean. His march to the sea, his
two fasts almost unto death, and his- other public
relations  coups  made him a formidable opponent of ‘
‘the entrenched ruling class.

IVOLUNTARISM  The strength of the non-statist
groups, above all, is the commitment of the~ sup-
porters to the cause. These people are willing to take
their hard-earned money, and send it to a ministry
khey approve of. ‘This is not characteristic of their
‘opposition. They’ have md resems-  reserves of
dedication, commitment, and the habit of regulaT
financial sacrifice. The supporters are willing to take
a staid. More than this: they are willing to finance a
;stand. ,

~ “These groups stay small. They get their message
‘out “by’ hook or crook,n  but seldom with support
from the established intellectual ~d religious.
opinibn-rnakers. But the real opinion-makers are not

I .,
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those who are most visible at the end of a civiliza-
tion. They are the people who are hidden in the
historical, shadows, working patiently until the day
comes when a cultural crisis creates demand for new
opinions.
Look,at  any urbtin public’(government)  school. It

is bigger than any Christian school you have ever
seen. A typical public high school has m~re students
than any Christian high school in the country. But
these schools, for all their bricks and mortar and
football teams, are dying. Those inside are getting
substandard, educations. Yet’ it is. tax-supported
education, above all, which is the center of hopes,
dreams; and schemes of the priests of humanism. T/u
publti  s&ol is humanism~  establtihed  church, and its iniu-
ence  isfaditigfat.  State boards of education are literally
panicking at the threat offered to them by home
scho,ols  and small Christian schools. They have good’
reason to panic. In a century, tax-supported educa-
tion may well be a relic of the past, swept away by the
forces of voluntarism.  What will the broken bricks -

and loosened mortar be worth then? \
Defenders of the principle of voluntarism  are

going through a kind of wilderness experience today.
This is the cost of abandoning the fleshpots of Egypt.
No more leeks, onions, garlic, and Federal hand-
outs. Perhaps no more tax exemption, as the warfare
escalates. Perhaps even a bit of persecution. But the
early church received no tax exemptions. -Luther did
not train future Lutheran ministers by means  of
vouchers for seminary education issued by the
.Vatican,  either. The lack of such support slows down
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t e development of a movement in its early stages,
when it is learning to cope with the realities of life,
but sparse  beginnings enable it to deal with @owth
and success later on, when its principles beco’me
&ore widely accepted.

,-
GRASS-ROOTS ORGANIZATIONS “Organizations”:
The word is plural, not singul~. The idea of
establishing a single grass-roots organization is pre-
posterous.  It would be mowed down by the wide-
blade power mowers of the opposition as soon as its
sprouts were detected. Multiple  organizations, on
the other hand, can affect changes in many places,
especially out of the way places where the opposition .
does not have its wide-blade mowers available.

Men try out dflerent  types of grass in different en-
vironments. In one place it may be Bermuda grass (or
Bahamas grass, or even Switzerland grass). In others
it may be plain old crab grass. What it must not be k -
unwatered, unfertilized “grass  that will wither when . .
+e mid-day sun hits it.”,That  is ‘the grass which hu- ‘
manists have planted, and as the State’s restraints on,
fkedom squeeze productivity out of the legal,,’ visible
markets,’ the end of cheap Federal fertilizers and cheap
water will lead to q enti-ge  in ownership of the ,field.  ‘

j Wnat we have is exactly what we need: alttiative
@.n ieeds~  hidden horn view in minor and seemingly ,.
insignificant fiefds.  We are steadily riising  up new,
non-hybrid “seedsn that will survive the competition” of .
new blights and new envirotients.  The hybrid seed
used by the State, produces a ,lush lawn, but only ~,
under  limited environmentzd  conditions and only by

,. , -.:,, ,. ,.
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continually returning to the monopolistic hybrid
seed sellers. It is not a resilient variety of grass.

Grass-roots cwganizations are all around us; Not
one; many. They may co-operate with others for
limited ends, but they have their own timetables,
resources, and goals. They are competitive. Not all
will survive; ‘some will. Those that do survive will
replace the existing structures of society, all over the
world. Humanism is a worldwide phenomenon; it
will collapse as a worldwide phenomenon, to be re-
placed by numerous biblical-cultural alternatives. :

CONCLUSlON  The apparent.’ ineffectiveness of
small, underfunded ideologic~  or religious organiza-
tions is deceptive. All long-term social change comes
horn the successful efforts of one or another struggling
organization to. capture ihe minds of a hard core of
futuie  leaders,. as well as the respect of a wider
population. There is no other way to change a society.
The hope of stepping into power overnight witl-qmt
@anhing is naive, let alone the hope of gettirig
financial support fkom the existing leadership.

me Hebrews of Joshua’s generation wandered in
the wilderness for 40 yea-s until fieir’  paqmts died.
They had to prepare themselves mentally and organi-

zatiomilly for the battle to come. They certainly did not
bother to cburt the” favoi of the Hrig  ofJericho, nor did
they tiorry too much that the Levites  had not graduated
fi-om fidly accredited Bd Theologian Seminary. If we
only recognized our wilderness condition for what it is,
we might not continue to make the mistakes in strategy
that the Hebrews of Joshua’s day didn’t ri-mke.,.
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is. . . th~’ steady, thoughtful, informed predenta-
~ tion of a biblical, vision of victory will even~ually
~ produce conve@Y ,,

~ . This book is bofi”  educational a,nd motivation~.,  If
~you  have agreed with its overall perspetti~kj  then
~you,  owe it to yourself, your fellow Christians, the
~world around you, and most of all” to G@ to, begh
Ito rethink your theology. You have an obligation to
determine for yours~f  whether or not you are
responsible to begin a personal program of Christian
Irecons@ct  ion, beginning with youi own daily
~~ffajrs,,,  and continuing for the rest of yourliie.  And
If you have this responsibility, then other Christians
~have it, too. Will you help them to come to grips
/with  this responsibility by telling them what you
~have learned? Will you help to encourage  your
;fellow  +urch members to step forth and @e a stringl
for the crown rights of King Jesus?

,-,
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Where should you begin? With the Bible. Sit
down and begin a.systematic  study of the Bible,
“from Genesis to Revelation. Get one or two modern
translations to help you understand what the Bible
requires. Ask yourself, over and over, verse. by,verse:
‘What does  this mean, tid how does it apply to to-
days society?” Tfy to make sense out of God’s word.
This may require the purchase of- Bible commen-
taries and other study guides, but it must be done.
Little people have to do it. Then begin to share your
thoughts tentatively. See .if others are interested in
finding out what God’s word requires for every area
of life. Maybe you should set up a study group.
Maybe your church would be willing to co-operate.

‘ (Then again, maybe not.) If you can get more than
one person involved, you begin to ~ make use of the
intellectual division of labor.
‘Start subscribing to newsletters that explain some

of these biblical passages in the light of today’s
world. I am not referring to prophecy. I am referring
to bi~lical  law. Read my introductory book; Uncondi-
tional  Suwender: God% Program for VictoV (2nd ed.;

I Tyler, Texas: Geneva Divinity School Press, 1983:
$9.95). Read, R. J. Rushdoony’s Institutes  of Biblical
Law (P. O. Box 817., Phillipsburg, New Jersey: Pres-
byterian and Reformed Publishing Company $24).
Subscribe to all of the following newsletter” and
newspaper services: ,’ ‘

Institute for Christian Geneva Divinity
E c o n o m i c s School
P. O. BOX 8 0 0 0 708 Hamvasy Ln.
Tyler, TX 75711 ‘ T y l e r ,  T X  7 5 7 0 1
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: Chalcedcm  Report Christian News
“ P. O. BOX 158 P. O. Box 168

Vallecito,  CA 95251 New Haven, MO 63068

You will at first  encounter a wall of resistance.
Count on it. But the steady, thoughtful, informed
presentation of a biblical vision of victorywill  even-
tually, produce converts. Others will begin to see
some of the implications of what you are talking
about. You will experience success, but not if yoti  sit
on your hands and. do nothing.

If nothing else, buy spare copies of this book and
begin to lend them out. Lend them out with a @c~c
time limit, preferably a week or two. Ask the other
person to report back and tell you what he thinks
about it. Get together’ to discuss it. He may have in-
sights that you missed. But the important thing is to
see if the message in this book strikes a responsive
chord in the heart ofianother  person. If it does, you
have become the first two members of a Christian
Reconstruction Bible study group.

Bible lectures are informative, but a true discussion
group should probably not be larger. than three pee-
pie. Three  people can really discuss in detail. Also,
the presence of a third person tends to reduce  the
likelihood of intense discussions (idso  known as
hhouting matches) between two members.

Your goal is to begin a ,group.  Each member
‘should do his best to recruit two people for a new
group. Thus, each member ideally spends one hour
per week with the group which first recruited him;”
,and  one hour with the group he recruited. A Chris-
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tian Reconstruction Bible study is not to become any
sort of- initiatory secret society. But a tightly knit,
highly personal, three-person group is just a good
way to spread the message.

These meetings will not eat up a person’s tim’e,
because members agree in advance never to con- ~
tinue the meetings beyond one hour. This allows
each member (along with spouses and other affected
persons) to plan his day in terms of a predictable
schedule for Bible discussions. If people indulge
themselves and spend additional hours in unplanned

“ discussions, someone will grow resentfhl:  members
of the group, spouses, children of’ participants, or
others who are in some way dependent on the, par-

ticipants.  Warning: Christian Reconstruction Bible
studies already have enough people upset  at the
basic idea of broad Christian responsibility; there is
no use in creating additional resentment.

Each discussion group member, after about six
months?  should begin recruiting his own group.
,Take what you have learned over half a year ofstudy
and begin to teach others.’ Get the division of labor
going. Don’t rush into a leadership position until you
are fairly confident that you will not embarrass your- -

self or the word of God. But don’t hesitate forever,
searching for perfection. Start small. Despise not the
day of small beginnings.

It maybe that you are not ready to begin adiscus-
sion group, Maybe you just don’t have the t~me  to
read more newsletters. Maybe B’ible reading is a
chore for you. Perhaps you are just too busy making
a living or whatever to devote time to a consideration
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pf your res~nsibilities before God.
~ If so, please do yourself a’favor.  Dodt thr6w @
book away. Put it on the shelf and keep it in t$e back
of your mind. When the-crisis comes, get it ;off the
@,elf and reread it. -- ~ :,
~ “Whaterisis?~  you may ask. The one which idways
~mes to those who know what they are required by
P to do, but re@se to do it. “Therefo~  to @n that
knoweth  to do good, and doeth it not, tohirn  i! is sin”
~Jarnes 4:17).  You have been. warned about your
~omprehensive  responsibilities. There ~ is no going
bade. For all eternity, there. is no going back.
~hether  you are required to start a study group is’
not the question. What is relevant is the question of
your efforts to redeem the time – literally, to buy it
back. What’ is relevant is for you to, begi.h your
~ffor,ts  at bringing your portion of the ‘world under,
We visible sovereignty of bibfic~  law. ,
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GLOSSARY

Some of the “terminology presented in this book
may be unfamiliar to many people. A brief gloisa~
showing how I am using the words “may be helpful.

CHRISTIAN RECONSTRUCTION .’ A recently articu-
lated philosophy which argues that it is the moral
obligation of Christians to recapture’ every institu-
tion for Jesus Christ.’ It proclaims .“the crown rights, ~
of King Jesus.” The means by which this task might
beaccomplished  –a few CR’s a~e not convinced that
it can be — is biblical law. This is the “tool of domin-

. ion.” We have been assigned a dominion covenant-a
God-given assignment to men to conquer in His
name (Gen. 1:28; 9:1-7).  The founders of the move-~
ment have combined four basic Christian beliefs. into
one overarching system: 1) biblical law, 2) optimistic
eschatology,  3) predestination (providence), and. 4)

presuppositional  apologetics  (philosophical defense
of the faith). Not all CR’s hold all ,four positions, but

‘,
.,,,

.,
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‘ the founders have held all four. The first ~persw  who
~utthis system together publicly was. ~ousas  John

I@shdoony.  He was my mentor  during the 1960’s,
and -while I was working on the” speci.tic  held of eco-
‘ nomic+,  lie was developing the overall framework.”
The first comprehensive introdticticm  to the @mis-
t~an Reconstruction position was Rush+oony’s l%
@titutes  of Biblical Law (Craig Press; 1973), inwhich
three of my appendices appear. The easiest introduc-
&on to the position,is  my book  Unconditional SuY-
i~der:  God% Progr;m for- Victory (2nd ed., Geneva
Divinity School Press, 1983).

,.
1

~OOYEW*RDtAtilSM A philosophy pioneered by
+e,,  Dutch Calvhist legal philosopher, Herman
Dooyeweerd  (DOUGH-yeh+ehrd), i? t h e  mi~-’
twentieth centq-y.  His ,major work. is A New Crit@e
o~ Theoretical Thought. He ar~ed with $on.iiderabIe
erudition ‘(and appalling verbiage) ~at. there is no
neutrality ‘in any philosophical system. All philoso-
~hies and outlooks rely on” what he’ called pre-
theoretual  assumptions about man, nature, law, and
God.’ His shorter book, In the Twilight of Westirn
l“%ought,  presents a 3~part  outline of Western philos-
ophy. He categorically “rejected the idea ,that  biblical
revelation can provide either ihe categories of philos-
ophy or the content of Christian philosophy. His sys-
tem therefbre  lends” “itself to various ‘common
“~otind”  appeals to the universally log@l’  mihd of,
rnan~ Many of MIS ,younger  followers have turned to
some variation of Socialism, most commonly medi-
eviil guild socialism, as m answer to the perceived

.i
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evils of humanistic Communism and humanistic
capitalism. The movement centers in a large home
in Toronto, Canada, which was made a graduate
studies center in the mid-1960’s.  The influence of this
movement peaked, 1965-75.

\
ESCHATOLOGY Tie dbctrine of “the last things.”

“It refers to the’ second (or ~ird) coming of Jesus
Christ. There are three major schools of eschatol-
ogy:  premillennialism, amillennialism, -and postmil-
lennialism. The “pre,”  “a;  and “post” refer to the tinw
‘ing of Christ?s return in relation to the millennium,
an age of Christian victory.. .

The @rnillennialist  believes that Jesus wti
return in person to set up an earthly kingdom a
thousand years  before the final judgment. Thus,
Christ comes @rnillennially – before the millennium.
A major dispute has. divided premillennialists for 160
years: tie question of a period, if any, betfveen
Christ’? return to “gather His saints in the ‘a~ to
transform them into perfect betigs,  and their return
to earth with him to iule~ Pw-tribulation  dispensa-
tionalkts  say there will be a seven-year interlude,
durin~ which the Great ‘Tribulation will come upon
the earth, especially on a rebuilt national Israel in
Palestine; Post-tribulation dispensationalists say that
the seven-year Tribulation comes before Christ’s
premillennial return to gather the saints. The chiurch
will ago through the rneat-grinder,n  in other words.
There has been a revival of post-tribulation dispen-

‘ nationalism since about 1973.; HGtoric  premillen-
nialism, represented best in our era by George Eldon
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~addi  is post-tribulationist,  but argues ,@t thpre  are
)mly two dispensations, Old and New. ~is was the
~ornmon premillennial view from the early churh
pntil  the 1820’s. ,;

~ me amillennizilist ar@es that the niillerq+ium is
totally  spiritual in nature,  not external, ~d refers to
~e church age.  Thus, there~fl  neverbe  am~arthly
~victory  fm Christians before the retti  ‘of Jesus at:
be ,final jud&nent.  The Dutch Calvinist:.trz@tion,
@e ~utherim  tradition, ‘and the Roman ~atholic
~tradition  -“ all amillennial  in’ outlook.~

The postmillennialist ~es that Jegus W* come”
;bl final judiynent  a#er a long era. of-*-peace
~~at  is the product of the universal ‘d@nafion of
Christians  and-Christian institutions across the face,
‘of the earth. John Calvin was usually “postz”  but
~sometimes “a. ” Historically, the Puritdns’ were the
!most  influential postmillennialists, especi~y the
New England Puritans of the first  generation,
~1630-60. Jonathan Edwards was also postm@nnial,
p.s were many of hk followers. There  was a’ strong
‘postmillennial undercur~nt  during tie yews pre-
ceding the American Revolution.” Th},  Pr~s,byter-
~ians, North and South, were postmwennral-@e
‘southern church until the South lost *e Civil War
!(Wa\ Between the States) in 1865; ‘the Npthern
,@urch right up until the First World war: Human-
ists  in the chur’~es  secularized the postmiller@ial  vi-
~sion,.from  1830 onward, and ever since the.era.of  the
$30ci4  Gospel (1870’s),  fundamentalists have asserted
Kpeatedly  that postmillennialism means dieqlogical
liberalism. But it..wasn’t  liberal befo~  the A@ninian

. . i j,, +,, 1 , . . . . . .. . . . . . . “t ?-I I.” ““’”  .’
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revivalists and then the Unitarians reworked its
framework to conform with newer theological trends
in the United States. ”

The Christian Reconstruction movement has
been developed prirqarily by postmillennialists since
the late 1960’s, but many of the premises of the’ CR
position have been enthusiastically adopted by.
premillennialists. A handful of Dutch amillennialists
believe in the pfinciple  of Christian Reconstruction;
they just don’t believe we can ever pull it off before
the day of judgment.

FUNDAMENTALISM The word was first used by a
liberal critic, Harry Emerson Fosdick, in the early
1920’s. He was referring to theological conservatives.
A mass-circulation series of 12 booklets by Christian
scholars, The Fundamentals, had been sent to 300,000
pastors, missionaries, and Sunday School teachers,
beginning around 1910. (These are still in print in a
4-volume set published by Baker  Book House in
Grand Rapids, Michigan.) It was common to define
the fundamentalist faith by means ‘of a series of
creedal  statements: 1) the verbal, plenary inspiration
of the Bible; 2) the divinity of Jesus Christ; 3) the
virgin birth; 4) the historical reality of miracles; and

,5) the second coming of Christ in judgment. But ad-
ditional aspects of the social and cultural views of the
fundamentalists narrowed the definition (and exc-
luded others who held to the first five positions,
e.g., Lutherans, Presbyterians, and, for that matter,
Roman Catholics): 1) :total,  abstinence from alcohol

.(~so,dancing,  moving pictures, and tobacco); 2) dis-
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c@n for (or fear of) @gher education generally; 3)
+engagement  frbm polh.its, especially after iq25;  4)
an increasing concentration on the physical return of
@us Christ to establish a>personal thousand-year
+-ign on earth, prior to the final judgmerit  (i. e~, pre-
~~lennial’  dispensationalism).  A good’ introduction
t~ the subject is- George Marsden’s l?um!amqtdi.m  ~
dndAtian Culture (Oxford University Press, 1980),
which covers the period 1870-1925.

l@ MANISM ~IS phdostiphy  maintains ~at “man is
the measure of all di.ngs~  a phrase attributed to the
pfesocratic  Greek philosopher, Prcitagoras  (about 450
q.c .). The Roman.  poet Tereqce  said, ‘1, am a man,
z@d notling  huinan is foreign to me.? (The founder of
~ornmunism,  Karl Marx, was fond.of  thk phrase.)
The basic philosophy of humanism is tha~ there is no’
@d-created  stand~d  of judgment outside of man by
&hieh men may bJudged or changed. ,Mdn either cre-
~tes his own standards” (a-more common view since
18591  when Charles”Darwin’s On the O&in of Sp@e-s  was
~ublished)i or dkcovers  the %aturd”  (undreated)  laws
of nature and humaisociety  (* older, pre;Iltiian
Jiewp@t). Sedar  humanism is a mork consistent

~iuiant wl&h  categorically denies any sort of ~ who
might intervene in the ailairs (especially ethical a.fkirs)
of mankind. It is niore straightfonkrdly  atheisiic  and
aggressive against religion @ general and Bible-b*ed
@ristianity @ particular.
i. . ,,
tiw-ORDER  Another term for’ the comprehensive
~pw structure of the Bible. This is a coherent system
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of4aw which applies to every area of man’s life. It is’
this law structure which provides man with his “tool
of dominion.” Law gives men the standards of per-
sonal action, including their relations with each
other, nature, and God. A law-order is an in-
escapable concept. It is never a question of law or no
law. It is a question of whose law. Either the law of
God is the ethical standard of all human affairs, or .
else some rival law structure is. In short, there is no
neutral, ethics, no neutral morality, and therefore no
neutral law-order.

The opposite of biblical law . is antinomziwism,
which invariably produces tyranny, for it leaves man
unprotected by God’s, law. The State or the Church-
become tyrannical, since they become more and
more consistent to their philosophy that there is no
God-revealed law-order to restrain them.”

Biblical law cannot save man from sin, but it “- ~
does offer him guidelines for reconstructing the
world to conform to God’s standards (social ethics),
just as it provides redeemed men with guidelines for
personal ethics. We are not under law as a death-
.dealing  judge, but tie  are  under law as a standard of
performance. “By their fruits .ye shall know them;
Jesus said. Christians are under law as grace-
protected, grace-redeemed people.

Fundamentalists whose doctrine of salvation and
doctrine of eschatology are both antinomian –We’re
‘under grace, not law’’ -have in the past denied the
continuing applicability of Old Testament law in the

“ chuich age. Leaders of the “new fundamentalism”
have attempted to return to biblical law through the
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back door  by  using s u c h  t e r m s  ,= %iblical
~rinciples~  or “biblical ethics?  or “the rnord  stand- .,
krds  of the Bible.” But if the principles, are rporally
,bindingj  they must be regarded ,ti ihws.
~ If there is. no neutrality anywhepi  in - the
~unive~e, and biblical standards apply;  univ~rsalIy,
pen all academic disciplines of ihe modern univer-
sity” are to be ~overne.d by bibiic~ retielati~n and :

kib~cal law. On ~k point,  see the -Wok which  I
Iedited,  F~un&tiow”  d Chhtian s<hob~h+.i  (RO S S

lHouse Books, P.O.  Box 67, Vallecito,  .CA 9~251).
I ,.” i,’
ILIBERATION THEOLOGY . Popular a+ong ‘liberals
lin-~l  denominations,  Iiberati~n  theolo~ tydqpts  the
llan@age  of socialist wealth redlstiibution,  I@.rxist

,..

revolutionary rhdoric, and out-of,c+ntext  Bible
~quotes.  It has become extremely popular in Latin
IAmerica- among mdica.1  Roman Cathqlic  clerics. It
has also swept through the %eo-evangelical”  corn-

~ munity. Not all of its adherents are o@xdy revolu-  .
tionary. Some of them are vague. @hers  are
, chicken. Baptist theologian Ronald Sider is piobably
‘best classified as a non-revoluti&mry  liberati~  theo-
logian (as of early 1985). His book, Ric~ CWtians  in”
: an Age of Hunger, was co-published by the. liberal
Roman Catholic Paulist  Press and the neo-evangel-
ical InterVarsity Press. The best refuta!icm  of libera-
tion theology by a Protestant (or an~one e+e, for
that matter), is David Chilton’s  P@k.wtive  Christians
in ati Age of Guilt-Manipulators (3rd ed.,;  Institute for
Christian Economics, 1985). It is zdso the best in- “
production to Christian economics.. ~~ .
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PRESUPPOSITIONALISM  This term refers gener-
ally to any philosophy which argues that the conclu-
sions men draw from all evidence is governed by
their operating presuppositions concerning God,
man, law, and nature. More specifically, the term
refers to the writings of the Dutch-American Calvin-
ist philosopher, Cornelius Van Til, who is still alive
as I write these words. His major books include
Christianip  and Batihtinism,  I’7ie New A40detnism, The
D@nse of the Faith, and A ‘Christian l%eo~  of Knowl-
edge. He is generally regarded as the ~patron  philoso-
pher,” if not the patron saint, of the Christian Recon-
struction movement.” Van Til categorically denies all
applications of the idea of neutrality, which is at root
a philosophy of th<self-proclaimed  autonomous
man,. In contrast to Dooyeweerd, “Van Til has always
argued  that the Bible provides both the framework
(categories) and content of Christian philosophy. He
never pursued this thesis with respect to specific-
biblical revelation concerning biblical law, a task ~
which was ‘taken up by his dkciple,  R. J. Rush-

~ doony, especially in The Institutes  of Bibl{cal  Law, and
by a younger disciple of Van Til, Greg L. Bahnsen
(1’7zeonom.y  i? C h r i s t i a n  Ethus).

SYNC~~lSM  An application of the doctrine of.
neutralism: It is a mixed philosophy which attempts
to. combine biblical revelation with the insights of
human philosophy, most notably Greek philosophy.
This characterizes the philosophy of the medieval
Roman Ca~olic  scholar, Thomas Aquinas (“Thorn-
ism”).  It also characterizes the philosophical defenses
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o! the faith offered by. Lutherans and almost ali! other . .
~rotestants, including fundamentalists .’ Such a -‘
~efe,nse  usually involvei  four or five “pnjofs of God”
~ supposedly. demonstrate the inescapable nature ~ ,
,+ God-though n~t,a-  G6d whopoisesses  allbf the
characteristics specifically revealed in th~ Bible.

‘ ~ V~ 7X is the most important critic ~f syn~ ,
cytism.  He says that if we begin with the presuppo-
sition  that fallen man’s mind is logically capable of
coming to faith in a god, then that god cannot possi-  -

151y be the God of the Bible. The God of the Bible has
revealed to men in His word that all the earth is
totally dependent on Him, the Creator and Sus-
thiner  of the universe. Therefore, man is not autonom-
ous,  and man’s speculations are not autonomous.
We must start with the presupposition of God and

~is revelation, or else we cannot logicz+ly end with
such a God. If we start with the logic of autonomous
wan, then the ‘god” produced or discovered by au-

- {onomous  man’s mind cannot be the omnipotent . .
~od of the Bible. Thus, all attempts to ‘mix Christi-
anity with autonomous man’s philosophies must
result in the abandonment of biblical Christianity.

Two introductions to Van Til’s thought are R. J.
Rushdoon@  By M&d’ Si!andurd?  (Thoburn  Press,
P.O. Box 6941, -Tyler, TX 75711, and Richard Pratt
Euery 77ztiught  Captiw  (Presbyterian and Reformed ,
Publishing Company,. P.O. Box 817, Phillipsburg, ~
NJ 08865).
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Unconditional Surrender:
God’s Program for Victory
Ga~ North

There is a war on. The war is between God and’Satan. In
our day, we see it most clearly in the conflicts between Ch@-
tian institutions and the institutions of secular humanism. It
‘is a war that is not going to go away. There will be a winner.

Unconditior?a/  Surrender is an introduction to this conflict.
It covers the fundamental issues of the war: 1) What is the
nature of God? 2) What is the nature of man? 3) What is the,
nature of /aw? If we can begin to answer these questions,
then we will be able to recognize the nature of the battle.

Does ChrMianity  make a difference in life? Does Christi-
anity offer real-life solutions to the basic issues of life? Un-
questionably, the answer is yes. But if we answer in the
affirmative, then we have to start getting specific. Exactly
how does Christianity make a difference? What kind of soci-

ety would Christianity bring forth? In what ways would such
a society be different from the ,society we live in today, the
society of humanism? Is there a specifically biblical system
Qf social ethics? What practica/  difference should Christian-
ity make in the life of a ruler, businessman, judge, teacher,
or scientist?”

This book introduces people to the tindamentals of
Christianity, including applied. Christianity. It is thoroughly
biblical. It provides evidence taken directly from the Scrip-
tures. It offers suggestions for further reading, as well as the .,
names and addresses of independent Christian organiza-
tions that are equipping Christians, for the battles they face

today.

264 ‘pp., indmed,  bibliograph~  ph., $9.95
‘ Geneva Ministries

PO. ,@OX 8376, 7jI.?q ,j’X 75711
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75 Bible Questions, YOUF ) ~~ ‘; . ~

In&h~tors Pray You ~oti’t Ask -~
#’aiy North  ““ t ““ --- ~

~ .Unless  you’iq .~qne’ ‘ i n  ten’’~ou,&mda  as” ~hristi~ns  gc;
you’ve been misled: Maybe it hasn’t beim delibetit~ on’ the
,$ari  of your Bible-teachers, butit’s  true.in Chfistian,;college  ‘ .
classrooms, pul@ts, and Sunday Schools tti~ughbut  the
l~nd, people are being misinformed about Chpetia;ity,  year’
after ybar. ,,

i Subtitled How tu Spot Humanism in ke iClaswoom  or’ , ~
#u/pit; this hard-hitting Iittle.volume  of pointed~ques~ons ex-
poses many of-the doctrinal compromises-which modern
~hristian leaders are making with currently populat ~o,r@ of+ : ~
Baal”wo~hip.  Peo@e’who think they are hea~ng “th~ good,
oldytime  religion” are being indoctrinated by well-rpeaning  ~,
(and sometimes not so well-meaning) teachers who are 4,:
either outright hu,rn,anists  or who have been ~comprorni.4ed’
by some of humanism’s most important doc~in6s.’ -

I “75 Bib/e Questions covek three crucial ‘ba~lefiel$is”in  the
par between Christi@y ,and humanism: ,- .

,,: -,
,, 1. Sovereignty: God’s or Man’s?

2. Law: God’s or Man’s? . .
,’

.3. Kingdom: God’s or Man’s? , “ “‘

Warning: This is probably the most controversial Christian
book you till ever read. Some huinanist/Christian colleges ~
would expel a student for even=owning a copy. Paqked with ~”
Scripture references and helpful suggestions ~bout organiz- . .
ing study groups, this valuable book also containd special
sections on how to stay out of trouble while’ readi~g it. .75
kib/e Que.dons will change your thinking- permartentlyl

300 pp., append&,  bibliografih~  Ph., $4.95
SPurgeon  Press
PO. B o x  7 9 9 9 ,  ~lq T X  75711
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Paradise Restored: A Biblical
Theology of Dominion ~‘ ~
David Chilton’

In recent years “many Christians have begun to ‘realize a
long ,brgotten  truth: God wants us to have dominion over

the earth, just as He originally commanded Adam and Eve.
Ey Ijis atonement, Jesus Christ has restored us to Adam’s
lost position, guaranteeing that God’s  original plan will be
fulfilled. God will be glorified throughout the world: “The
earth shall be ‘full of the knowledge of ‘ti LORD,  as the
wate@ cover the sea.” Isa(ah 11:9.

In order to demonstrate this truth from Scripture, David
,, Chilton begins ‘at the beginning, in the Garden of Eden. He
shows how God established basic patiems in ‘the first few
, chapters of Genesis-patterns which form the structure of -
later Biblical revelation. In the course of this book on escha-
tology,  the reader is treated to an exciting, refreshingly Bib/i-
‘=/ way of reading the Bible. Avoiding the pitfalls of Specula-
tion, Chilton shows how even the ‘most obscure prophecies
can suddenly come alive with meaning to those who have
grasped the Paradise Theme.

Building on a solid foundation of New Testament escha-
tology,  the author deals at.length with the message of the
Book of Revelation-often with surprising results. Through-

‘out the volume, the reader is confronted with the fact that
our view of the future is inescapably bound up with our view
of Jesus Christ. According to the author, the fact that Jesus
is now King of kings and Lord of lords means that His Gos-
pel must be victorious” the Holy Spirit will bring the water of
life to the ends of the earth. The Christian message is one of
Hope. Christ has defeated the devil, and we can look for-

ward to increasing triumphs for His Kingdom in this age.
Pentecost  was just  the beginning,

-, 352.pp., indexed, b~bliograph~  hb., $14.95
Dominion Press

., PO. Box 8 2 0 4 ,  Ft. worth,  TX.76124  ‘
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‘F,rqductive Christians ‘id an ~Ag$’ !
“@f Guilt-Manipulators .- ~ . . ~ .,,

,,,., -’ ,“

“One;gf ~herno$t  insidious attacks upon.oqhodo~  Christi-,, .:-.,,,,
aqity has Come from”~he somalled ‘Christian IJe,fl;  TI,js book ~

J‘ ,answers  th,e”~ti,plb” gf that m’ovem$mt, Rich @sffl,  s in-aq, -
“k .Ag& of Huh@-’by,,Ronald,S  ider. ‘ ~~ ~ “ ,~: ‘ -.!.,, \

j ‘~a~id C@!o~,!feyo~strate$ that the %Ijrist@i Social-  ~.
)srn qd~cated - b y  ;,Sider  is pothing m o r e  !than” ~ptitid’  ~

}hurn@ism-tti . Q goal, of whlc!i is not cha~ty, but rayf, poiice-  .
,state power. “ ““’-... i ’ ”,.

,. ./ The debat,e ,bevieen S i d e r  ,and Chilton;cente#.on one
.~central .issue:.Does  the Bible’ have clear gw”delines  for every
Iarea of Me? Sider claims that the Bible ‘does’ not contain ~

I“bl,ueprints”’for  asocial and economic ordeti The 6atch, of
jcourse, is that Sider then provides his own. !’bIuepfints” for “
Isociety, calling for a taxation system which is cprnpletely
iconde.mned  by God’s infallible word. Ctiilto~., answeti th”at
/the socialist “cure” is worse than the disease, for Socialism’
~ actually increases poverty. Even when motivated b~go~.iq-
: tentions, UnbibliGai ‘chari~ programs will damage the very :

; people they seek to help.
,,, ,

Combining incisive satire with hard-hitting argumenta-  .
~ tion and extensive biblical references, Chilton shpws that
‘the Bible does.have clear, forthright, and workable ‘answers’-
/to the problem of poverty. Procttictive  Christians is! most i rn-
; portantly a major introduction to the system of Christian
: Economics, with chapters on biblical law, welfare,, poverty,
the third world, overpopulation, “foreign aid, ad~ertising,

~ profi~, and economic “growth.
,
~ 4.58 ~~.)-  indexed,’ bibliogra~h~  Ph.,,.
Institute for Christian Economics

PO. BOX 8000,  7jdq TX 7571J
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The Law of the Covenant:
An Exposition of Exodus 21-23
James B. Jordan

How relevant are the Iawe of the Old Testament for today?
God said that Israel was to be a Iigbt to the nations (Isaiah
,42:6).  That someday all nations would come to Jerusa@m to
receive the Law (Micah 4:2). That in His Law, “every trans-
gression and disobedience receives a just recompense?
(Hebrews 2:2). That all pebples would marvel at the wisdom
and justice of Israel’s laws (Deuteronomy 4:6-6).

Yet, with the change from the Old to the New Covenant,
there a[e clearly changes in the Law; “for when the pyiest-
tjood changes, there must also take place a change of law”.
(Hebrews 7:12). How, then, are we to, approach”the  many
laws found in the Old Test&ment?  Do they apply to Chris-
tians? If so, how?

In this book, Mr. Jordan provides four introductory chap:
ters on the nature of. Biblical law, on the redemptive histor-’
ical context in which the law was first written, and on the

overall changes in the law system which the New Covenant
bringjs. Then, moving to the concrete, Mr. Jordan provides
the first truly in-depth commentary on the case laws ‘of Ex-
odus ‘21-23, the Book of the Covenant. The laws are taken
up one at a time. In each case, ttie question is asked, “What
did this law mean to the people of the Old Testament age?”
Then the question is asked, ,What relevance might this law-
have for the Christian faith today?’ Finally, the question is
asked, -“How does this law shed light on the work of Jesus
Christ, of Whom all Scripture speaks? That is, how can we
preach Christ from this law?”

In his preface, ME Jordan states that he has not tried to say
the. last word on these chapters of ,Scripture, but that he has
tried to say afiret word, and to challenge theChurch  to look fur-
ther into these verses to find wisdom for today. No preacher
and no student of the W4rd can afford to be without this study.

310 pp., indexedj  hb., $17.50
Institute for (7hristian  Economics
PO, ~0% 8000, 7j&L TX 757U
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voses atid “~~araoh: Dcjm@n -.
~ligioti’ VersusPower~digion ,,“’, .,.p@~o&, ““ ‘“ ~ -’-:. -, ! ,
!!, ,’
(,.

/ ,-lpJhe.fifteen&  ce&Y bef@@ ~ebiflh  of Jesus~Moses.
~rn@ @@p f?@+Q~ an? ~ade’.tia@erned:to  be t minor

E@ue&”Phatioh  sliop!d anti the Israqlitjjs  to:rnake., three
WY journey in order% sacrifice to ,lh@ir,Go&  B~t thi~ was not
a~minor request,  giveh the theology of. Eg@t, ‘It was the ap-
nourf&&It  @ a revo/ution-an  anti-hum%ist  [revol$~on.,

~ The conflict tietween  ~oses.and  Ptiaraoh was a~conflict
~~een -the refigion of ,the Bible’and” its rival,~the rqli~on of
~umani~m. it is n,ot Cprntin  for scholars to .i~entif$,l%ht~
polytheism with modem human~sm, but the tWO “th60!09ieS

share their most fundamental dqctrines  the irreleVa@e of the
pod of the ~ble for U@ affaik of meq; the evolutioo, of man
iqto.’God;  the, imf?ossibilily  of an infallible. word of God; the
,pqnexisten~  of @erm@nent  laws~of  God’ the irnpds@ity ,of
tem@&l judgment.by  God and a belief inthe~poti~of  man.
~ What Bibie coninieniators  have faiied to @nders@nd’  is
‘~hat the conflict between Moses and Pha@oh!was  at heart’ a
~nflic?  between the pvo inajor religions’ @ marikhiqtwy,  do-
rninion”’rdigion  and pcwer”rkdigioq,  Withthe th@ rn&~r religi-
on-escdplst  te/igioq-represented.  by the ~ebrew  slaves.
what they ’have also failed to point out is thatthem:ls an it??-
plicit alliance between the power n?liglon ~d ,the XcapiSt
&/igion.  This alliance still exists.

This book is .a detailed study of the cdnflict  ‘between
‘Moses. and Pharaoh. It discusses the irnplicafioti$ of this
bonflict in several areas: theology, politics, sociol$gy, and
~especially economics. This book is Parl One of the second
polurne, of, a multi-volume set, An Economic @qmn@fY  ~
;on the Bible. The first volume, The Ddminion  C@enanc
;Genesis,  was p u b l i s h e d  i n ,  1 9 8 2 .  ‘  ,
,, ,:

432 pp., in@xed,  fib., $J2.50  ~
Institute for ,Christiun Economics,
;F!O. Box %000, 7jdq TX 75711  .



C h r i s t i a n  N e w s
F!O. Box 168 ,’
New Haven, MO 63068

G e n t l e m e n :
Gary North mentions you newspaper in his book, &ck-

ward, Chrz3tian  Sokiizs?  Please send me a copy.

.
nal-ne

I ——————————————  -———— -—————————  -—————

i
I
I
I
I

i

i
I
I
I

Rev. R. J. Rushdoony ,
Chalcedon
~ O. BOX 158 ,,
Vallecito, CA 95251

Dear Rev. Rushdoony:
Ga~ North in his ,paperback book, Backward  Chr&tzhn

Soldiers?, suggests that I would be interested in the news-
letter you publish. I want to sign up for a subscription to
your monthly newsletter, The (%&don  Repozt.  Thank .
you.

n a m e

ci[y, .9mw, zip

•1 Enclosed is a tax-deductible donation to help
meet expenses.
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WHY IS THIS
TEAR-OUT SHEET ‘
STILL IN THIS BOOK”?. . .

Tear-out sheets are supposed
to be torn out and mailed in. ,-

S T O P
PROCRASTINATING!
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Freedom Council
CBN Television
V i r g i n i a  B e a c h ,  VA23466

G e n t l e m e n :  ‘
I read about your organization in Gary North’s book,

Backward, Chrz3tian  So/dz2rs?  Please send me information on
how I Can get involved in politics as a Christian.

name

addm-m \

cily, state, zip

I ——.-—— -—--—— - - - - -  —— --— ---—- -—-—— - - -

Rev. Paul Lindstrom,  Superintendent of Schools
Christian Libeqty  Academy Satellite Schools
203 East Camp McDonald Road
Prospect -Heights, IL 60070 f ‘.’ ,

Dear Rev. Lindstrom:
‘Gary North in his paperback book, Bcwkward,  C’htistian

Soldiers?, suggests that I would be interested in the Chris-
dan Liberty Acadefmy  Satellite Schools program (CLASS).
Please send me your free information packet that shows
how parents can provide their children with a good edu-
cation using your traditional, Christian, conservative
oriented program.

,.
name

addm

city, sine, zip

•l Enclosed is a donation to help meet expenkes.

,,.
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WHY IS ~EIIS ~ ‘
TEAR-OUT SHEE’T .

STILL IN THIS BO@?-

Tear-out sheets are supposed ‘ -
to be torn out-and mailed ~in:
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Plymouth Rock Foundation ‘
PO. BO X  4 2 5
Marlborough,  NH 03455

Gentlemen: ,.
“ Gary North  in his paperback book, Bukward,  Christian
Sokiiers?,  suggests that I would like to know more about
your Foundation and its programs and publicatiotis  and
what it is doing “to advance the kingdom of The Lord Jesus
.Christ.”  Please send me an information packet and place
me’ on”  your mailing list for a trial subscription to your
periodicals, the, Letbjom  PIJmouth  Rock and the FAC-Sheet.

.nme  ‘:
.,.  .

oty,  stile,  ZIP

❑ 1 am also interested in knowing about FUNDAMENTALS’ FOR
AMERICAN CHRISTIANS, your study course in 13iblicaf Prin- .
ciples of Self  and Civil  Govemm~nt.

❑ 1,would like to, wow abo& your aeminaqon  the Principle Approach- . .  .
i to tihnstlan  ectucatlon.

D Encfosed is a taxdeductible  donation to help meet expenses. ,
I
I ——————  -——- ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ——— ———~—  ——.—
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Gary North”
Dominion Seminars
P. O. BOX 8204
Ft. Worth,  TX 76124 ‘

Dear Dr. North:
Our church may& interested in bringing in one of your

seminars on “Christian Survival on the Secular Campus.” ‘.
Please send”us  information on this seminar program.

church

address . .

cily,  SMIC,  ZIP
;,. ,’
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i Geneva  Ministries .
:’ PO. Box 131300

Tyler, TX 75713
~.’ /.,
I Gentlemen:
I
I 1 read about your newsletters in Gary North’s
/- ‘ Backward, Christian So[diers?  Please. send me a sample
i
I packet of materials

\
l“
I city, state, zip

i

\

.
:,
,! ❑ I’m enclosing a tax-deductible donation to help . . .

I defray expenses. .‘i, I . .
!1

“,1 ., ,’
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Dr. Gary North -.

Institute for Christian Economics
I! O. BOX 8 0 0 0
Tyler, TX 75711

Dear Dr. North:

I read about your organization in your book,
Backward, Christian  Soldiers? I understand that you
publish several newsletters that are sent out for six
months free of charge.’ I would b? interested in re-
ceiving them:

.-. .

El Biblical Economics Today, Domz’nwv  Stra@@s,
and” Christtin  Reconstruction

Please send any other information you have con-
cerning your program. “

f
address a

,-. .

city, state, zip . . .,

❑ I’m enclosing a tax-deductible donation to help
defray expenses.

i

,,,,
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